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I stand at the seashore, alone, and start to think.

There are the rushing waves...
mountains of molecules, each stupidly minding its own business...
trillions apart...yet forming white surf in unison.

Ages on ages...before any eyes could see...
year after year...thunderously pounding the shore as now.
For whom, for what?

[...]
Stands at the sea...wonders at wondering...I...

a universe of atoms...an atom in the universe.

- R. Feynman, The Value of Science (1955)
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Introduction

Water is fundamental for life. Its unique properties settle the biological basics of life
on Earth, model the planet and at the same times fascinate researchers. The study of
water is a chance to overcome the everyday risk to take it for granted and to sense
its beauty and complexity. It is by far the most studied liquid and as far as mankind
interrogates on reality it also interrogates on water: one among many, Thales of Mile-
tus, the first recognized philosopher and scientist of the western civilization, devotes
to water a large part of his thought, identifying it as the originating principle of na-
ture [1].

In spite of such a long history of investigation, the more water is studied more
questions emerge [2]. In particular, a largely elusive and intriguing system is wa-
ter interface with air, whose structure and properties are still widely debated. Such
interface in association with nano- and micro-particles plays a central role in many
technologies. For example, in flotation techniques, widely employed in mineral and
food processing, air bubbles are driven in waste water to adsorb micro and nano pol-
lutants at their interface. In this process the interaction and attachment of the particle
contaminants to the air-water interface of the bubble are still largely unknown [3].

Despite such important applications and fundamental open questions, the dy-
namics of a particle close to an air-water interface and its interaction with such inter-
face have been poorly investigated.

Direct measurements of the interaction with an air-water interface have been
mainly achieved by Surface Force Apparatus [4, 5] and Atomic Force Microscopy
[6, 7]. In these experiments the force between a solid wall and an air-water interface
made dispersing an air-bubble in water is measured. The results successfully agree
with models considering van der Waals and electrical double-layers interactions, and
point out the importance of the choice of the electric boundary conditions at the air-
water interface [5]. Very recently Total Internal Reflection Microscopy (TIRM) has
been adapted to investigate the particle-interface interactions for a spherical parti-
cle freely diffusing close to a water-oil interface [8]. An enhancement of interface-
breaching probability with the increasing of the ionic strength of the water solution
is measured, pointing out the subtle balance between attractive van der Waals and
repulsive double-layers interactions. Almost unexplored remains the particle inter-
face breaching in the case of an air-water interface, the most important case for flota-
tion techniques, where both van der Waals and double-layers interactions should be
repulsive.

The dynamics of spherical microparticles close to a liquid interface has been re-
cently studied using different optical techniques like imaging microscopy [9], dy-
namic light scattering [10] and 3D digital video microscopy [11]. All these techniques
have a resolution of the order of particle radius and therefore are able to measure
particle dynamics at relatively large distances from the interface. In such range the
obtained results agree with purely hydrodynamics predictions. At the same time,
however, very recent results at shorter distances by Maali et al. [12] revealed anoma-
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lies in the particle drag in the direction perpendicular to an air-water interface. These
anomalies were attributed to surface incompressibility caused by the presence of
surface active species. Moreover, electro-osmotic experiments showed that close to
charged liquid interfaces electrokinetic effects can significantly alter the flow field
and contribute to energy dissipation [13]. All these recent results point out the pe-
culiarity of the dynamical behaviour of a particle in extreme vicinity to an air-water
interface, suggesting that such interface can act very differently than a simple full-
slip boundary.

In the present work the diffusion of a spherical microparticle close to an air-water
interface is studied. The experiments are made with an adapted Dual-Wave Reflec-
tion Interference Microscope (DW-RIM) without perturbing or altering the experi-
mental system. This approach enables the simultaneous study of both the potential
energy of the particle-interface system and the particle dynamics, necessary to ad-
dress the possible coupling between electrical phenomena and hydrodynamics. In
addition DW-RIM allows accurate measurements of the absolute particle-interface
distance without requiring any calibration or assumption on the interface location.
It grants a spatial resolution higher than the ones of the previous works thus making
possible the investigation of very short particle-interface distances.

In chapter 1 the state on the art of the phenomena affecting the behaviour of a
spherical particle close to an air-water interface is illustrated, with a particular focus
on the ones relevant for this work.

In chapter 2 the DW-RIM setup and the tracking programs developed during the
PhD are illustrated.

Other informations on the materials and methods are given in chapter 3. In par-
ticular the details on solutions and particles are discussed together with a description
of the experimental cell. Technical issues addressed during the preliminary phase of
the work and a brief description of other complementary experimental techniques
are also treated.

The experimental results are given and discussed in chapters 4 and 5. In chapter 4
the potential energy of the particle-interface system is measured from the probability
distribution of the particle’s positions. The system shows two different potential en-
ergy landscapes resulting in two different equilibrium particle-interface distances.
The one at larger distance can be fairly explained by van der Waals and double-
layers interactions combined with gravity. The one closer to the interface presents
an unexpected additional attractive interaction. The possible origins of such an in-
teraction are discussed. Moreover, the conditions promoting the particle breaching
of the interface are discussed and the particle dewetting dynamics is compared with
previous results present in literature [14].

Chapter 5 is devoted to the dynamics. Using a specifically developed method of
analysis of the particle mean square displacements in a generic potential, the par-
ticle drag coefficients are obtained as a function of the distance from the interface.
Peculiarly, the air-water interface roughly acts as a slip boundary for the particle
motion parallel to the interface and as a no-slip boundary for the particle motion
perpendicular to the interface. Moreover, measured particle’s drag coefficients are
always larger than the hydrodynamic predictions and depend on the particle’s elec-
trical charge, pointing out a possible role of electrokinetic phenomena in the particle
dynamics.



Chapter 1

State of the art and theoretical
background

The dynamics of a colloid in water close to an air-water interface is affected by the en-
semble of phenomena undergoing on an object diffusing near charged boundaries.
Such phenomena are essentially declined in the particle-boundary electrostatic in-
teractions and in the hydrodynamics in an inhomogeneous medium. For spherical
particles and solid boundaries these phenomena are well known and successfully
described. Conversely, exhaustive experimental data and rigorous descriptions are
lacking for different particle morphologies (like ellipsoids) and boundary conditions
(like liquid interfaces). Moreover, the coupling of both hydrodynamics and elec-
trostatics gives rise to a number of more complex electrokinetic effects. They have
been predicted in past decades and some of them (like electrophoresis) have robust
experimental evidences. Some others still remain elusive and only in last years ex-
perimental observation are starting to be published.

Besides all this, the case of the air-water interface is unique because of the pe-
culiar characteristics of water. It is still debated the issue of the value and the ori-
gin of the electric charge density of water surface [15], whose understanding is of a
paramount importance for the comprehension of the breaching dynamics by a par-
ticle of an air-water interface.

Moreover, equilibrium contact angle of a particle trapped at the air-water inter-
face and partial wetting dynamics are far from being trivial when dealing with mi-
crometric or nanometric particles [14].

In the present work the dynamics and the interaction of a colloidal particle with
an air-water interface is experimentally studied. In order to discuss the results, in
this chapter a brief review of the necessary background and of the state of the art is
given.

In section 1.1 are resumed the most important elements for the description of
the electrostatic interaction between two charged objects in an electrolyte. There,
the origin of the electrostatic charge at the air-water interface is discussed in section
1.1.3.

Subsequently, in section 1.2 the hydrodynamics close to plane boundary condi-
tions is described and the main experimental achievements in that field are reported.
Since in the present thesis the phenomenon allowing the study of the dynamics is
particle’s diffusion, the classic elements of the theory of Brownian motion are also
given (section 1.3).

The coupling of electrostatics and hydrodynamics is then summarized in section
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8 Chapter 1. State of the art and theoretical background

1.4. There, the electrokinetic effects whose contribution has been considered in the
discussion of the obtained results are described.

Finally, in section 1.5 a particle trapped at a liquid-air interface is considered.
The expression for the equilibrium contact angle is given and few insights on the
partial-dewetting dynamics are illustrated.

1.1 Particle-interface colloidal interactions in ionic so-
lutions

The subject of the interactions between colloidal particles is an extremely wide field
of research [16, 17]. In this section we will limit to discuss the essential passages to
obtain the expression of the double-layers interaction pertinent to the present study
and to give some elements on the theory of van der Waals interaction. In section 1.1.1
the double-layer is defined and the classic Gouy-Chapman theory for the potential
generated by a charged interface in an ionic solution is resumed. In section 1.1.2
the interaction between two double-layers is described and an expression for the
electrostatic potential energy is given. A focus on the charge of the water surface is
then made in section 1.1.3, while the van der Waals interaction is described in section
1.1.4. Finally, the state of the art on the measurements of the interaction of particles
with an air-water interface is resumed in section 1.1.5.

1.1.1 The Gouy-Chapman theory of the diffusive double-layer

The separation of charge that occurs at the interface between two phases is called
electrical double-layer because it consists, ideally, of two regions of opposite charge.
The simplest model of this system is the one usually attributed to Helmholtz in
which both layers of charge are fixed in parallel planes to form a molecular con-
denser. This model was first explicitly referred to by Perrin in 1904 [18]. Although
it can be used to derive some of the important electrokinetic relationship, it has long
been recognized as an inadequate representation of the situation. While the charge
on a metal surface may be assumed to be located in a plane, and the same is valid
for many insulating solids, it is unlikely to be so in a liquid phase where the electri-
cal forces on the ions compete with the thermal diffusive forces. The theory of such
diffusive double layer was developed independently by Gouy [19] and by Chapman
[20].

According to the Gouy-Chapman model, one layer of charges is assumed to be
uniformly spread over a plane surface immersed in an electrolyte solution. This
surface will have an electrostatic potential, the surface potential ψ0. Here we will
not dwell of the precise definition of ψ0, as it is a quite intricate concept and has a
definition which is more general than the one here considered. For a more complete
treatment, we refer to exhaustive references such as Hunter’s Foundations of Colloid
Science [17]. In the present work we consider ψ0 as the potential generated by the
uniform charges on the surface in the electrolyte solution evaluated over the surface.

The compensating ions which organize in the liquid medium around the surface
are regarded as point charges immersed in a continuous dielectric medium. Noting
ρq the volume density of charge due to ions, the electric potential ψ is determined by
the Poisson equation:

∇2ψ = − ρq
ε0ε

, (1.1)
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where ε is the relative permittivity of the liquid medium and ε0 is vacuum per-
mittivity.

At equilibrium the electrical and diffusive forces on the ions must balance out:

∇µi = −jie∇ψ , (1.2)

where µi and ji are respectively the chemical potential and the valency of the ion
species i, while e is the modulus of the electron charge (e = 1.602 · 10−19 C). For a
flat double layer the electrostatic potential and the chemical potential are constant in
planes parallel to the wall. Noting z the direction normal to the double layer, eq. 1.2
can thus be written as:

dµi
dz

= −jie
dψ

dz
(1.3)

Using the definition of chemical potential (per ion) in the form:

µi = µ0
i + kBT lnni , (1.4)

where ni is the number of ions i per unit volume, kB is the Boltzmann constant
and T is the temperature, we obtain:

1

ni

dni
dz

= − jie

kBT

dψ

dz
(1.5)

Integrating this equation from a point in the bulk solution (where ψ = 0 and
ni = n0

i ) leads to Boltzmann equation:

ni = n0
i exp

(
− jieψ
kBT

)
(1.6)

Equation 1.6 gives the local concentration of each type of ion in the double-layer
region. The volume charge density in the neighbourhood of the surface is then given
by:

ρq =
∑
i

nijie , (1.7)

where the summation is over all species of ion present. Replacing equations 1.6
and 1.7 in equation 1.1 we obtain the Poisson-Boltzmann equation (PB):

d2ψ

dz2
= − 1

ε0ε

∑
i

n0
i jie exp

(
−jieψ
kBT

)
(1.8)

If ψ is small everywhere in the double-layer (jieψ � kBT ), we can expand the
exponential in equation 1.8 obtaining the linearized PB equation as:

d2ψ

dz2
= − 1

ε0ε

∑
i

jien
0
i −

∑
i

j2
i e

2n0
i

ψ

kBT

 (1.9)
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The first term in the parentheses in the right hand of this relation must be zero to
preserve electroneutrality in the bulk electrolyte. Equation 1.9 thus becomes:

d2ψ

dz2
=

ψ

λ2
D

(1.10)

where λD is called Debye screening length and is defined as:

λD =

√
ε0εkBT

e2
∑
n0
i j

2
i

(1.11)

The simplification made considering a small ψ is referred to as the Debye-Hückel
approximation. In the considered situation of a plane double-layer where the poten-
tial varies only with z, the linearized PB equation has solution ψ = ψ0 exp

(
−z/λD

)
.

In general, the same procedure can be followed for different geometries if the Debye-
Hückel approximation’s condition is satisfied. In the case of spherical symmetry, for
example, the Debye-Hückel potential around a sphere of radius a and surface poten-
tial ψ0 is function of the radial coordinate R and reads:

ψ = ψ0

a exp
[
(R− a) /λD

]
R

(1.12)

1.1.2 Double-layers interaction between two objects in a medium

The electrostatic potential energy between two objects in a liquid is determined by
the distribution of ions and electrical potential in the medium surrounding the ob-
jects and by the electric boundary conditions. On the surface of each object the
boundary condition usually is either a constant surface potential or a constant sur-
face charge distribution upon overlap of the double-layers. At large separation dis-
tances, when the two double-layers don’t interact, the two boundary conditions are
analogous. Conversely, once the double-layers overlap, the way the two objects in-
teract depends on the physical variable (surface charge or potential) kept constant
on the interface.

Here, the interaction between the surface of an object 1 at constant surface poten-
tial ψ1 and the surface of an object 2 at constant charge density σ2 is considered. A
single, symmetrical electrolyte of valency j is assumed. Both the surface potential
and the charge density are assumed to be sufficiently small that the Debye-Hückel
approximation holds. An expression for the electrostatic potential energy for two
semi-infinite, plane parallel double layers is first derived. Then, using Derjaguin’s
approximation (valid for inter-particles distances much smaller than the particles
size), the interaction energy between the corresponding spherical double-layers is
obtained.

In order to determine the electric potential ψ of the system of two plane double
layers, the linearized one dimensional PB equation 1.10 is solved under the boundary
conditions:

ψ (0) = ψ1 (1.13)

dψ

dz

∣∣∣∣
z=H

=
σ2

ε0ε
, (1.14)
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where the plane 1 and 2 are located at z = 0 and at z = H respectively. The second
boundary condition is found exploiting the Gauss law. Noting k the reciprocal of
the Debye length, the solution of eq. 1.10, with the boundary conditions given by
equations 1.13 and 1.14, is [21]:

ψ = ψ1 cosh kz +

(
σ2

kε0ε
− ψ1 sinh kH

)
sinh kz

cosh kH
(1.15)

As described by Verwey and Overbeek [22], the potential energy per unit area
uψ−σ correspondent to the double-layers interaction can be evaluated as the differ-
ence in free energy per unit area between the system with the two double-layers at
distance H and the one with an infinite separation distance. They also shown that,
for a single plane double-layer within the Deby-Hückel approximation, the free en-
ergy per unit areaG isG = −σ1ψ1/2 for a constant surface potential andG = σ2ψ2/2
for a constant surface charge. The total free energy per unit area of the overlapping
dissimilar double-layer system is therefore:

G (H) =
1

2
(σ2ψ2 − σ1ψ1) (1.16)

In relation 1.16 ψ1 and σ2 are the constant boundary conditions while ψ2 and σ1

depend on the distance H and can be computed respectively from eq. 1.15 and from
the Gaussian law. The potential energy of double-layers interaction per unit area
uψ−σ in the end results in [22]:

uψ−σ (H) =G (H)−G∞

=
1

2

2σ2ψ1 sech kH +

(
σ2

2

kε0ε
− kε0εψ

2
1

)
(tanh kH − 1)

 (1.17)

Once the potential energy per unit area is know for the system of two parallel
planes, Derjaguin approximation allows the calculation of the potential energy of
interaction between two spheres, provided that for both spheres the condition ka�
1 is satisfied [17]. Under such condition the spheres can be approximated as a set
of parallel planar half-spaces at different distances H and the total energy can be
evaluated as an integral over the plane. Noting d the gap distance between two
spheres of radii a1 and a2, the correspondent potential energy U (d) is given by:

U (d) =

∫ ∞
d

2π

(
a1a2

a1 + a2

)
u (H) dH (1.18)

The evaluation of the integral for the considered case is made introducing the
relation 1.17. It leads to the expression for the potential energy between two spheres
with dissimilar boundary conditions:

Uψ−σ (d) = π
a1a2

a1 + a2

[
2ψ1σ2

k

(
π

2
− arctan sinh (kd)

)
−

+

(
σ2

2

k2εε0
− ψ2

1εε0

)
ln
(

1 + e−2kd
) (1.19)
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The same procedure, using different boundary conditions, allows the calculation
of the analogous expressions for the potential energy between two spherical particles
with both constant surface potential (Uψ−ψ (d)) [23] or with both constant surface
charge (Uσ−σ (d)) [24].

Figure 1.1: Plot from the paper of Kar et al. [21] of the electrostatic potential en-
ergy of two spherical particles immersed in an electrolyte (under Debye-Hückel and
Derjaguin approximations) versus the gap distance. Differences in the nomenclature
between our text and the paper are: the potential energies V (noted U in the text) and
the gap distance H0 (noted d in the text). The plotted potential energies correspond
to different boundary conditions: dissimilar spheres (V ψ−σ), both spheres with con-
stant surface potential (V ψ−ψ) and both spheres with constant surface charge (V σ−σ).
To facilitate the comparison, in the legend the surface charge density of a single par-
ticle at infinite separation is represented in terms of the corresponding surface po-
tential.

In figure 1.1 is reported a comparison between these three possible set of bound-
ary conditions. In all cases both spheres are negatively charged at infinite separation
distance. For this reason, for constant surface charge systems the electrostatic po-
tential energy is repulsive at all distances. Conversely, for constant surface potential
and for mixed cases the potential energy is not monotonically repulsive: a potential
barrier separates the long-range repulsion from a short-range attraction. This be-
haviour can be explained considering that, in order to keep a constant potential on
one of the two surfaces while the other particle is approaching, there is a continuous
readjustment of the surface charge. This effect can even induce a charge inversion
over one of the particles for a sufficiently small separating distance, resulting in an
attraction between the two surfaces.
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1.1.3 Air-water surface potential

A multitude of experimental evidences exist of the accumulation of negative charges
at the air-water interface and generally wherever water is in contact with an hy-
drophobic surface, either solid, liquid or gaseous. Qualitative evidence of this effect
has been already found by Quincke in 1861 [25]. Since then, many measurements
have been performed with different techniques and conditions, resulting in a wide
range of surface potential values from −0.6 mV down to −1100 mV [4].

A widely diffused approach is the measure of the Zeta potential1 of air-water
surface by electrokinetic measurements [26, 27, 28] (e.g. detecting the mobility of air
bubbles in water during electrophoresis). Recently, the Zeta potential has been mea-
sured also by optically detecting the shape distortion of an air-bubble induced by
an external electric field [29]. On the other side, the measurement of the disjoining
pressure of liquid films in air or between a solid wall and air allows to access to the
double-layer potential of the air-water interface and the determination of the surface
potential ψ0 of the interface. Disjoining pressure is studied through thin-film pres-
sure balance (TFPB), [30, 31], atomic force microscopy (AFM) [32] and surface force
apparatus (SFA) [4, 5]. Finally, interface charge density was also inferred by surface
spectroscopic approaches [33, 34] which directly address the molecular composition
of the air-water interface.

Concerning the origin of the electric charge of water surface, in 1996 Marinova et
al. [35] found that the Zeta potential of an oil-water interface is independent from
the nature of the oil. Moreover they also verified that the dependence of the Zeta
potential from the concentration of dissolved NaCl is consistent with the typical de-
pendence of the double-layer from λD and not with the adsorption of dissolved ions
at the interface. This result excludes that the adsorption of Cl- ions (or any other an-
ion added to water) or any adventitious contaminations could be responsible for the
water surface negative charge. These important results has been then confirmed and
generalized to different hydrophobic interfaces [37, 38], including the air-water one,
and for a wide range of electrolytes and surfactants [30] added to water. In particular,
Beattie [36] reports the remarkably similar surface charge for the interfaces between
water and air, oil and Teflon, obtained with the same Zeta potential measurement
technique.

Water mainly differs from most other liquids in its high polarity and in its ca-
pability to create intermolecular hydrogen bondings. Many theoretical studies have
been made to understand the way water molecules organizes at the air-water inter-
face [39], but most have not considered the presence of the intrinsic negative charge.

It is generally agreed that the structure of water changes close to an interface and
that there are some preferred orientations of the water electrical dipoles at the sur-
face. In agreement with surface spectroscopy results [40], the most common model
considers the hydrogen atoms of the water preferentially oriented to the low dielec-
tric oil or air phase. A simple physical rationalization of this orientation is that it
minimizes the image charge repulsion [41].

The listed experimental evidences are consistent with the idea that the interface
of water has a typical double-layer, without adsorption of dispersed species at the
interface. Moreover, the surface charge is independent from the properties of the
dielectric medium forming the interface. These observations lead to the conclusion
that extra charges are an intrinsic property of water surface. Dipole orientation can-
not explain such effect as even if a potential difference is generated the net charge
is zero. Another possible source of extra charges is the water autolysis: a possi-

1For the definition of Zeta potential, see section 1.4.
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ble explanation is a specific adsorption of OH- ions at the interface2. However, no
definitive answers on the origins of surface water electric charge exists, as recent
works also suggest other candidates like carbonate and bicarbonate ions in chemical
equilibrium at the air-water interface [42].

1.1.4 Van der Waals interaction

Interaction between objects is possible even in the absence of a net surface charge.
The presence of an attractive force between uncharged colloidal particles of the same
material has long been observed but its detailed understanding tooks a long time to
emerge [16]. This attraction is generally named van der Waals force. It arises from
spontaneous electrical and magnetic polarizations, producing a fluctuating electro-
magnetic field within the media of the two objects and in the gap between them.
There are two theoretical approaches to the evaluation of van der Waals interac-
tion. In the classical (or microscopic) approach, due largely to Hamaker [43], the
interaction between two macroscopic objects is obtained by the pairwise summa-
tion of all the relevant intermolecular interactions. All expressions obtained in this
way can be split into a purely geometrical part and a constant AH , the Hamaker
constant, which is related only to the properties of the interacting macroscopic ob-
jects and the medium in which they are immersed. Typically, AH ranges between
10−21 J and 10−19 J. However, the assumption of complete additivity underlying
the model results in expressions always overestimating the interaction. In addition,
this approach neglects retardation effects: as a matter of fact the finite propagation
time of the dipole interaction causes a reduction of the correlation between oscilla-
tions in the interacting molecules and makes therefore the interaction weaker. Both
non-additivity and retardation are taken into account through the use of an alterna-
tive approach proposed by Liftshitz in 1956 [44], in which the interaction is entirely
derived from considerations of the macroscopic electromagnetic properties of the
medium. In spite of its exactness, extensive application of the latter theory is limited
by the difficulty of obtaining the necessary experimental information on the dielec-
tric permittivity of materials and by the difficulty in its formulation for geometries
different than the simplest ones.

In the Hamaker approach, the interaction between two particles is calculated
through the sum of the interparticle molecular interactions. That is made by a double
integration procedure leading to expressions which are simpler when the separation
distance between the objects is small. For two spheres of radii a1 and a2, separated
by a gap distance d, the interaction energy at close approach (d � a1,2) is given by
[16]:

UV dW = A12
H

a1a2

6d (a1 + a2)
, (1.20)

where A12
H is the Hamaker constant for the media 1 and 2, of which the spheres

are composed, assuming for the moment that they are in vacuum. Van der Waals
interaction in vacuum is always attractive and therefore A12

H < 0.
For interaction through a third medium, the same expressions can be used with a

modified Hamaker constant. The Hamaker constant A132
H associated to media 1 and

2 separated by medium 3 can be written as [16]:

A132
H = A12

H +A33
H −A13

H −A23
H (1.21)

2We refer to Beattie’s dissertation [36] for more details on the reason why OH- should be more favoured
than H3O+ to stay at the interface.
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Depending on the relative magnitudes of the individual constants, A132
H can be

either negative or positive. In the latter case the interaction becomes repulsive. For
its calculation, one has to integrate the dipolar interactions over all frequencies, and
express them as an effective interaction between the two surfaces. A simple approx-
imation [16, 45] is obtained by first considering the contribution due to dipolar inter-
actions, given by the zero frequency dielectric constants of the materials, and then
add the contribution of the entire frequency spectrum. The computation should in
principle include contributions from all frequencies, but in most cases ultraviolet
relaxations provide most of the interaction [46].

When compared to measurements, discrepancies of tens of percent of the Hamaker
constant calculated for two materials immersed in a third one frequently arrives.
That is not surprising as additional influences, like the particle coatings and the
ionic strength of the solution, may alter the van der Waals interaction in a way which
makes complex the precise calculation of AH . For this reason, the Hamaker constant
is often considered as an adjustable parameter, with a value chosen to fit experimen-
tal data [47, 48, 8].

In the case of the interaction between a sphere 1 of radius a and a semi-infinite
plane 2 at a gap distance d, the exact expression of van der Waals potential obtained
following the non-retarded derivation reads [16]:

UV dW =
A132
H

6

[
a

d
+

a

d+ 2a
+ ln

(
d

d+ 2a

)]
(1.22)

In this case the inclusion of the retardation effects does not alter relation 1.22 but
just the value of the Hamaker constant [49].

1.1.5 Measurements of the interaction with an air-water interface

Interactions between an air-water interface and an air-bubble or a solid surface have
been investigated using several methods, like TFPB [50, 51, 52], ellipsometry [53, 54],
optical interferometry [55], AFM [6, 7] and SFA [4, 5].

TFPB [52] and AFM investigations [7] reveal the importance of double-layers
and van der Waals interactions between air-bubbles and solid surfaces. In some
situations, however, these interactions cannot alone account for the experimental re-
sults. For example, they cannot explain the way in which bubbles coalescence and
the measured dynamics depend on the concentration and species of electrolyte [51].
Moreover, ellipsometric investigations of wetting films on silica surfaces reveal that
additional hydration effects play a key role in that system [53].

Pushkarova and Horn [4] in 2008 and Del Castillo et al. [5] in 2016 studied the
interaction between an air bubble and a negatively charged mica plate by SFA mea-
surements. In their experiments, as the bubble approaches to the interface it experi-
ences double-layer forces, until a final equilibrium wetting film between the bubble
and mica surfaces is formed by van der Waals repulsion. Comparison with the theo-
retical models revealed that the double-layer forces become unexpectedly attractive
at short range. Pushkarova and Horn tried to rationalize such behaviour by replac-
ing the constant-charge electric boundary conditions with the ones of constant poten-
tial on both interfaces. Del Castillo et al. consider instead an intermediate condition
of constant charge on the mica plate and constant surface potential on the air-bubble
interface, providing a better agreement of the model with the experimental data.

In 2016 Helden et al. [8] measured by total internal reflection microscopy (TIRM)
the energy potential experienced by a spherical particles close to a water-oil inter-
face. They found a good agreement with theories taking into account van der Waals,
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double-layers and gravity interactions and observed an enhancement of interface
breaching probability by increasing the ionic strength of the water solution. That
was expected as in that case the van der Waals interaction is attractive and domi-
nates when double-layer interaction is screened. No systematic experimental study
has been done to address the origin of interface breaching in the case of a particle
freely diffusing close to an air-water interface, where the van der Waals interaction
is typically repulsive.

1.2 Hydrodynamic viscous drag on a spherical particle
diffusing in a bounded fluid

The dynamics of a particle immersed in a viscous fluid can be studied by solving
the corresponding Navier-Stokes equation [56]. Considering the typical size a and
velocity v of the particles measured in the present work, we can limit the discussion
to the case of a Stokes (or creeping) flow, i.e. a flow at low Reynolds number (Re =
ρ1va/η1 � 1, where ρ1 and η1 are the density and the viscosity of the fluid). Noting
p the pressure, the Navier-Stokes equation for incompressible fluids at low Reynolds
number, the so-called Stokes equation, reads [56]:

η1∇2~v −∇p = 0 (1.23)

It is well known that an object immersed in a fluid which translates at a velocity
~v and/or rotates at an angular velocity ~ω is subjected to viscous drags (respectively
ξ and ξω). For a spherical particle in an unbounded liquid, translation and rotation
are decoupled. The relation between ~v (and ~ω) and the resistive friction force ~Fv (and
torque ~Ω) is obtained solving eq. 1.23 for the associated flow fields. They results in:

~Fv = −ξ~v (1.24)

~Ω = −ξω~ω (1.25)

The derivation of equations 1.24 and 1.25 can be found in the discussion of Lan-
dau and Lifshitz [56]. In the present work we are mainly interested in the transla-
tional motion and therefore we will give only explicit expressions for the transla-
tional drag coefficients. For a sphere of radius a in an homogeneous and unbounded
liquid, with no-slip boundary conditions on its surface, the translational drag coeffi-
cient ξ∞ is

ξ∞ = 6πη1a (1.26)

In most real situations, however the fluid is confined by rigid walls and/or fluid
interfaces. In a bounded fluid, spatial homogeneity and isotropy are broken and
drag coefficients are expected to depend on the position of the particle and on the
direction of the motion with respect to the boundaries. Moreover, the spatial depen-
dency of the drag induces a coupling of the particle’s translational and rotational
motions.

When the boundary is a plane interface, the particle’s motion can be decomposed
into its components in the directions parallel and perpendicular to the interface. For
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a particle moving at a velocity ~v the drag force it experiences is ~Fv = ξ‖v‖ê‖+ξ⊥v⊥ê⊥,
where ê are unit vectors and the subscripts ‖ and ⊥ identifies the direction respec-
tively parallel and perpendicular to the boundary. Drag coefficients ξ‖ and ξ⊥ are
function of the distance zc between the particle center and the boundary (see the
sketch in figure 1.2).

Figure 1.2: Sketch of the translational ~v and angular ~ω velocities of a spherical parti-
cle of radius a during the motion in a bounded fluid. The fluid is bounded by a plane
wall (either solid, liquid or gaseous) located in the xy plane. The z-axis is normal to
the wall. The distance zc is the one between the wall and the particle center, h is the
scaled distance zc/a and d is the gap distance between the two objects.

1.2.1 Full-slip and no-slip interfaces

For spherical particles analytical expressions have been calculated for drag parallel
and perpendicular to a plane. The drag coefficient in the perpendicular direction
was first obtained by Brenner [57]. He employed bipolar coordinates to determine
the full series solution of the quasi-static Navier-Stokes equations for both full-slip
and no-slip boundary conditions on the plane. These conditions reflect the two limit
cases of a pure liquid-air interface (full-slip) and a solid wall (no-slip). Expressing the
spatial dependency with the parameter h′ = cosh−1

(
zc/a

)
, Brenner’s exact solutions

for the sphere close to a plane with infinite lateral extension are:

ξLA⊥ = ξ∞f
LA
⊥ , (1.27)

with

fLA⊥ =
4

3
sinhh′

∞∑
n=1

n (n+ 1)

(2n− 1) (2n+ 3)
·

·

[
4 cosh2

(
n+ 1

2

)
h′ + (2n+ 1)

2
sinh2 h′

2 sinh (2n+ 1)h′ − (2n+ 1) sinh 2h′
− 1

]
(1.28)

for a liquid-air (LA) interface and
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ξLS⊥ = ξ∞f
LS
⊥ , (1.29)

with

fLS⊥ =
4

3
sinhh′

∞∑
n=1

n (n+ 1)

(2n− 1) (2n+ 3)
·

·

[
2 sinh (2n+ 1)h′ + (2n+ 1) sinh 2h′

4 sinh2
(
n+ 1

2

)
h′ − (2n+ 1)

2
sinh2 h

− 1

]
(1.30)

for a liquid-solid (LS) interface.

Figure 1.3: Adimensional perpendicular drag coefficient f⊥ = ξ⊥/ξ∞ versus d/a
(the ratio between the gap distance and the radius) in the case of completely slip
(continuous line, eq. 1.28) and no-slip (dashed line, eq. 1.30) boundary conditions.

In figure 1.3 the coefficients fLA⊥ (continuous line) and fLS⊥ (dashed line) are plot-
ted versus d/a, where d = zc − a is the particle-interface gap distance. For large
d/a both fLA⊥ and fLS⊥ tend to 1 because far from the interface the drag coefficients
are equal to the one of the unbounded liquid (eq. 1.26). As d/a decreases, both f⊥
increase (fLS⊥ more rapidly than fLA⊥ ).

The case of a sphere moving parallel to a plane is more complex because of the
coupling between translational and rotational motion. The zc dependency of the
drag implies indeed that the viscous stress on particle’s surface is different at dif-
ferent distances from the interface, thus implying a non-zero torque. Accordingly,
the application of a translational force on the sphere generates also a rotation of the
latter and similarly the application of a torque also generates a translation.

Goldman, Cox and Brenner (GCB) [58] found numerical solutions of Stokes equa-
tion for the translational and rotational drag coefficients of a sphere moving parallel
to a solid wall under the influence of a simple shear flow. In the same paper two
asymptotic solutions were also derived: a lubrication-theory-like approximation ap-
plicable when the particle-interface gap distance is much smaller than particle radius
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(d/a → 0) and an approximation by the method of reflections valid in the opposite
limit (d/a→∞).

Nguyen and Evans (NE) [59] found the corresponding exact numerical solutions
for completely slip boundary conditions on the plane. They also developed approx-
imate solutions of both their and GCB’s numerical solutions for the whole range of
separating distances. The relative errors of such approximations are less than 2%
compared with the exact numerical results [59]. The approximated formula for fLA‖
and fLS‖ are:

fLA‖ =
1.106 + d/a

1.501 + d/a
(1.31)

and

fLS‖ =

1 + 0.498

ln

[
1.207

(
a

d

)0.986

+ 1

]
1.027


0.979

(1.32)

Figure 1.4: Adimensional parallel drag coefficient f‖ = ξ‖/ξ∞ versus d/a (the ra-
tio between the gap distance and the particle radius) in the case of completely slip
(continuous line, eq. 1.28) and no-slip (dashed line, eq. 1.30) boundary conditions.

Note that these translational adimensional drag coefficients also take into account
the coupling with the rotation. In figure 1.4, fLA‖ (solid line) and fLS‖ (dashed line)
are plotted versus d/a. In the case of the no-slip plane, the parallel drag increases
when the particle approaches to the interface. The drag is however lower than the
corresponding perpendicular one for same distance. Importantly, in the case of the
full-slip boundary on the plane the parallel drag assumes a finite value lower than
the one of the bulk as the particle approaches to the plane (fLA‖ = 0.734 for d/a = 0).
The decrease of the parallel drag at small distances is due to the negligible viscosity
of air compared to the one of the liquid: air opposes less resistance than water to
particle’s motion.
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The considered boundary conditions corresponding to particle’s motion in a liq-
uid near a solid wall and near a liquid-air interface are not the only possible ones.
Intermediate cases are liquid-solid interfaces with partial slip boundary conditions
[60] and interfaces between immiscible liquids. In the latter case the fundamental
parameter is the viscosity ratio η2/η1 between the two liquids (number 1 denotes the
liquid where the particle is immersed and number 2 the other). The two cases de-
scribed above (LA and LS) can be considered as two limiting cases for this situation
as the viscosity ratio tends to zero and to infinite.

1.2.2 Viscous and incompressible liquid interfaces

Beyond the slip one treated in the previous section, fluid interfaces can also support
other boundary conditions. They applies when other molecular species (surfactants,
contaminants, ions,...) different from the ones of the two bulk fluids are present at
the interface. Such species at the air-liquid interface affect particle dynamics in two
ways. First, they produce Marangoni stresses that resist compressional interfacial
flow, and second, they may result in non-zero interfacial viscosity. In the latter case,
a large concentration of surface active species generates an interfacial shear viscosity
which must be taken in consideration alongside the viscosities of the two medium. In
1913 Boussinesq [61] first introduced the concept of surface viscosity. Then, in 1960
Scriven [62] formulated the general constitutive relation for the viscous stresses on
Newtonian interfaces of arbitrary shape. This was done by analogy with the three-
dimensional case of bulk fluids, postulating the existence of independent dilatational
(ηd) and shear (ηsh) interfacial viscosities. The effect of interfacial viscous stresses on
particle motion has been first discussed by Davis and O’Neill in 1979 [63]. In 1998
Danov et al. [64] provided numerical results for the translational and rotational drag
on a spherical particle of radius a as a function of particle-interface distance, surface
viscosities and the viscosity ratio η2/η1 between the bulk viscosities of the medium 2
and of the medium 1 containing the particle. The surface viscosities are expressed by
the Boussinesq coefficients nd = ηd/ (aη1) and nsh = ηsh/ (aη1). Danov et al. show that,
at small distances from the interface, surface viscosity leads to an increase of particle
drag. They also noted that relevant differences from the pure-interface predictions
appear for nd, nsh & 1 and for values of the viscosity ratio greater than one.

The opposite limit of low concentration is governed by Marangoni stress, whose
effect on the boundary conditions has been taken into consideration only recently
[65]. This stress arises from the gradient of concentration of species at the interface
produced by the motion of the fluid. The Marangoni stress thus opposes to the fluid
motion at the interface, imposing an interfacial incompressibility to the flow. For
a spherical particle oscillating in the direction perpendicular to the interface at fre-
quency ν, a model has been developed in 2017 by Maali et al.[12]. The model is
made under the assumption of an ideal gas of surfacial contaminants, with a sur-
face pressure Π following the ideal gas law Π = ciskBT . Surface concentration of
contaminants cis follows an advection-diffusion equation [66, 67]:

dcis
dt

+∇ ·
(
vsc

i
s

)
= Ds∇2cis , (1.33)

where vs is the flux velocity at the interface and Ds is the surface diffusion coef-
ficient of the surface species. The velocity field in the water film between the air and
the bead is treated in standard lubrication theory under the boundary conditions
(expressed in cylindrical coordinates r,ϕ,z):
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vz (z = 0) = 0 (1.34)

∂vr
∂z

∣∣∣∣
z=0

=
1

η1

∂Π

∂r
(1.35)

Using a finite-element method, Maali et al. numerically solved equation 1.33 to
get the value of cis, which was then used to find the surface pressure and the viscous
drag force acting on the particle.

Accordingly to the model, if the typical times associated to the particle motion are
large enough compared to the typical relaxation time of the gradient of cis (i.e. if we
are in the quasi-static limit) the fluid cannot flow any more on the interface because
of surface incompressibility. The relative importance of the viscous force induced by
the surface species is given by the ratio of the frequency ν imposed to the particle
and the frequency ν0 given by:

ν0 =
ci0kBT

8η1a
(1.36)

If ν � ν0 the dynamics is the same as for a pure air-water interface, as expected
since in the case of pure interface ci0 ∼ 0 and thus ν0 ∼ 0. Conversely, in the opposite
limit ν � ν0 the dynamics is the one predicted for no-slip boundary conditions.

The treatment of the same effect in the case of the motion parallel to the interface
is more complex because of the coupling with rotation and the lack of polar symme-
try for the surface flow. Bławzdziewicz et al. [65] numerically computed a solution in
the case of a spherical particle translating parallel to the interface in the quasi-static
limit. From their analysis it results that fLA‖ is much less affected than fLA⊥ by surface
incompressibility: parallel drag is lower than in the bulk and about 14% higher than
the one of the compressible case.

1.2.3 Measurements of viscous drag close to a plane boundary: state
of the art

Measurements of particle viscous drags close to boundaries were first obtained for
solid walls, because of the easier experimental conditions. Experimental evidences
of enhanced drag coefficients were already found in the 1960s [68], but measure-
ments of the d/a-dependencies have been a challenge for many years. Starting from
the 2000s a number of experiments was made using different techniques like video
microscopy [69], dynamic light scattering [70], total internal reflection microscopy
[71] and oscillating optical tweezers [72]. These experiments validated Brenner and
GCB theories for the drag close to a solid wall.

Experimental investigations of the liquid-air interface are more recent. The d/a-
dependency of the parallel drag was first measured by Wang et al. in 2009 [9]. They
studied a silica particle in water whose motion was confined by an optical trap [73].
The optical trap allowed the tuning of the distance from either an air-water or an
oil-water interface. They tracked the motion of the particle parallel to the bound-
ary by bright field microscopy and verified that the diffusivity was enhanced close
to the air-water interface and reduced close to the oil-water one, accordingly to
predictions. They sample the particle motion on a sequence of planes parallel to
the interface spaced by 1 μm (about 1/5 of the particle diameter) and calibrate the
particle-interface distance identifying the zero distance with the position where the
interfacial forces cause the particle to exit from the optical trap. This calibration has
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therefore a precision limited to 100 nm, corresponding to the range where the inter-
facial forces become comparable to the strength of the optical trap. Consequently
they were not able to measure particle drag at very short distances where it more
dramatically deviates from the bulk value.

In 2014 Watari et al. [10] first measured the drag perpendicular to an air-water
interface using a dynamic light scattering (DLS) technique based on a Michelson in-
terferometer with a low-coherence light source. In low-coherence DLS, the depth of
the scattering volume from the boundary can be controlled allowing the measure-
ment of the diffusion coefficient as a function of the position [70]. Predictions were
verified by measuring suspensions of monodisperse submicrometric particles with
a spatial resolution of the order of the micrometer. As in the work of Wang et. al., the
short range particle-interface distances were not explored.

The complete 3D trajectory of a colloidal spherical particle was measured only
during the first years of this thesis by Benavides-Parra et al. [11]. They used 3D
digital video microscopy (see sec. 2.1.1) to measure both parallel and perpendicular
drag of a spherical particle of radius 0.5 μm and for d/a . 10. Measurements were
made with a d/a resolution of 0.5, in the same range as both Wang [9] and Watarai
[10].

Experimental results for the motion perpendicular to the incompressible interface
has been provided by Maali et al. [12]. The measurements where made using a
spherical particle attached on an AFM tip and forced to oscillate at a given frequency.
Their results have a good correspondence with the model they developed. Besides
them, examples of surface incompressibility on air-water interfaces with different
geometries were already reported [66, 67].

Two are the main technical difficulties which make difficult the study of the hy-
drodynamics at smaller distances. First, in order to probe distances d� a the spatial
resolution in the measure either of the particle and of the interface position (the lat-
ter also affected by evaporation [10]) must be improved. Second, the repulsive long
range particle-interface interactions hamper the study as they impede to reach the
smallest particle-interface distances and make non-trivial the particles dynamics by
confining them in not trivial potentials3.

The spatial resolutions of the reported works allow verifications of the theories
of Brenner, GCB and NE but are not able to sense subtler effects recently predicted
like the one of surface incompressibility on the parallel motion, for which no experi-
mental observations are reported in literature.

1.3 Brownian motion

A colloidal particle immersed in a fluid shows an irregular and random walk, due to
the collision of the molecules of the surrounding fluid. This effect was first observed
for pollen grains immersed in water by Brown [74], from whom the effect took the
name. Since then, the Brownian motion has been found in an extremely wide variety
of systems, including many of the soft matter and biological fields [75]. The physical
essence of Brownian motion is substantially thermal fluctuations: fluid molecules
move by thermal energy and kick the particle causing a random force ~Fr (t) acting
on it. At the same time the particle is also subjected to a viscous dissipative force ~Fv
opposing the motion.

The equation of motion, known as Langevin equation, of a Brownian particle of
mass m when it is not subjected to additional external forces reads:

3This problem will be widely discussed in chapter 5.
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m
d2~x

dt2
= ~Fr − ξ

d~x

dt
(1.37)

Since the random force has not an analytical expression, it is not possible to obtain
an exact solution of eq. 1.37. A description of the motion can however be made as
it follows. Considering the projection of the vectorial equation 1.37 along a generic
direction x, let’s multiply both sides of it by x and consider the ensemble average of
all the terms:

m

〈
x
d2x

dt2

〉
= 〈xFr〉 − ξ

〈
x
dx

dt

〉
(1.38)

The first term in the right hand side is zero as Fr is a random force. The term
averaged in the left hand side can instead be developed as:

x
d2x

dt2
=

d

dt

(
x
dx

dt

)
−
(
dx

dt

)2

(1.39)

Taking into account the equipartition theorem, i.e. kBT ∼
〈
m
(
dx/dt

)2〉, equa-
tion 1.38 becomes:

m
d

dt

〈
x
dx

dt

〉
= kBT − ξ

〈
x
dx

dt

〉
(1.40)

By solving eq. 1.40 with respect to the variable
〈
x dx/dt

〉
, imposing the initial

condition x = 0 and then integrating over time we obtain:

〈
x2
〉

=
2kBT

ξ

[
t− τp

(
1− e−t/τp

)]
, (1.41)

where τp = m/ξ.
At short times (t � τp), the exponential function is safely approached by its de-

velopment in the Taylor series and equation 1.41 becomes:

〈
x2
〉

=
kBT

m
t2 (1.42)

Thus, for short time scales with respect to τp, the particle shows a ballistic motion
at constant velocity v =

√
kBT/m, as expected from equipartition theorem after

a single molecular random kick. A direct verification of this prediction has been
recently provided by a measurement of the instantaneous velocity of silica beads
trapped in optical tweezers [76].

In the opposite case, t� τp, the mean square displacements results in:〈
x2
〉

= 2Dt (1.43)

In this case the effect of several random molecular collisions translates in a diffu-
sive regime, where

〈
x2
〉

linearly increases in time. In equation 1.43, D is the diffusion
coefficient defined as:

D =
kBT

ξ
(1.44)
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1.3.1 Dynamics in anisotropic media

As seen in section 1.2, in inhomogeneous systems the viscous dissipation is anisotropic
and therefore the particles diffuses in presence of drag gradients. This causes the in-
surgence of additional forces acting over the particles.

For a particle moving close to an infinite plane boundary lying on the xy plane,
the only non-zero drag gradients are those along z, i.e. ∂ξ‖/∂z and ∂ξ⊥/∂z (hence-
forward denoted with ξ′‖ and ξ′⊥ for brevity). Under suitable conditions they both
can generate a force: an hydrodynamic lift (caused by ξ′‖) and a drifting force related
to the Brownian diffusion (caused by ξ′⊥).

The hydrodynamic lift originates from the perturbation of the flow field due to
particle’s motion. In the case of motion parallel to a solid wall, the situation where
the perturbation operated by the interface is the highest, in 1977 Cox and Hsu [77]
obtained analytical expressions for the lift velocity vl away from the interface. Their
results are valid for small gap distances and depend on the Reynolds numbers as-
sociated to particle’s diameter (Rea = ρ12av‖/η1) and to the distance between the
center of the sphere and the interface (Rez = ρ1zcv‖/η1). The expected vl they found
reads [77, 78]:

vl =
3

64
Reav‖

[
1− 11

32
Re2

z + ...

]
(1.45)

Concerning the drift term in diffusion, it originates from the Brownian motion in
the direction z normal to the interface. Following the derivation of Yang and Ripoll
[79], viscous force acting on a diffusive particle in presence of a gradient of drag ξ′⊥
reads:

Fv (z) = − 1

∆t

(
ξ⊥ 〈∆z〉+

1

2
ξ′⊥

〈
∆z2

〉)
ẑ , (1.46)

where ∆z is the displacement along z occurring in a time interval ∆t. The first
term is the one given in equation 1.24 for a homogeneous system and always opposes
to v. The second term can be rewritten using equation 1.43 as

F IIv (z) = −kBT
ξ′⊥
ξ⊥
ẑ (1.47)

It is dependent from ξ′⊥ and is always directed in the direction opposite to the
gradient. In our specific case it is therefore a force which pushes the particle away
from the interface. Intuitively, it can be seen as a spontaneous drift of the particle
which, randomly diffusing, when it gets away from the interface moves faster than
when it moves towards it due to the different ξ⊥. The consequence is a net displace-
ment towards regions at lower drag.

1.4 Electrokinetic effects

In the previous sections we separately analysed electrostatic and hydrodynamic phe-
nomena. However, in real systems they are often interconnected. Consider now the
double-layer originated by the presence of a charged phase (an object, either solid,
liquid or gaseous) immersed in a liquid electrolytic phase. When one of the two
phases moves relatively to the other phase, the double-layer is perturbed by the
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flow. From the coupling of hydrodynamics and electric forces a number of phenom-
ena arise which are grouped under the name of electrokinetic effects. There are four
distinct effects depending on the way in which the motion is produced [81]:

• electrophoresis: the object is induced to move applying an external electric field,

• electro-osmosis: the object remains stationary and the ions moves in response to
an external electric field,

• streaming potential: a flow is induced in the solution which accumulates down-
stream the charges causing an electric field (the opposite of electro-osmosis)
and

• sedimentation potential: charged objects moves under gravity dragging the double-
layer and generating a potential difference (the opposite of electrophoresis).

An important concept related to electrokinetic effects is the Zeta potential. Let’s
define the surface of shear as an imaginary surface, close to the object surface, enclos-
ing a volume where the fluid is always stationary. Since the liquid within the surface
of shear follows the motion of the object, an effective potential can be defined. It is
directly related to the mobility of the particle [80, 81] and includes the effects of the
surface potential and of the charges contained in the surface of shear. This potential
is named Zeta potential (ζ) and has a central role in the electrokinetic properties of an
object. As a matter of fact, it is the measured quantity in electrophoresis experiments.

Operatively, the evaluation of electrokinetic effects is made coupling the Poisson
equation governing the electric potential and the ionic convective-diffusion equation
determining the distribution of ionic charges in the liquid. The solution of this set
of equations is a formidable task even in the simplest geometries and for this rea-
son most of the works in literature deal with analytical approximations in the limit
of low Peclet number, corresponding to convective dynamics small compared to the
diffusive one. The Peclet number is defined as Pe = aU/Di, where for our system a
is the size of the object, U the typical velocity and Di the diffusion coefficient of the
electrolites. The approach usually adopted is the evaluation of the total stress tensor
acting on the particle which is the sum of the hydrodynamic and the electrostatic
Maxwell stress tensors.

Here we report two effects which can be relevant in the case of a micrometric
particle moving near a plane boundary [82]: the electroviscous drag and the elec-
trokinetic lift.

1.4.1 Electroviscous drag

Electrokinetics is source of additional dissipations not included in purely hydrody-
namic treatments of section 1.2. Dissipation essentially arises from the distortion of
the double-layer due to the flux. This modification, in turn, alters the local hydrody-
namic flow around the particle leading to an increment of energy dissipation. That
remains valid even in the case of a stationary motion, as the ions of the double-layer
are dragged away and a flux of new ions is attracted by the particle. This latter flux
is the responsible of the additional dissipation.

In 1984 Oshima et al. [83] derived an expression for the electroviscous drag
ξevfor a charged spherical particle translating in a bulk solution containing two ionic
species with valency ji, diffusivity Di and bulk number density n0

i (subscripts i =
1, 2 refer to counter-ions and co-ions respectively). In the limit of Pe� 1 and k� a
they found for the electroviscous drag ξev the following expression [84]:
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ξev =
48π (ε0ε)
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where Gp and Hp are functions of the particle’s Zeta potential, defined as:

Gp = ln


1 + exp

(
j1eζp
2kBT

)
2

 (1.49)

Hp = ln


1 + exp

(
j2eζp
2kBT

)
2

 (1.50)

In the same limits Tabatabaei et al. [85] in 2006 found an expression of the elec-
troviscous force acting on a spherical particle moving parallel and close (d� a) to a
solid plane no-slip boundary having a Zeta potential ζw. Considering a symmetric
electrolyte (n0

1 = n0
2 = n0 and j1 = j2 = j) , the drag force Fev,‖ reads [85, 84]:

Fev,‖ =
8π (ε0ε)
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(1.51)

where α1 = 10.80625, α2 = 4.94467, and v and ω are the particle translational and
angular velocities. The quantities Gw and Hw are defined for the wall in the same
way as Gp and Hp are defined for the particle in equations 1.49 and 1.50.

The interesting point of relation 1.51 is that the parallel electroviscous drag in-
creases as a2/d2 approaching to the boundary. Accordingly, at very small distances
the elctroviscous drag increases much more rapidly than the hydrodynamic one (eq.
1.32).

1.4.2 Electrokinetic lift force

The motion of a charged spherical particle parallel to a charged surface leads to an
electrokinetic lift force perpendicular to the surface, discovered in 1987 by Prieve and
Bike [86]. An analytical expression for a cylindrical particle moving along a surface
has been first derived by Wu et al. [87] by assuming that the Maxwell stress tensor
due to the flux perturbation of the cloud of charges gives the dominant contribution
to the force. They observed huge discrepancies between experiments and theory. In
his general theory, Cox [88] reconciled these discrepancies showing that indeed the
dominant contribution to the electrokinetic lift force comes from the hydrodynamic
stress arising from the electroviscous flow along the surface of the particle.
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The result for the lift force on a cylindrical particle has been used by Warszynski
[89] to estimate the lift force on a different geometry. In the case of a solution with
two ionic species, the resulting expression for the lift force FEL exerted on a charged
spherical particle moving parallel to the charged no-slip boundary has the form[89]:

FEL =
εε0
D2
sk

2

(
kBT

je

)2
G2a2

(h− 1)
2

D+I
−
p +D−I

+
p

16 (D+ +D−)
2
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8

3

(
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)
, (1.52)

where

g1 (h) = 8 (h− 1)
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, (1.55)

and f‖ (h) and fω (h) are the adimensional hydrodynamic drag coefficients for
the tangential and rotational motion respectively close to the interface.

The other physical quantities introduced in 1.52 are: the flow rate G, the positive
and negative ions bulk diffusion coefficients D+ and D−, and Ds, which is defined
as Ds = 2D+D−/ (D+ +D−).

Finally I+
p,s and I−p,s, distinguished for the particle and the plane by the subscripts

s and p, are defined as

I±p,s = ∓ζp,s + 4 ln

cosh

(
ζp,s
4

) , (1.56)

with

ζp,s =
jeζp,s
kBT

(1.57)

1.5 Spherical particles at fluid interfaces: interface cross-
ing dynamics

In addition to the interactions reported in the previous sections, once the particle
finds itself in contact with two different media a decisive role on its static and dy-
namic properties is played by surface tension. Surface tension γlm represents the free
energy necessary to increase by one unit the area of contact between two different
phases l and m [90]. The physical origin of this free energy relies in the molecular
interactions: inside a phase l, the molecules attract each other, and they can better
interact with neighbours of the same species l when located in the bulk medium than
when located close to the interface with the other medium m.

When a solid particle P is at the interface between air A and water W, three inter-
faces (P-W, P-A, W-A) have to be considered. Each of them contributes to the total
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surface free energy US by a term equal to the area of the surface times the respec-
tive surface tension (γPW , γPA and γWA). From simple geometrical arguments it is
possible to recover US [91] as (see figure 1.5):

US =
1

πa2γWA

[
z2
c

a2
+
zc
a

(
γPA − γPW

γWA

)
+

2γPW + 2γPA − γWA

γWA

]
(1.58)

The total surface free energy has therefore a parabolic profile as a function of zc/a.
The equilibrium position is obtained by imposing ∂US/∂zc = 0:

zc = −aγPA − γPW
γWA

(1.59)

Figure 1.5: Scheme for a spherical particle of radius a at the fluid interface between
two media 1 (water) and 2 (air). In the figure are indicated the distance zc between
the center of the particle and the interface, the distance d = a − zc and the surface
tensions between particle and water γPW , particle and air γPA and water and air
γWA.

Defining the contact angle θ′ as the one between the wetted part of the particle
and the air-water interface (figure 1.5), relation 1.59 can be re-written in the form of
the Young law [92]:

γWA cos θ′ = γPA − γPW (1.60)

The contact angle depends therefore from the surface tensions between the three
phases.

Young’s law (eq. 1.60) provides the equilibrium position of a bead at the inter-
face, but little is known about how such equilibrium is achieved. Recently Kaz et
al.[14] observed the breaching dynamics of a spherical particle at a decane–water
interface and the successive relaxation toward the equilibrium position (fig. 1.6(a)).
This relaxation follows a logarithmic trend with characteristic times of months (fig.
1.6(b)).

Such a slow dynamics cannot be explained by viscous dissipation. Kaz et al. pro-
posed a model based on thermally activated jumps of the contact line over surface
heterogeneities and defects, considered as sites where the contact line is pinned.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 1.6: Data reported in Kaz et al.[14]. (a) Typical time evolution of the distance
between the interface and the top of a 1.9 μm-diameter polystyrene spherical parti-
cles breaching a decane-water interface. They associated the sharp transition in the
100 mM curve to the particle breaching of the interface. (b) A semi-log plot of the
after-breaching trajectory versus time showing that the relaxation is approximately
logarithmic. Each grey line is a trajectory for a different particle. The red line shows
a logarithmic fit to the average of the data.
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Close to equilibrium, the time evolution of the distance d between the interface
and the top of the particle (figure 1.5, where now medium 2 is decane) follows the
equation:

d =
2akBT

Aγ
ln

(
Aγ12

2akBT
ν̃a∗t

)
, (1.61)

where A is the mean defects area, a∗ is the radius of the equilibrium wetted sec-
tion of the particle and ν̃ is a frequency representing the reciprocal of the time scale
for the contact line to hop over a defect. Kaz et al. used this model to fit the data
taking A and ν̃ as fitting parameters. As explained in [93], at their experimental ac-
quisition frequency it was not possible to access to the extremely short time scales of
1/ν̃ and therefore from the fit they only recovered A. The values for A they found
range from 1 nm2 to 30 nm2, depending on the type of the particle but not on its size.
Moreover, the defect area are of the same order of the area per charged group of the
particle, even if the physical origin (charges, roughness,...) of the defects remains
unclear.

Their results show that in many practical applications, a particle trapped at an
interface is not at the equilibrium contact angle predicted by Young’s law (eq. 1.60).



Chapter 2

Experimental setup and 3D
tracking procedure

In order to investigate the motion dynamics of a colloidal particle close to an air-
liquid interface and its interaction with the interface, we have developed dedicated
techniques able to track all the degrees of freedom of the particle motion.

The experimental method is a dual wave reflection interference microscopy (DW-
RIM), based on the video recording of an interference pattern arising from the particle-
interface system and in home-made algorithms able to reconstruct the particle’s three
dimensional trajectory and, for ellipsoids, orientation.

In section 2.1 the interferometric setup used to record the dynamics of the parti-
cles is described, then in section 2.2 the algorithms used to extract particles’ position
and orientation from the interference patterns are illustrated.

2.1 Optical system and interference origin

To obtain high resolution measurements, a lot of effort was put into the optimization
of a custom setup initially designed by C. Blanc. All the degrees of freedom of the
motion of the spheres and of the ellipsoids have to be tracked. For the spheres, the
tracking involves the cartesian coordinates x, y and z, where xy is a plane parallel
to the interface (fig.2.1(a)) and z is its normal (fig. 2.1(b)). For the ellipsoids, the
azimuthal angle ϕe in the plane xy and the tilt angle θe with respect to the z-axis also
have to be measured.

2.1.1 Choice of the optical method for 3D particle tracking

Several optical techniques allow three dimensional (3D) particle tracking, but most
of them are not easily adaptable to the air-liquid interface geometry.

One common technique which reaches a 10 nm spatial resolution is the holo-
graphic microscopy. It exploits the in-line holography, i.e. the interference between
a laser beam transmitted from the sample and a coaxial reference beam incoming
from the same source. The resulting interference pattern gives access to the whole
particle scattered electric field (amplitude and phase), which in turns gives the 3D
position and the size of the particle. This technique has rarely been employed for the
study of non-spherical colloids because of the complex work on the scattering prop-
erties of the particles it requires [94, 95], resulting in a extremely time-consuming
data analysis. Additionally, the use of this technique for the tracking of particles

31
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Figure 2.1: Definition of the degrees of freedom of the particles: (a) top view, in a
plane (xy) parallel to the interface, (b) side view, in a plane containing the interface
normal z.

close to an interface imposes a supplementary constraint of index matching between
the two media of the interface in order to avoid optical artefacts. As a consequence
holographic microscopy is employed for measurements of particles near water-oil
interfaces [14] but cannot be easily employed in the case of an air-liquid interface.
The request of index matching brings the further drawback of an optically unde-
tectable interface. Hence, a direct determination of the particle position with respect
to the interface is impossible. The relative displacements of the particle are measured
but the real distance between the interface and the particle has to be inferred [14].

A second technique usually employed for the study of particles close to inter-
faces is the total internal reflection microscopy (TIRM). It is an evanescent light-
scattering method allowing the determination of the distance between a particle and
a flat wall from the particle’s scattering intensity. The wall is usually a solid one
but recent works proved the capability to extend such technique to liquid interfaces
[8, 96, 97]. The experimental procedure consists in illuminating the particle with an
evanescent field created by total internal reflection of a laser beam at the interface.
Since the scattering intensity at the interface is not known a priori, only the relative
motion of the particle is detected and the absolute distance has to be found with a
calibration. In order to allow total internal reflection, the medium containing the par-
ticle must have a refractive index lower than the one containing the incident beam.
For this reason also this technique cannot be implemented for air-liquid interfaces.

A third method which has been recently employed is the three-dimensional dig-
ital video microscopy (DVM-3D). This technique takes advantage of the diffraction
pattern generated by a particle located below the focal plane of the microscope objec-
tive. The diffraction pattern consists of a series of concentric rings, the size of which
is a monotonically increasing function of the distance between the colloid and the
focal plane. Such property is used to quantify the separation distance with a resolu-
tion in z of the order of 100 nm [69, 98, 99]. DVM-3D has therefore a lower precision
(10 times) than holographic microscopy, but has the advantage to have no restric-
tions on the refractive indexes of the two media, making possible its application to
the study of an air-liquid interface [11]. As all the cited methods, however, it only
detects the particle relative displacement, thus requiring a calibration to know the
absolute distance.

The need of a calibration is therefore a disadvantage common to all the described
methods. It is usually settled by comparing the measured particle’s viscous friction
with the distance-dependent one predicted by hydrodynamics [14, 8]. It is worth
noting that this procedure prevents the experimental detection of possible deviations
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from the predicted interactions and particle dynamics behaviour which was one of
the objectives of this thesis.

The calibration drawback is avoided if confocal microscopy is used. Confocal
microscopy reconstructs 3D tracjectories from stacks of images taken at different fo-
cal planes [100]. The disadvantage here comes from the scanning limitation imposed
by the piezo velocity impending the use of such technique for fast dynamics [101].
Possible solutions can be to reduce the mobility of the particle increasing the viscos-
ity of the medium [102] or to reduce the spatial resolution of the tracking to increase
acquisition velocity [103]. Both solutions, however, prevent the study of the dynam-
ics of a particle close to the air-water interface because to change the viscosity one
has to change the liquid while the increasing of acquisition velocity prevents a spatial
resolution sufficient to detect Brownian motion.

The technique that proved to satisfy the requested criteria is bright field mi-
croscopy coupled with interferometry. The interference arises from the superimpo-
sition of light beams reflected from the interface and from the particle surface (sec.
2.1.3). This technique allows obtaining the particle-interface distance since such in-
formation is encoded in the interference pattern (sec. 2.2.1). In this way there is no
need of calibration. The only request on the two media forming the interface and
on the particle is to have refractive indexes assuring a good contrast of the fringes
(sec. 3.1). Moreover thanks to a simple optical geometry this method can be easily
adapted to different shapes and different refractive index jumps only by simple ge-
ometrical calculations without needing heavy computational efforts to evaluate the
scattered fields [104] (sec.2.2).

2.1.2 Overview of the experimental setup

In our experimental system, a cylindrical cell containing the liquid is putted upside
down. The liquid is therefore the upper phase while air is the lower one. This config-
uration allows particles with densities larger than the one of the liquid to sediment
towards the interface. The optical system is assembled similarly to an inverted mi-
croscope in order to work in reflection. A simple scheme of the interference mecha-
nism is given in fig. 2.2: the source light beam hits the sample from below and is both
back-reflected from the air-liquid interface and from the particle. The superposition
of the two reflected beams gives rise to the measured interference.

A sketch of the microscope is illustrated in fig.2.3. In 2.3(a) the illumination part
of the system is highlighted. Three light sources are employed. Two are monochro-
matic and are used for the interferometry. The third one is a white light used in
transmission for the bright field imaging of the particle. It is used to adjust parti-
cle’s position in the center of the field of view. White transmitted light is employed
because a high-intensity illumination permits to detect a particle (even located far
from the focal plane). The lamp housing used is a Leitz Wetzlar Halogen 12V - 100W
Lamphouse with a tunable intensity and is located above the sample.

The two monochromatic sources, a red one (nominal wavelength λR = 625 nm)
and a blue one (nominal wavelength λB = 505 nm), are based on light-emitting diodes
(LED)1. Two wavelengths are needed to recover from the interference pattern the
absolute distance of the particle from the interface (sec.2.2.1).

The choice of LEDs as monochromatic light sources is motivated by the order of
magnitude of their coherence length2 lc. A simple estimation of lc can be made in
the case of a Gaussian spectrum as [105]:

1Thorlabs collimated LEDs M625L3-C2 and M505L3-C2.
2The coherence length is defined as the distance at which the visibility of the fringes is reduced by 50%
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Figure 2.2: Reflection geometry for a colloidal particle immersed in a liquid close to
the interface. In the sketch d is the particle-interface distance, ~B is buoyancy force
and ~W is the particle weight. A colloid sediments towards the interface due to grav-
ity. The incident light beam coming from below is reflected from both the interface
and the particle. The reflected beams are both collected by the objective. Their su-
perposition generates the interference pattern.

lc =

√
2 ln 2

πn

λ2

∆λ
, (2.1)

where n is the refractive index of the medium, λ the wavelength of the source and
∆λ the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of its spectrum. For the LED used in
the present work, formula 2.1 gives a coherence length of 13 μm and 5 μm for red and
blue respectively. Coherence lengths of this order satisfy the two conditions for the
formation of a low-noise fringe pattern. First, they allow fringes formation since they
cover more than the double of the optical path between the colloid and the interface
(see 2.1.3), which is typically of the order of a micrometer for the phenomena we
study. Second, they are sufficiently short to prevent additional interference from
reflections coming from other surfaces (internal reflection of the colloids, reflection
of the lenses, of the dust on the lenses, of other particles far from the interface, of the
upper side of the cell, ...) In figure 2.4(a) it is possible to see how a low-coherence
laser (lc < 300 μm) illumination leads to additional fringes which are not observed
using a red LED source (figure 2.4(b).

Following the optical path in figure 2.3(a), the two LEDs (1, 2) are mounted on
two different cage systems. In cages’ connection a beam splitter (3) superimposes
the two emitted beams. To correct the slight divergence of the beams, a lens3 (4) is
mounted after the beam splitter, at the entrance of the tube4 (dashed line in figure
2.3) containing the imaging part of the setup. In order to align the beam axis with the
one of the microscope the lens is mounted on a translator equipped with micrometric
screws allowing the motion along the two axes perpendicular to the optical axis.

3Bi-Convex Lens, Ø1”, f = 30.0 mm, ARC: 350-700 nm.
4InfiniTubeTM FM-200 System.
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Figure 2.3: Scheme of the optical components of the setup. In (a) the illumination
system and in (b) the imaging system are highlighted and the corresponding beams
are sketched. Numbers correspond to the following elements: (1) red 625 nm LED,
(2) blue 505 nm LED, (3, 5) beam splitters, (4, 9) lenses, (6) microscope objective,
(7) sample holder, (8) white light illumination and (10) color camera. Dashed boxes
represent the InfiniTubeTM FM-200 System.
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Figure 2.4: Comparison between an image taken using a low-coherent laser (Crys-
talLaser R© Stabilized Compact Red laser, lc < 300 μm) (a) and a similar image using
instead the red LED light (b).

Inside the imaging tube the bi-chromatic beam is reflected by a second beam splitter
(5) towards the 100X objective5 (6), which focuses the light on the sample (7). The
objective has been chosen for its long working distance and high numerical aperture.
The working distance is enough to penetrate at least 100 μm in the liquid above the
interface in order to have the possibility to follow particles also in the bulk. On the
other hand an high numerical aperture allows instead the collection of a large solid
angle of rays thus improving the quality and the number of the interference fringes.

In fig. 2.3(b) the imaging part of the setup is highlighted. The sample (7) is
holded on a stage equipped with a xy micrometric translator and a focusing knob
(z direction). The focus can also be finely adjusted using a piezo objective scanner
(MCL R© Nano-F100) driven by a custom LabView controller program. The full dis-
placement range of the piezoelectric actuator is 100 μm with individual steps of 0.2
nm. The 100X objective and a second lens (9) at the end of the tube create a 2-lenses
magnification system. After the lens, a color camera6 (10) is mounted to collect the
signal.

An RGB camera is used in order to simultaneously and separately record the
two wavelengths’ interference patterns. The spectral responses of the red and blue
channels of the camera sensor (black lines in fig. 2.5) are sufficiently separated to
avoid the superimposition of the power spectra of the two color sources (grey lines in
fig.2.5), which allows the recording of the intensity of the blue diode on one channel
and the red one on another.

In order to know the magnification of the system the effective pixel size is mea-
sured. The real size of the pixel is 3.75 μm x 3.75 μm, while its effective size is ob-
tained measuring a graduated ruler (100 lines per nm) on the microscope. From the
calibration an effective pixel size of 0.0490±0.0004 μm is found, corresponding to an
overall magnification of 76.5.

5100X Mitutoyo Plan Apo Infinity Corrected Long WD Objective, NA = 0.7, Focal Length = 2.0 mm,
Working Distance 6 mm, Depth of Focus = 0.6 µm .

6Basler dart camera daA1280-54uc equipped with a CMOS sensor.
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Figure 2.5: Spectral response of the blue and red channels of the color camera (black
solid and dashed line respectively) and power spectra of the two blue and red
monochromatic LED (grey solid and dashed line respectively). Data provided by
camera’s sensor and LEDs datasheets).

2.1.3 Fringe formation

The DW-RIM technique used in this thesis is a simplified version of the Reflection
Interference Contrast Microscopy (RICM) technique, often used to image objects in
contact with glass [104]. Such technique is usually employed with cell membranes
or other biological objects7. The interference pattern formation is very similar when
replacing the glass-water interface with the air-water one. The technique we used
here shares therefore the properties and limitations of RICM.

The used DW-RIM technique works in an imaging configuration. The fringes,
arising from the phase shift between the two reflected light beams, are formed only
over the area of the colloid. We will assume as in RICM that they are localized on
the water-air interface.

Figure 2.6 sketches the optics of the experiment. Let’s define zs (x, y) as the dis-
tance between one point P1 on particle’s surface and the interface as a function of
the xy position with respect to the particle center (see the inset of fig. 2.6). The inter-
ference pattern is due to the phase shift between parallel rays reflecting at the water
air interface and rays reflecting at the particle surface. This corresponds to an optical
path difference of about 2n1zs.

In figure 2.6 the sketch of the image formation is represented both for the col-
loid (in black) and for the air-liquid interface (in red). Since the Rayleigh length8 is
larger than the distance between the particle and the interface, both points P1 and
its projection P2 on the interface are focused for the same position of the objective.
This assumption is correct if we are imaging an object while it holds only as a first
approximation in the case of interferometry. Strictly speaking, for interferometry the
fact of considering the whole Rayleigh range as focused is not correct because of

7Since biological objects have a small index contrast with water, in RICM polarization effects are used
to eliminate reflections in the objective and improve the contrast. In the present work this is unnecessary
because the contrast is already good enough, as it will be detailed in section 3.1.

8For the definition of the Rayleigh length, see appendix A.
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Figure 2.6: Sketch of image formation for the particle (black) and for the air-liquid
interface (red). In the inset the coordinates of the point P1 on the particle’s surface
are represented.

its sensitivity to the differences in optical path higher than the one of the imaging.
Nevertheless, here the fringe formation is described supposing valid the aforesaid
approximation and the errors this assumption introduces are discussed in section
2.2.2.

Note that colloid and air-water interface reflections both add a phase shift of π
because the rays impinge on these interfaces from the medium having the lower
refractive index: n2 < n1 and n1 < ncoll, marking with 1 and 2 the liquid and air
respectively. Such contribution is therefore irrelevant. The same happens replacing
water with all the water-based solutions used in the present work.

The fringes are assumed to be localized on a surface very close to the air-water
interface and the focus is set on this plane. Image formation on the camera implies
that all the rays propagating in all directions starting from a given point of the object
(e.g. the paths 1., 2. and 3. in fig.2.6 for P1 or P2) will focus on a single point in
the image plane of the camera after having travelled the same optical distance: the
paths’ lengths are different (2. is shorter than 1. and 3.) but the optical path is the
same for all the rays coming from the same point.

For both P1 and P2 we can therefore consider only path 2. The optical path
difference between the two beams is therefore 2n1zs (x, y).

The bottom-right corner of figure 2.7 shows an example of the obtained interfer-
ence pattern for a spherical particle, with its typical concentric rings. The coloured
halo effect surrounding the colloid is not due to interference but to a combination
of reflection and refraction inside the sphere. Dispersion relations for the refractive
index implies that deflections are different for red and blue, generating spatial sepa-
ration as in rainbows. This is confirmed by the order of the wavelengths in the halo,
with blue inside and red outside.
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Figure 2.7: Typical interferometric image obtained from our experimental setup. In
the top-left corner it is possible to see an image of a (8.9 μm diameter) spherical par-
ticle trapped at the interface with no associated interference pattern. The spherical
particle in the bottom-right is close to the interface; interference fringes can be there-
fore observed.

Note that the described detection method allows an immediate discrimination
between particles close and trapped at the interface: the particle in top-left of figure
2.7 do not show any interference pattern thus implying the absence of a liquid film
between the particle and the objective, preventing double reflection. That particle is
trapped at the interface.

2.1.4 Optical alignment of the setup

A uniform illumination of the particle is required to efficiently track the interference
pattern. Figure 2.8(a) shows how the interference pattern for a spherical particle
appears if no attention is paid to the alignment between the illumination beam, the
normal to the air-liquid interface and the axis of the objective screwed on the imaging
tube. An azimuthal asymmetry of the interference intensity is visible. Misalignment
affects illumination since if the reflected cone of light is tilted compared to the objec-
tive axis, more signal is collected from the particle’s side towards which the incident
cone of light is tilted.

The optical path between the objective and the camera has no degrees of freedom
since all components are screwed on the imaging tube described in 2.1.2. The align-
ment between the objective and the sample’s stage is made with a bullseye level by
insuring that they are mounted perpendicularly. In the case of a flat interface the
normal to the liquid surface is therefore parallel to the optical axis of the imaging
part of the setup. Nevertheless, as explained in section 3.2.3 during experiments the
surface is always convex. For this reason the asymmetry of figure 2.8(b) cannot be
completely removed. For curvatures of the order of the ones used in the experiments
(section 3.2.3) the light deflection coming from the tilt between the optical axis and
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Figure 2.8: Two examples of interference patterns due to a spherical particle close to
the interface. In the first image (a) it is possible to see the azimuthal asymmetry of
fringes intensity due to the misalignment between the normal to the interface and
the optical axis. In the second image (b) the system was aligned: it is still present a
small asymmetry which is later removed by image treatment.

the normal to the interface negligibly affects the interference pattern for particles
within a distance of 3 nm from the center of the curved interface.

Finally, the illumination beam has to be aligned with the imaging section of the
setup. The focus is moved to image the light source on the camera. The illuminating
beam’s inclination can be removed centering the light source image in the camera
field of view. This is possible moving the lateral lens (object 4 of fig.2.3(a)) equipped
with micrometric translators.

Figure 2.8(b) shows a sphere’s interference pattern after the setup alignment. A
residual slight azimuthal asymmetry is still present and will be removed numerically
as described in section 2.2.1.

2.2 Algorithms for the analysis

The two frame sequences of figure 2.9 illustrates the time evolution of the interfer-
ence pattern for a sphere (a, b, c, d) and an ellipsoid (e, f, g, h). For each particle, four
different frames are reported at different times. It can be noted that both the center
(and for the ellipsoid also the orientation) and the phase of the interference pattern
change due to the particle motion in the plane parallel to the interface and along
the normal direction respectively. Such combined evolution of the fringes makes the
particle tracking not trivial as will be detailed in section 2.2.1.

For the motion of a particle parallel to the interface a number of 2D tracking algo-
rithms exist in order to extract the planar trajectory and the azimuthal angle. Usually
the position of a particle in a frame is obtained looking for the light intensity’s center
of mass or by cross-correlation algorithms. In the first method the center of mass is
found by a Gaussian fit of the image intensity. In the second, the image is spatially
cross-correlated with a kernel having the same morphology of the object to track.
The particle position is then extracted from the maximum of the correlation. The
same methods also allow to recover the orientation of the particle in the plane.

In the present system none of the standard algorithms can be successfully em-
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Figure 2.9: (a, b, c, d) Frame sequence of interference pattern of a 4.5 μm spherical
particle moving close to an air-water interface. (e, f, g, h) The same for an ellipsoidal
particle with aspect ration 10 and volume equivalent radius 4.5 μm.

ployed because of two reasons. First, as shown in figure 2.9, the particle’s inter-
ference pattern changes frame by frame, thus impeding the use of cross-correlation
methods. Second the image is made of alternating fringes darker and brighter than
the background. The center of mass methods therefore fail in determining the po-
sition of the object because on average the intensity is the same as the background.
For these reasons dedicated tracking algorithms have been developed.

The analysis programs first track the center of the interference pattern in xy and
extract the fringes’ intensity profiles, radial for spheres and along the major axis for
ellipsoids. The profiles are then analyzed to recover the distance from the interface
and, for ellipsoids, the tilt angle.

Although the general lines of the tracking and reconstruction procedure are the
same for both spheres and ellipsoids, adapted algorithms are necessary because of
the differences between the two interference patterns. Dimensions of each single
particle are obtained from bright field image in the case of spheres (sec. 2.2.1) and
directly from the interference pattern for the ellipsoids (sec. 2.2.4).

2.2.1 Algorithms for spherical particles

Measurement of the sphere’s radius

The spherical particles used in this work are made of Polystyrene and have a size
dispersion of 2% for carboxylated and of 10% for sulfate functionalized particles (see
section 3.1). This uncertainty is not sufficient for a significant comparison of single
sphere’s experimental results and models. A precise in-situ measurement was then
required. On the other hand the sample polydispersity was an advantage since it
allowed us to explore easily a possible size dependency of the dynamics. The radius
can be measured from sphere’s bright field image focusing on its equatorial plane.
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Here, the procedure for this measurement is described together with the reached
precision.

Prior to recording the particle interference patterns, we record its bright field
image. In order to find the particle’s equatorial plane, we approach the objective to
the sample recording the particle image at each objective position. The z-scan can be
done neglecting the contemporary particle’s displacement in z as this last one is of
the order of few tens of nanometers, remaining much lower than the scan step of 250
nm.

In figure 2.10(a, b, c, d, e) five snapshots obtained at different focal planes are
reported9; while in fig.2.10(f), the azimuthal average of the light intensity versus the
distance from the particle’s center is given. The azimuthal average is obtained by
selecting on the frame an annulus containing the bright perimeter. The annulus is
chosen in order to keep its inner and outer perimeter tangential respectively to the
inner and outer perimeter of the bright halo which defines the border of the sphere.
Then, the algorithm does an azimuthal average over intensity profiles of the image
taken along all straight lines passing from the center of the selected annulus.

Figure 2.10: Five bright field image snapshots (a, b, c, d, e) of the same carboxylated
spherical particle scanned by the piezo along z. In (f) the averaged intensity profile
for different values of z are reported as a function of the distance r from the center.
Black thickest line identifies the profile with the best resolved annulus perimeter.
Blue and red lines identifies profiles for z lower and higher than the black one re-
spectively. The step in z between each reported profile is of 500 nm, for a total scan
covering 5 μm. Black thicker profile in (f) corresponds to snapshot (c).

Among the different intensity profiles we choose the one with the more resolved
annulus (black thicker profile in 2.10(f)). This is the profile for which we consider
focused the particle’s equatorial plane. The corresponding distance from the center

9On the figure, fringes are not present because interface is not any more within objective’s Rayleigh
length.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.11: (a) Bright field image of a cluster of sulfate polystyrene spheres dried on
a silicon wafer. (b) Size distribution of 250 measured sulfate polystyrene particles,
with mean value 9 μm with standard deviation 1 μm.

of the intensity maximum is the measured radius a of the particle.
The error on the radius σa comes from the width of the annulus and from the

different values found for red and blue channels. It depends from the observed
particle and varies between 20 nm and 70 nm.

The radius of about 300 spheres among the two employed sets have been mea-
sured and the obtained distributions have been compared with the nominal ones.
The result for carboxylated latex beads is a mean diameter of 9.28 μm with a stan-
dard deviation of 0.05 μm. This value is about 0.4 μm larger than the manufacturer’s
nominal mean value: 8.9± 0.1 μm. The ratio between the nominal and the measured
value is equal to f = 8.9/9.28 = 0.96.

To further investigate such difference and to calibrate the measurement, we have
measured the center to center distances of clustered spheres in contact in dried sam-
ples made of the same particles10 (fig.2.11(a)). The value found with this method is
8.8± 0.1 μm, in agreement with the nominal one.

A similar discrepancy between the nominal value and the diameters measured
from the annulus has been found also for sulfate spheres having a nominal diameter
of 8.7 ± 0.9 μm (see section 3.1). The diameter measured for 250 different particles
(figure 2.11(b)) has an average value of 9± 1 μm.

The same f found for the carboxylated and sulfate spheres is also found for
6.2± 0.4 μm polystyrene beads11. Hence, the discrepancy between these values may
be connected to the assumption that the maximum of light intensity in fig. 2.10(f)
corresponds exactly with the particle border. It appears therefore that the radius
found with this method is overestimated and a correction by the factor f = 0.96 is
thus applied to all the measured radii.

Spherical particle center of mass tracking program

The tracking program finds the center of the interference pattern for each image and
extracts the intensity profile of the fringes.

In order to treat each frame in an automatic way, the residual azimuthal asymme-
try in intensity (see figure 2.12(a)) needs to be further reduced by the software. The
program does a first-order correction finding the plane passing from the ridge of the

10During drying the strong attractive capillary force pushes particles in contact with each other.
11MolecularProbesTM carboxylated latex beads, 4% w/v, 6 μm.
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Figure 2.12: Example of the software correction of the asymmetry in the light inten-
sity. (a) The procedure starts from the raw frame selecting an annulus containing
the first fringe (dashed green annulus). In (b) the intensity inside the selected an-
nulus is reported in false colours to stress the inequality of the ridge’s heigh. In (c)
the radial average of (b) (black continuous line) and its fit with a tilted plane (black
dashed line)are plotted as a function of the azimuthal angle. Also represented in (c)
is the corrected intensity (red continuous line) recovered from the resulting image
(d) obtained by the ratio between (a) and the fitted plane.
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Figure 2.13: Sketch of the reference system for the sphere and the tracked degrees
of freedom. The interface is at z = 0, (xc, yc) are the particle center’s coordinates in
the plane of the interface and zc is its coordinate along the normal to the plane. The
distance d between the particle’s surface and the interface is equal to d = zc − a.

first fringe. Noting Im (x, y) the measured intensity of the image as a function of
the planar coordinates x and y, and I (x, y) the expected symmetric one, the relation
between them is

Im (x, y) = As (x, y) I (x, y) , (2.2)

where As is an illumination function which weighs the signal of each pixel. The
illumination function can be written in a polynomial expansion as

As (x, y) = c0 + cx,1x+ cy,1y +O
(
x2, y2, xy

)
(2.3)

Here, only the linear terms are taken into account12.
The three coefficients c0, cx,1 and cy,1 are found by selecting on the first frame an

annulus containing the first maximum of interference (2.12(a)). In 2.12(b) the selected
region is reported in false colours to highlight the inequality of the ridge’s heigh.
Over this annulus a radial average of the intensity is made for each azimuthal angle
ϕ to reduce the noise. In this way a function Im (x, y) defined on a circumference
with radius equal to the mean radius of the annulus is found.

The function Im (x, y) is then fitted with the plane c0 + cx,1x+ cy,1y. In fig.2.12(c)
Im (x, y) (black continuous line) and the fitting plane (black dashed line) are shown
versus the azimuthal angle ϕ. Once c0, cx,1 and cy,1 are found the corrected image
(fig.2.12(d)) is found from the ratio between the original image 2.12(a) and the func-
tion c0+cx,1x+cy,1y. Such correction with the first frame fitting plane is then applied
to all frames of the video.

12We chose to stop at the first order since we saw that this correction is enough to improve the efficiency
of the tracking, making the algorithm working.
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Once this correction is made the program starts the particle tracking. On the
first frame the approximate position of the center of the fringes is chosen as initial
condition for the tracking. A region of interest (ROI) containing the particle is also
selected. For any new frame a new ROI is taken with same dimensions of the first
one but centered on the previous frame’s particle coordinates.

During the present work different methods to track the center of the interference
pattern have been tested, weighing up their efficiency and velocity. Two main at-
tempts have been made on frames binarized imposing a threshold higher than the
average intensity in order to remove the background and the interference minima.
The center of the fringe system was then recovered either as the center of mass of
the binarized frame (first method) or identifying the circumferences corresponding
to the fringe’s maxima and taking the average of their centers as the particle’s co-
ordinates (second method). In Appendix B the main attempts are resumed. These
attempts failed as binarization is a valid option only with objects wholly brighter or
darker than the background, easily identified with a threshold, while here the object
is an interference pattern with a lot of maxima and minima and all the shades of gray
between them.

A third attempt was made working on the original frame finding all the intensity
extrema (maxima and minima) and selecting the one closer to the previous’ frame’s
center. In this way, the particle’s coordinates are identified as the central zero-order
intensity extremum of the interference pattern. This method has proved to be unef-
ficent because of noise which prevents an easy identification of the extrema.

We finally implemented a method, which proved to be more efficient and robust,
consisting in a direct fit of the image. The intensity of the frame I (x, y) inside the
ROI is fitted with the 3D interference function coming from the superimposition of
the two reflected beams.

The derivation of the formula for the interference pattern is given in Appendix A
and the result is:

I (x, y) = 2I0

1 + cos
4πn1

λ

(
d+ a− a

√
1− r2

a2

) , (2.4)

where r =
√

(x− xc)2 + (y − yc)2, being (xc, yc, zc) the coordinates of the center
of the particle (see figure 2.13), d is the particle-interface minimal distance (equal to
zc − a) and λ is the wavelength of the red (λR) or blue (λB) LED.

The expression 2.4 predicts same amplitude for all the maxima. Conversely, in
the measurements the intensity decreases increasing r (see fig. 2.12(a) and (d)). This
is mainly due to the finite collecting angle of the objective, which alters the fringe
system in a way described in detail in section 2.2.2.

We take into account this additional effect modulating the function 2.4 with a

Gaussian function e−
r2

2σ2 , which proved to be effective in making the fit converge
recovering the correct xc and yc.

The used fitting function is therefore:

I (x, y) = Ae−
r2

2σ2

1 + cos
4πn1

λ

(
zc − a

√
1− r2

a2

)+B (2.5)

The fitting parameters are the multiplicative factorA, the offsetB and the coordi-
nates of the center of the sphere xc, yc and zc. After some tests on different recorded
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trajectories we found that σ can be kept fixed at 0.588 μm for all the particles, as ex-
pected since the object is always the same and the particle size only slightly changes.

In 2.14 an example of the result of the fitting procedure is reported: the minima
and maxima of the fitting function (represented by blue and red circles) have been
superposed to the original pattern, showing a good agreement.

Figure 2.14: Example of the result of the fit method to find the center of the sphere.
The non-zero points are the data considered for the fit. On the original data are
superposed the circumferences corresponding to the minima (blue lines) and the
maxima (red lines) of the fitting function evaluated for the best fitting parameters.

The error done in extrapolating xc and yc has been evaluated simulating a set of
interference patterns of a same particle and different (xc, yc, zc) and letting them be
analyzed by the tracking program. From the comparison of the tracked centers with
the correct ones a standard deviation σx = σy = 0.05 μm associated to xc and yc has
been estimated.

The value of zc given by the fit with equation 2.5 strongly depends on the ra-
dial position of the intensity extrema. This position is affected by the modulating
arbitrary Gaussian function used to enable the fit to converge. For this reason the
obtained zc is not reliable and a further analysis of the radial intensity profile is re-
quired (sec.2.2.1). The determination of xc and yc is not affected by this problem
since a radial function modulation doesn’t affect its polar symmetry.

Once the analysis on the first frame is made, a loop over the entire video begins,
where at each cycle the given input are the previous frame’s parameters (the center
coordinates xc and yc). The new parameters are given in output in a .txt file together
with the intensity profile of the fringe system. The profile is made by an azimuthal
average of the intensities.
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Spherical particle fringe analysis: measurement of the gap distance d

Figure 2.15: Typical example of an ϕ-averaged intensity profile versus r for a 4.5 μm
radius sphere.

In figure 2.15 a typical output of the sphere’s tracking algorithm is reported. It is
the plot of the ϕ-averaged intensity profile versus the radial coordinate r.

In order to obtain the particle-interface distance d the radial positions of the in-
tensity maxima (rM ) and minima (rm) are measured. To enhance the resolution the
program takes the relative extrema of I (r) and for each one fits their neighbouring
points with a parabola. The number of fitting points varies from 3 to 6 depending
on the noise present on I (r). The centers of the fitted parabolas are taken as the po-
sitions of the extrema. In this way the precision in the determination of rM and rm
reaches a resolution σpar ' 10 nm.

The distance d is found following frame by frame the radial position re of an
extremum. The distance d is directly found imposing in 2.4 the condition for the for-
mation of an interference maximum or minimum. The resulting d are respectively:

d = a

1−

√
1−

(
rM
a

)2
+m

λ

2n1
(2.6)

and

d = a

1−

√
1−

(
rm
a

)2
+

(
m+

1

2

)
λ

2n1
, (2.7)

where m is a natural number representing the number of half-wavelengths con-
tained in the distance between the particle and the interface. From the relations 2.6
and 2.7 d can be known up to the additive factor m λ

2n1
.

The value of m is found cross-checking the information coming from the two
wavelengths of the setup. For a given particle, the tracking is made both on the red
and blue channel of the video recording. For each wavelength, the trajectory is re-
constructed and plotted on the same graph as a function of the frame number and
for different values of mR (for the red) and mB (for the blue) in order to find the cou-
ple for which there is the best agreement. In figure 2.16 an example of reconstructed
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trajectories are plotted for the two channels and for three values of mR and mB : the
best agreement is here obtained for mR = mB = 1.

Figure 2.16: Comparison between the reconstructed time evolution of d coming from
the red and the blue channels of the camera and for different mR and mB . The abso-
lute averaged difference between red and blue channels for different combinations
of m are: 32 nm (mR = mB = 0), 13 nm (mR = mB = 1), 57 nm (mR = mB = 2)
and higher values for mR 6= mB . In this example the best agreement is there-
fore for mR = mB = 1, giving an absolute average distance from the interface of
< d >= 0.311 μm.

Operatively the best couple of mR and mB is found minimizing the absolute
averaged difference between the trajectories reconstructed from the two channels,
i.e. |〈dR − dB〉t|. The possible values of m which are considered for the comparison
range from 0 to 10. For higher orders the distance between the particle and the
interface would indeed be larger than the coherence length.

2.2.2 Resolution in the gap distance measurement

Concerning the uncertainty σd on the measure of d, it derives from the propagation
of the errors on the radius, σa, and on the position of the extremum, σre :

σd =

√(
∂d

∂re
σre

)2

+

(
∂d

∂a
σa

)2

=

√√√√ r2
eσ

2
re

a2 − r2
e

+

(
a√

a2 − r2
e

− 1

)2

σ2
a (2.8)

The error on the radius, given in section 2.2.1, depends on the particle and varies
between 20 nm and 70 nm. The error on the position of the extremum σre is instead
given by the sum of three sources:
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Figure 2.17: Error on re related to the precision in the measurement of the center of
the interference pattern as a function of re given by the off-center azimuthal average.

σre = σpar + σc + σNI (2.9)

The first term is the incertitude coming from the precision in the determination
of re with the parabolic fit described in 2.2.1 and results in σpar = 10 nm.

The second term σc is the error related to the precision in the measurement of the
center of the interference pattern. When the radial intensity profile is recovered from
the azimuthal average of the profiles passing from the center (section 2.2.1), an error
in the center determination carries a distortion of the averaged intensity profile. The
evaluation of σc has been made computing from eq. 2.4 the ϕ-averaged intensity
profile centered on a new point located at a distance δxy from the center of the fringe
system. From this radial profile the coordinate r̃e of an extremum is considered.
Geometrical calculations (see appendix C) show that r̃e is related to the extremum
coordinate re corresponding to δxy = 0 by:

r̃e =
δxy
2π

∫ 2π

0

√
r2
e

δ2
xy

− sin2 ϕdϕ (2.10)

The value of σc = |re − r̃e| evaluated for δxy = σx = 0.049 μm is reported in
2.17(a) as a function of re. It can be seen that its contribution to the total error on r is
negligible if compared to σpar.

The third source of error σNI in equation 2.9 comes from the discrepancies be-
tween the experimental interference pattern and the model used to analyze the data,
which consider only monochromatic beams at normal incidence. The calculation of
the phase shift between the two reflected beams should consider the tilt of some
rays relatively to the optical axis. The optical path difference, therefore, is not sim-
ply twice the normal distance between the surface of the particle and the interface
[106]. The inclusion of the rays inclination affects the interference pattern. Since the
illumination is focused on the sample, the incident rays form a cone of light whose
angular amplitude depends on the numerical aperture NA of the objective, but also
on the way we have focused the light on the back focal plane of the objective (in our
experiments we typically have an effective illumination numerical aperture of 0.45).
In the computation of the interference pattern a first element that must be taken into
account is therefore the incident cone of light and the additional optical paths trav-
elled by rays not normally incident on the interface. Moreover, some rays impinging
the sample can be back reflected with angles exceeding the cone of light collected by
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the objective and their contribution to the interference pattern can be therefore lost.
Finally, the particle surface is not planar and parallel to the interface and thus it also
contributes to the deviation of the incident rays. A precise computation of all these
phenomena is very difficult to make. It depends on the effective numerical aperture
of the objective and on the precise optical properties of the involved interfaces, as
the transmission and reflection coefficients are also function on the incident angle.
For the particle, they depend on the precise optical properties and roughness of its
surface. Because of such complexity, in the analysis we chose to consider only the
normal incidence of a monochromatic light source. To evaluate the order of mag-
nitude of the errors made under such assumption we made numerical calculations
considering also the listed effect in order to compare them with the first-order model
employed in the analysis. In figure 2.18 are reported numerical computations of the
intensity of the interference pattern versus r for the red (a) and blue (b) sources. The
patterns are calculated for a sphere of radius 4.5 μm at a gap distance of 300 nm from
the air-water interface. In each plot are represented: the interference pattern evalu-
ated considering only normal incidence and the nominal wavelength of the source
(black), the same evaluated considering the whole spectra of the source (blue), the
interference pattern considering the oblique incidence and the whole spectra but
considering the sphere made of a series of planes parallel to the air-water interface
(red), and finally the same of the latter but also taking into account the curvature
of the surface of the sphere (orange). It can be seen that the difference between the
black and the blue simply results in a modulation in the height of the peaks, while
the position of the maxima and minima does not change13 (relative error on re lower
than 1%). The red and the orange patterns are first characterized by a rapid decrease
of the height of the peaks as a function of r which probably explains the observation
of only a few experimental peaks. Moreover the positions of the peaks deviate in a
more marked way from the black one, with relative errors over the three first extrema
in the range between 2% and 10%. The deviation of re depends on the position of the
extremum and on the gap distance d, is of the same order for both the wavelengths
and can bring either a underestimation or an overestimation of the particle-interface
distance.

Considering all the source of error on re and the one on the radius, the resulting
error, evaluated with equation 2.8, on the particle-interface distance obtained from
the analysis of one extremum is typically lower than 20 nm.

During the analysis we compare the experimental d time evolutions recovered for
the same particle by analyzing 2-3 different extrema for each wavelength. The 4-6
obtained trajectories do not perfectly overlap because of the error σd. Their average
d differ in a typical range of 2-15 nm, in agreement with the expected error. In the
experimental results and for each particle, the experimental error is thus evaluated
as the weighted standard deviation made over the 4-6 trajectories coming from the
two channels.

2.2.3 Experimental validation of the analysis

An experimental test has been made in order to check the validity of the procedure
to measure d. This test is made to secure that there are no neglected phase shifts,
relevant aberration effects or an important superposition of the two wavelengths in
the same channel of the camera. The test consists in the measurement of the size
of two metallic spheres with a direct technique and from their interference patterns.

13A more exhaustive discussion on the negligibility of the contribution of the spectrum width of the
light sources is discussed in appendix C.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.18: Numerical computed intensities of the interference pattern versus the
radial coordinate r for a spherical particle of radius 4.5 μm at a gap distance d from
the air-water interface illuminated by the red (a) and by the blue (b) light source.
Black line: interference pattern evaluated considering normal incidence on the in-
terface, the nominal wavelength of the source and modelling the sphere surface as
a series of steps parallel to the interface. Blue: interference pattern evaluated con-
sidering normal incidence on the interface, the whole spectra of the light source and
modelling the sphere surface as a series of steps parallel to the interface. Red: inter-
ference pattern evaluated considering oblique incidence on the interface, the whole
spectra of the light source and modelling the sphere surface as a series of steps par-
allel to the interface. Orange: interference pattern evaluated considering oblique
incidence on the interface, the whole spectra of the light source and taking into ac-
count the curvature of the sphere surface.
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The metal spheres are taken from the translator mechanism of a micrometric trans-
lator stage and have been chosen because of their exact dimensions. Their radii have
been measured by a digital caliper and are respectively aM1 = 1189 ± 1 μm and
aM2 = 793± 1 μm.

The metallic spheres have been placed on a microscope slide covered by a film
of water, in order to keep at least the lower half of them in the liquid (figure 2.19).
Interferometric images have been taken with both the LEDs. Figure 2.20 shows an
image obtained using the red LED light. From the relative distance between each
couple of adjacent intensity maximum-minimum the value of the radius has been
extracted using relations recovered from the formulas reported in sec. 2.2.1. The
obtained radii are aM1 = 1190 ± 60 μm and aM2 = 800 ± 30 μm in agreement with
the values measured with the digital caliper14.

Figure 2.19: Experimental configuration used to measure the size of the metal
spheres with the interference method.

2.2.4 Algorithms for ellipsoidal particles

The analysis of the ellipsoidal particles is divided in two steps: i) the particle tracking
to find the major axis, its orientation ϕe and to extract the intensity profile along the
major axis (see fig. 2.21(a) and (b)), and ii) the reconstruction program to recover
from the intensity profile the center of mass coordinates, the tilt angle θe, the moduli
of the semiaxis and the gap distance d (see fig. 2.21(c)).

Ellipsoidal particle tracking program

Figure 2.22(a) shows a typical interference pattern of an ellipsoidal particle. Dark
and bright regions along the major axis of the pattern are the interference minima
and maxima, while the two bright lateral wings are independent from d and are
originated from internal reflection of incoherent light inside the ellipsoid.

During the present work, different methods to find ellipsoid’s major axis from
the interference pattern have been tested, weighing up their accuracy and efficiency.

14The errors here are larger than the ones on d for the 9 μ beads because the error on the radius is bigger
than the one of d coming from the error propagation and because for this particular measure a different
objective at lower magnification (50x) has been employed.
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Figure 2.20: Fringe system originated by a metal sphere (aM1 = 1189± 1 μm) in the
configuration of fig. 2.19. The employed wavelength is the red one.

The first attempt has been to look at the moments of the distribution of points in
the binarized frame15. The first momentum returns the center of mass of the distribu-
tion, while the second one corresponds to the covariance matrix, whose eigenvectors
and eigenvalues are the unit vectors and the moduli of the ellipsoid’s semiaxes16.
This method proved to be inefficient in recovering the major axis. The reason why it
fails lies in the two lateral wings of the image of the ellipsoid. They are very bright
compared to the interference fringes and thus a small difference in their brightness
due to a small asymmetry in the illumination dramatically deviates the center of
mass out of the real axes of the particle.

For this reason, the employed particle tracking program works on a different
principle: it searches the two interference maxima that satisfies the following con-
ditions: i) they are at a relative distance large compared to all the relative distances
between all the interference maxima, and ii) they define a straight line passing as
close as possible to the other maxima. The second condition has been included to
avoid the risk of considering background dust grains or parts of the lateral wings as
maxima (see figure 2.23).

Operatively, the ROI is binarized by applying a threshold equal to 1.5 times the
average intensity inside the ROI. In the binarized image, more than 3 connected
pixels are labelled as objects by the program. Then a selection is made of the couples
of objects (N = 10) with the largest relative distance. In order to satisfy condition
ii) the program finally chooses among the selected N objects the couple (α, β) which
minimizes the sum Dα,β of distances from the straight line defined by the couple
(see fig. 2.23). In formulas Dα,β is given by:

Dα,β =

N∑
i=1

dα,βi =

N∑
i=1

∣∣∣∣∣yi − pxi − q√
p2 + 1

∣∣∣∣∣ , (2.11)

with p and q given by:

15Binarization is made imposing a threshold higher than the average intensity in order to remove the
background and the fringes’ minima, obtaining an image like the one in figure 2.22(b).

16If the tilt angle is zero.
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(a)

(b) (c)
Figure 2.21: (a) Ellipsoid’s reference systems and degrees of freedom. In (b) and
(c) the top and the side view are also reported. The degrees of freedom found by
the program are: the center coordinates (xc, yc, zc), the coordinates of the point of
particle’s surface closer to the interface (x0, y0, d), the azimuthal angle ϕe, the tilt
angle θe and the moduli Sa and Sb of the major and minor semiaxis respectively. A
local reference system is also defined. It is centered in (x0, y0, 0) and has the x′ axis
parallel to the major axis of the ellipsoid.
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Figure 2.22: Typical interference pattern of an ellipsoidal particle of aspect ratio 6 (a)
and its binarized version (b). In (b) the lateral wings are enhanced: they covers a
surface comparable to the central maximum.

Figure 2.23: Binarized image of an ellipsoid close to a dust grain (object 1). Due to
its vicinity to the ellipsoid the dust grain becomes one of the candidates to define
the ellipsoid’s major axis. Among the considered objects (here N=4 instead of 10
for simplicity) the couple 1-2 is the one having the maximum relative distance. The
additional criterium of passing as close as possible to the other maxima allows the
automatic selection of the correct couple (2-3).
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(a)

(b)
Figure 2.24: Typical measured intensity profile I

(
x′
)

for an ellipsoid with an aspect
ratio 6. (a) Raw data. (b) Data after the application of the low-pass filter.

p =
yα − yβ
xα − xβ

(2.12)

q = yβ −mxβ (2.13)

Here (xα, yα), (xβ , yβ) and (xi, yi) are respectively the coordinates of the center
of mass of the two chosen objects (α and β) and of a generic one (i).

The straight line connecting the couple α and β which minimizes 2.11 is the ma-
jor axis of the ellipsoid, along which the intensity profile of the fringe pattern is
extracted. A local 2D cartesian coordinates system x′y′ is also defined (fig. 2.21). The
two axes x′ and y′ are parallel to the major and minor axes of the ellipsoid respec-
tively, and the origin corresponds to the point (x0, y0) of minimal ellipsoid-interface
distance. Operatively, (x0, y0) cannot be identified as the position of the central ex-
tremum of intensity, since the superimposition of the fringe system with the lateral
bright wings around the center makes it unclear (see figure 2.24). The point (x0, y0)
is therefore found along x′ as the medium point between the first couple of inten-
sity extrema on both side of the center of the intensity profile. Note that (x0, y0) is
superimposed to (xc, yc) only for θe = 0 (see the side view of fig. 2.21).

Ellipsoidal particle fringe analysis: reconstruction program

Figure 2.24(a) shows a typical intensity profile I
(
x′
)

returned by the tracking pro-
gram.

The first step of the algorithm is the removal of high spatial frequencies noise
using a low-pass filter via the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of I

(
x′
)
. Since the spa-
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cial frequency spectrum of the fringes is a low frequency one (fx lower then 250
μm-1) while the noise occupies a region at high spatial frequencies (more than 500
μm-1), this operation doesn’t remove significantly information from the signal. This
noise reduction is necessary for ellipsoids because differently from the spheres the
azimuthal average can not be performed. Figure 2.24(b) shows the same profile of
2.24(a) after the noise reduction.

The advantage with ellipsoids, if compared with spheres, is the presence of sev-
eral maxima and minima because of the high radius of curvature of the particle along
the major axis. The possibility to have up to 10 reliable extrema allows the measure
of the moduli of the semiaxis Sa and Sb (fig. 2.21(c)) directly from the intensity profile
of the interference system.

The starting point for the measure of the semiaxes is the reconstruction of the
particle-interface distance zs

(
x′e
)

for each extremum located at different x′e along x′.
The superimposition of two beams having a difference of 2n1zs/λ in the optical path
gives an interference signal whose intensity is proportional to 1+cos

(
4πn1zs/λ

)
. The

difference in zs between two adjacent extrema (either a couple maximum-minimum
or minimum-maximum) is therefore equal to λ/4n1. Knowing that the center of the
interference pattern corresponds to the closest point to the interface, the reconstruc-
tion can be made (figure 2.25(b)).

In principle, the points obtained in figure 2.25(b) allow to recover from a proper
elliptic fit Sa, Sb, x′c, zc and θe. In practice, the number of points in fig.2.25(b) is too
small with respect to the number of free parameters to obtain a sufficient precision
in the fit parameters. For this reason the ellipsoid’s parameters are found in two
steps. We first measure Sa and Sb by averaging all the reconstructed z-profiles of the
same ellipsoid: the zs

(
x′e
)

recovered from all the frames are superimposed on the
same plot (fig.2.25(c)). A given extremum represents a fixed relative distance from
the interface. Fluctuations both in z and in the tilt angle generates a dispersion in the
position x′e. In figure 2.25(c) the red points represent the average position for each
considered extremum.

If the number of considered frames is enough17, x′c and θe are zero on average.
The average profile is therefore fitted with the expression describing an ellipse par-
allel to x′:

〈
zs
(
x′
)〉

= 〈zc〉 − Sb

√
1− x′2

Sa
2 (2.14)

From the best fit, we obtain Sa and Sb with typical errors of 1-2 μm.
Once the values of the semiaxes are known, the center coordinates and θe can

be found as a function of time: for each frame the profile of figure 2.25(b) is fitted
keeping fixed Sa and Sb and leaving x′c, zc and θe as free parameters. The fitting
function is obtained rotating by an angle θe the ellipse equation used eq. 2.14:

zs
(
x′
)

=zc −
(
x′ − x′c

)
B (θe)

2A (θe)
+

−

√
(x′ − x′c)2B2 (θe)− 4A (θe)

(
(x′ − x′c)2C (θe)− 1

)
2A (θe)

(2.15)

17Considering the measured range of tilt angles, it has been verified that the frames must be at least
2000.
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Figure 2.25: Reconstruction method to measure the semiaxes of an ellipsoid. (a)
The position x′e of the extrema along the ellipsoid’s long axis is found. (b) Knowing
the difference in zs between two adjacent extrema is λ/4n1, the zs

(
x′e
)

profile on
the ellipsoid is reconstructed. (c) The latter operation is made for all frames on the
same particle and the x′e positions corresponding to the intensity extrema are plotted
on the same graph (black points). For each extremum the average position on the
frames is evaluated (red points). These are the points fitted to recover the moduli of
the semiaxes of the ellipsoid.
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Where A (θe), B (θe) and C (θe) are defined as:

A (θe) =

(
sin θe
Sa

)2

+

(
cos θe
Sb

)2

(2.16)

B (θe) = 2 cos θe sin θe

(
1

Sb
2 −

1

Sa
2

)
(2.17)

C (θe) =

(
cos θe
Sa

)2

+

(
sin θe
Sb

)2

(2.18)

The coordinates of the center of the particle in the plane of the lab frame are
finally found from x′c and the angle ϕe as xc = x0 + x′c cosϕe and yc = y0 + x′c sinϕe

As for spheres, with this method zc is known up to an additive factor mλ/2n1.
The value of m is then found following the same procedure described in section
2.2.1: from each wavelength the trajectory is obtained and the correctmR-mB couple
is identified as the one minimizing |

〈
zRc − zBc

〉
t
|. The error on zc is obtained from

the covariance matrix of the fit.



Chapter 3

Materials and methods

In the present chapter some details are given on the choice of the particles and on the
preparation of the samples (section 3.1), followed by the description of the experi-
mental cell (section 3.2). A brief list of the complementary techniques used during
the work is also given in section 3.3.

3.1 Materials’ choice

We used spherical and ellipsoidal particles dispersed at very low concentrations
(10−3 − 10−2 g/L, corresponding to a particle density number close to the inter-
face of 101 − 102 nm-1). Particles were dispersed in water solutions prepared with
deionized water. Deionized water is produced by a Millipore Milli-Q filtration sys-
tem, with a nominal resistivity of 18 MΩcm and a density ρw = 0.997 g/cm3 at 25◦C.
Conductivity measurements (see sec.3.3) show that its effective resistivity measured
few minutes after deionization is 2 MΩcm. Experiments are made with solutions of
different molarity, pH and density.

3.1.1 Spherical particles

The spherical particles employed in the present thesis are polystyrene latex beads
with a diameter of about 9 μm. Their low density ρcol = 1.055 g/cm3 assures a
strong enough buoyancy to avoid the trapping at the air-pure water interface1.

Two different sets of polystyrene beads have been used. Most of the measure-
ments are made with sulfate beads2 with a diameter 2a = 8.7±0.9 μm. The relatively
large polydispersity is an advantage in our case as it allows to explore the possible
size dependency of the measured effects. In order to have a tunable surface charge
we also used pH-sensitive carboxylated beads3 with 2a = 8.9± 0.1 μm.

The choice of diameter is driven by the need to have a sufficient number of fringes
for the z reconstruction, as described in section 2.2.2, and at the same time to keep
the size small enough to observe Brownian motion.

Polystyrene particles have also been chosen because of the refractive index of
1.59 which maximizes the fringe visibility of the interference pattern given that the
refractive jump between polystyrene and water (∆np−1 = 1.59−1.33 ∼ 0.3) is almost

1Tests made with particles at higher density (silica beads) result in a direct trapping of the particles at
the interface.

2MolecularProbesTM sulfate latex beads, 4% w/v, 9 μm.
3Micro Particles GmbH PS-particles, carboxylated, 8.91 µm , SD=0.1 µm , 10% w/v aqueous suspension.

61
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the same of the one between water and air (∆n1−2 = 1.33− 1.0 ∼ 0.3). See appendix
A for further details.

3.1.2 Ellipsoidal particles production

The ellipsoidal particles have been produced in the laboratory starting from the sul-
fate latex beads which are stretched by a homemade apparatus [107]. A Poly(vinyl
alcohol) (PVA)4 solution in deionized water (10%-90%) is prepared by mixing the
components by several cycles of shaking at 300 rpm and heating at 90-100◦C (30-60
min for each operation), until a homogeneous phase is obtained. The solution is then
filtrated with a hydrophobic filter PTFE (pores dimension: 5 µm ) to remove macro-
scopic dust before adding the beads. A volume of about one milliliter of the spherical
particle sample is dispersed in 40 ml of the PVA-water solution. The resulting solu-
tion is then slowly poured in a Petri dish (diameter 100 mm) which, before use, was
carefully cleaned with distilled water. Great attention is paid to avoid the formation
of air bubbles, whose presence may affect the stretching procedure. The solution is
then left to evaporate in a hood for 1-2 days on a flat surface. Finally, a thin film
of PVA (thickness ∼ 0.2 mm) containing the spherical particles is obtained. Strips
are cut from the dried film, with special regard to the central region, that must be ex-
tremely regular; otherwise, a non-homogeneous stretching can distort the final shape
of the colloids. The strips are clamped into a metal frame, heated in an oven above
the temperature of glass transition of polystyrene (Tg ∼ 100◦C) and then stretched.
The stretching of both the strip and the particles embedded inside is achieved by
displacing the upper part of the metal frame by a tension-controlled screw, with a
displacing rate of 12 mm/min. In this way, the spherical particles undergo an affine
transformation and a spheroidal shape is achieved (fig. 3.1(a)). The strips are finally
soaked in deionized water and PVA is removed by at least 10 cycles of centrifugation
(4000 rpm for 10-15 min), replacing the supernatant with Millipore water at the end
of each cycle. At the end, the ellipsoids are re-dispersed in deionized water with the
aid of an ultrasonic bath. A SEM picture of typical particles obtained after such a
procedure is shown in fig. 3.1(b).

We can denote with Λ the elongation imposed at both the strip and the parti-
cles. It is defined as the ratio between the final and the initial length of the strip (fig.
3.1(a)): Λ = l/l0. It follows that, along the stretching direction, a major semiaxis
is obtained: Sa = Λa. Since the total volume of the particle remains constant, i.e.
SaS

2
b = a3, the two minor semiaxes, in the perpendicular plane, are Sb = a/

√
Λ.

We can quantify the degree of anisotropy of each particle using the aspect ratio
Ar = Sa/Sb. Sets of particle with the same initial size, and so the same volume,
but different elongation are prepared and used in the present work. The range for
Ar can vary from 1 (unstretched spheres) to about 10, that is the upper limit imposed
by the stretching method.

3.1.3 Solutions preparation

In order to change the ions molarity in water we use sodium chloride5. Different
molarities in a range spacing from the one of deionized water (0.004 mM) up to 10
mM have been prepared. Since anhydrous NaCl is hygroscopic, before its weighting
for the dilution in water it is dried in an oven at 100◦C.

4Sigma Aldrich (product code 363081).
5Sigma-Aldrich NaCl anhydrous, ≥99%, reference 746398.
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Figure 3.1: (a) Sketch of a PVA strip, containing spherical particles. The initial length
of the strip is l0. A stretching of the strip along the vertical axis is imposed. The new
length is then l. We define an elongation parameter Λ = l/l0. The same elongation is
imposed also to the particles, that now show an ellipsoidal shape. (b) SEM image of
the ellipsoids obtained.

The pH is varied adding given amounts of hydrochloric acid6. Since addition
of HCl changes the molarity together with the pH, solutions at different pH but
with constant molarity are prepared adding NaCl, whose ions are monovalent like
the ones of HCl. For this reason, everywhere in the present work we use the word
molarity without specifications we mean the molar concentration of NaCl and HCl
together. We indicate it with c.

Temperature [108] and molarity [109] affect the density of solutions. Tempera-
ture is monitored with a thermometer during experiments and the effective density
of each solution is carefully evaluated using data in literature with three digits of
precision.

After preparation, solutions are stored in a fridge in order to slow down the pos-
sible uncontrolled development of bacteria. Molarity is verified by measuring the
solution’s conductivity: deionized water doubles its resistivity in one day, passing
from 0.5 μS/cm to 1 μS/cm, due to adsorption of ions from the atmosphere and
from the container’s walls. Solutions at high molarities (1 mM or more) are kept for
several weeks because such small variation in ions concentration doesn’t affect the
molarity. On the contrary, solutions at low morality are conserved only for few days
to avoid significant changes in ions concentration.

The properties of the solution may be influenced during experiments by the ad-
sorption of ions and contaminants from atmosphere onto the air-water interface. In
order to verify the stability of the solution’s properties during experimental time
scales we measure the solutions surface tension at different times, as the trapping
of a significant amount of surfactants at the interface lower its surface tension [110].
The pendant drop tensiometer described in section 3.3.3 allows the measurement of
the solutions in experimental conditions and time scales analogous to our experi-
ment. The test shows that the surface tension remains constant at values between
72 and 72.5 mN/m, in agreement with the expected values [111], during all the du-

6Sigma-Aldrich, HCl 36.5-38.0%, reference H1758.
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ration of the tensiometry measurement (> 4 hours, more than the duration of our
experiments) for all the prepared solutions .

3.2 The experimental cell

The sample container employed for experiments is a cell made by a glass cylinder
glued on a glass microscope slide (figure 3.2). The cylinder has an internal diameter
of 8 mm and a height of 4 mm. The two part of the cell are fixed with an UV glue7.
Before performing experiments, the cell is cleaned several times with ethanol and
rinsed abundantly with deionized water.

A volume of 250 μl solution is injected in the cell with a syringe. Deionized water
dilution of particles are previously prepared cleaning them by several cycles of cen-
trifugation, replacing the supernatant with Millipore water at the end of each cycle,
in order to remove surfactants and impurities eventually present in the sample. A
volume of 2 μl of the dilution of particles is subsequently added in the cell using a
micro-pipette. The cell is then turned upside down as in a pendant drop geometry
and placed on the sample stage of the microscope. The sample stage’s hole for light
microscopy has a diameter, of 20 mm, larger than the cell’s cylinder but smaller than
the microscope slide: the cell is laid on the sample stage keeping the cylinder inside
the hole (figure 3.2(b)). Silicone-based high vacuum grease is spread between the
cell and the stage in order to reduce evaporation. After 15 minutes enough colloids
are sedimented close to the interface and the measurements can be performed.

Figure 3.2: Sketch of the simple cell (a) and of the system of the cell, sample stage
and anti-evaporation chamber (b).

To reduce evaporation, the cell has to be isolated. An attempt has been to close
the cell putting a cover slip below the hole of the sample stage, but in that way the
glass between the cell and the objective introduces distortions on the fringe system.
We therefore decide to avoid it and chose to build a chamber between the sample
stage and the objective, as depicted in figure 3.2(b). The chamber is made by a thin
sheet of cellulose acetate, which forms a rigid cylinder of 20 mm radius and a height
of 40 mm. It is fixed below the sample stage and connected to the objective with
a cut wrist of a nitrile glove, which is fixed with the tip to the cylinder and with a
rubber band to the objective. The 60 mm diameter of the chamber’s cylinder has
been chosen in order to allow the free displacement along x and y of the sample

7Norland Optical Adhesive 81.
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stage, while its height is much larger than the geometry needed in order to keep the
glove as far as possible from the cell. We indeed noticed that the electrostatic charges
present on the glove induce a strong drift (hundreds of micrometers per second) on
the charged colloids in the cell. To create additional protection from electrostatic
charges the inner part of the cellulose acetate cylinder is coated with an aluminium
sheet in order to have a Faraday cage. The efficiency of the chamber in reducing
evaporation is evaluated in sec. 3.2.2.

A second type of cell was designed to tune the molarity and density of the solu-
tion during the measure. This setup was built in order to collect data on the same
particle for different values of the solution’s physico-chemical properties. The so-
lution inside the cell can be changed using two input capillaries to inject/remove
liquid from the cell.

However, technical problems of diffusion inside the cell renders very difficult the
evaluation of the time evolution of the solution’s parameters. These measurements
have not therefore given significant results.

3.2.1 Particle’s drift

Apart from the eventual effect coming from external electrostatic charges, other sources
of xy drift velocity experienced by particles close to the interface are present. Among
them, the main one is the air displacement around the cell. The isolation of the cell
and the objective in the chamber described in section 3.2 reduces drift to values lower
than 1 μm/s, while in samples with open cell drifts up to values of the order of 10
μm/s were observed. The reduction of the drift has been an important improve-
ment since it avoids that particles cross the field of view so fast to make impossible
the tracking. Drift velocity variations during measurements always remained small
enough to be neglected.

3.2.2 Evaporation

Due to the time scale of the experiments of 1-2 hours the contribution of evaporation
must be considered because of the appreciable displacement of the interface it causes
and because of the change of the total volume of the sample, which could affect the
chemicals’ concentrations in the solution.

To evaluate the evaporation rate the piezoelectric actuator has been used to move
the objective keeping in focus a fixed point on the interface in the center of the cell.
The velocity of displacement of the surface, corresponding to the evaporation rate,
is thus calculated from the piezo’s displacement ∆zpiezo (t) (recorded by the control-
ling software).

For a cell exposed to the atmosphere without protections against evaporation, the
evaporation rate is constant in time with a velocity of the air-liquid interface of about
0.2 μm/s at room temperature. This value undergoes deviations of less than 10% for
a room temperature range between 20◦C and 28◦C and with a relative humidity of
50-60% (the average at Montpellier, France). By protecting the cell with the glove
chamber, the interface velocity lowers to a stationary value of 0.05 μm/s after half an
hour from the start of the experiment. All the measurement are therefore been made
after 30 minutes from cell’s preparation.

The variation of the volume ∆V as a function of the displacement of the center
∆h of the air-liquid interface is

∆V =
πa2

cell

2
∆h (3.1)
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Where acell is the radius of the cell’s section. Considering the cell dimensions
(cylinder with radius 4 mm and height 4 mm) and the measured velocity of the
interface, the resulting volume evaporation rate is 0.08 μl/min and the variation of
the total volume of water during an experiment is of the order of 5%. Such variation
of the concentration of NaCl and HCl dissolved in water is lower than the precision
in the preparation of the solution and therefore can be neglected.

3.2.3 Drop’s shape

The study of the dynamics of the particles close to the interface must take into ac-
count the shape of the interface. Both the optical analysis to recover the particle’s co-
ordinates and the dynamics theories start from the assumption of a flat surface. The
evaluation of the interface’s curvature and the eventual implications must therefore
be discussed. The main effect inducing a curvature change in time is the evapora-
tion: during the experimental time scale (103 − 104 s) it yields a displacement in z of
the center of the surface of the order of 1 mm. Accordingly, if the starting interface
is flat, at the end there will be a concavity of the drop macroscopically visible. As a
consequence it has been preferred to start with a convex interface with a heigh h̃ of
the center of the drop of about 1 mm (fig. 3.3(a)). In this way during experiments
the curvature helps to push the particles towards the center of the cell contrasting
the drift. A concave air-water interface would instead make the measurement very
difficult since almost all the particles would be close the cell’s walls.

Figure 3.3: Geometries for the study of drop’s shape. In (a) a sketch of the drop’s
initial convex shape is given, with h̃ being the height of the convex part in the central
part of the drop. In (b) the two reference systems parallel to the interface (r) and
perpendicular to the optical axis (r̃) are depicted for a particle in the point Q. The r
coordinate runs along the profile function P (r̃) of the drop. In (c) P (r̃) is reported
as it is obtained from the Mathematica code.

The interface curvature could affect the data in two main ways. Firstly, it implies
that there is a tilt angle between the optical axis and the normal to the interface ev-
erywhere except from the center of the cell. This tilt angle could induce a parallax
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error in the measurement of the displacement of x and y, since this reference sys-
tem parallel to the surface is different from the one of the recorded image x̃ỹ (see
fig. 3.3(b)). To evaluate this contribution an analysis has been made starting from
a Mathematica code [112] which provides the shape of the drop starting from its
radius (acell), h̃ and the surface tension. The profile function P (r̃) of the drop has
been recovered as a function only of the radial coordinate r̃, because of to the polar
symmetry of the drop, for a drop with acell = 4 mm and h̃ = 1 mm and the surface
tension of an air-water interface (fig.3.3(c)). The definition of r is given, as a function
of r̃, as the length of the function P :

r =

∫ r̃

0

√
1 +

(
dP

dq

)2

dq (3.2)

Considering the drift that has been observed in the data, the maximum distance
from the beginning position a particle can reach during its trajectory is less than 300
μm (value obtained for a drift of 0.5 μm/s in a measurement of 10 minutes). In the
case where the drift is in the radial direction and towards the walls of the cell the
discrepancy between the traveled path ∆r̃ and the projection ∆r visualized on the
screen is maximum. Let us thus consider this limiting case in order to find the upper
limit of the error. For ∆r̃ = 300 μm the travelled path starting from r̃ is:

∆r =

∫ r̃+∆r̃

r̃

√
1 +

(
dP

dq

)2

dq (3.3)

This quantity as been evaluated and it has been found that the relative error
∆r−∆r̃

∆r is the 0.1% starting from an initial position r̃ = 3 mm and less than 0.01%
starting near the center of the cell. This parallax error is therefore negligible.

The second way the curvature can be relevant is in the particle dynamics: if the
particle is studied close to a flat surface the Brownian motion in xy is free without
components of the forces parallel to the surface, but for a curved surface there will be
a confinement force. If the curvature of the air-water is locally relevant only because
of its slope and if that slope is locally constant the component of the force will be
constant and a simple constant contribution to the drift is added. Conversely, if
the slope locally changes, the effect on the dynamics is more relevant, but it should
be immediatly evident looking at the MSD of the motion parallel to the interface.
Linearity of MSD in xy (see section 5.1) ensures the negligibility of this effect on the
dynamics.

Since contributions of drop’s curvature are evaluated negligible both for the track-
ing and for the dynamics, we can superimpose the x̃ỹ reference system to the xy one.

In addition to the macroscopic curvature, there is also a local deformation of the
interface operated by the particle’s force exercised on it which also could affect the
dynamics of the particle. The only force pushing the colloid towards the air-water
interface is gravity. The sum of particle-interface interactions and gravity keeps the
particle at an equilibrium mean distance d from the interface but if the amplitude
of the gravity force is large enough the interface is deformed and it will no longer
be superimposed to the plane z = 0. Let us consider the effect of a heavy spherical
particle (see figure 3.4). The interface minimum (z0 < 0) is located at (xc, yc) below
the particle center. Following [113], z0 can be evaluated as follows. Assuming the
interface linearly elastic, the force exerted by the particle on it can be written as:

F = kintz0 (3.4)
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Where kint is the effective spring constant of the interface. In the meantime the
force is given by the weight of the particle together with the buoyancy, so z0 can be
written as:

z0 =
m∗g

kint
(3.5)

With m∗ = 3
4πa

3
(
ρp − ρ1

)
being the effective mass.

Figure 3.4: Bidimensional sketch of the geometry of the deformation of the air-water
interface operated by the sphere due to its weight. The maximum displacement z0 of
the interface from its equilibrium position is in correspondence of the center of the
particle xc.

To estimate kint we can consider the surface flat at rest. The elastic free energy
required to change the flat cross-sectional area, A0, to the depressed area, A1, can be
written as:

E (z0) = γAW (A1 −A0) (3.6)

It can be shown [113] that:

A1 −A0 = πz2
0

and so we have

E (z0) = πz2
0γAW

F (z0) = 2πz0γAW

from which we get

kint = 2πγAW (3.7)

z0 =
2

3

a3
(
ρp − ρ1

)
g

γAW
(3.8)

The evaluation of z0 for the system under study gives a value of the deformation
of the order of 10−13 m which is therefore negligible because even smaller than the
molecular size.
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3.3 Complementary techniques

3.3.1 Conductometry and pH-metry

Conductivity measurements are made on the solutions employed for experiments in
order to check the molarity and to monitor its time evolution due to the absorption
of ions from the environment. The ratio between the measured conductivity Σ and
the molar conductivity ΣM of the dissolved species (NaCl and HCl in our case) gives
the molarity value of that species in the solution. The instrument used for the mea-
sure is a digital pH/dissolved oxygen/conductivity meter8. It employs a cylindrical
hollow probe with two electrodes on its inner wall. The probe is immersed in the so-
lution, an alternating current is applied to the electrodes and the potential between
them is measured. Conductivity could in principle be determined using the distance
between the electrodes and their surface area using Ohm’s law but, for accuracy, a
calibration is made measuring periodically a known molar solution. The probe also
has a temperature sensor since the molar conductivity is temperature-dependant.

If the pH probe is mounted on the instrument the pH of the solution can also be
measured. The pH-metry is based on the measure of a voltage arising between two
electrodes once they are immersed in the solution. The probe is a glass rod with a
bulb containing the electrodes. It is specifically designed to be selective to hydrogen-
ion concentration. Once immersed in the solution, hydrogen ions are exchanged
with other positively charged ions on the glass bulb, creating an electrochemical
potential across the bulb. The electronic amplifier detects the difference in electrical
potential between the two electrodes generated in the measurement and converts
the potential difference to pH units. The magnitude of the electrochemical potential
across the glass bulb is linearly related to the pH according to the Nernst equation
[114].

3.3.2 Zeta Potential measurements

Measure of the Zeta potential has been made during the work in order to get infor-
mations about the surface potential of the colloids at different molarities. The em-
ployed instrument is a Zetasizer9, which uses laser doppler micro-electrophoresis
to get the Zeta potential of the particles. An electric field is applied to a dispersion
of particles, which then move with a velocity depending on their Zeta potential.
This velocity is measured using a patented laser interferometric technique called
M3-PALS (Phase analysis Light Scattering). This enables the calculation of elec-
trophoretic mobility, and the average Zeta potential and its distribution are calcu-
lated.

The concentration of particles must be sufficient large to get enough signal (thou-
sands of counts) but low enough to avoid multiple scattering (light have to pass in
transmission through the sample). The concentration of the measured solution is
abut 1 mg/ml. The solutions are prepared mixing mother solutions of i) deionized
water and sodium chloride, ii) deionized water and hydrochloric acid, iii) deionized
water and microparticles together with iv) bare deionized water in order to obtain
the desired concentration of all the species in the solutions. Both sulfate and car-
boxylate beads have been measured in this way.

Once prepared, the solution is loaded in a folded capillary cell equipped with
two electrodes, which is then inserted in the instrument’s compartment. For each
sample three measurements are made before sedimentation of the particles makes

8WTW, Multi 9420.
9Malvern Instruments, Zetasizer Nano ZS.
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the concentration of suspended particles too low. As output the Zetasizer’s software
gives the distribution of the Zeta potential, the conductivity of the solution and the
temperature.

3.3.3 Tensiometry

Surface tension of the interface between air and the solutions employed in experi-
ments is measured with a profile-analysis tensiometer10. Its principle is based on
the analysis of the shape of pendant or sessile drops of the liquid. It is controlled
by its proper software and has a range spacing between 1 and 2000 mN/m with a
resolution of 0.01 mN/m.

The measurement requires a manual centring of the drop in the field of view of
the camera, then all is automated. The software identifies the border of the drop and
makes a fit of its shape. From the fit the surface tension between air and the drop is
extracted. A motorized syringe ejects a given volume of liquid forming the drop and
the measure starts once the drop is formed. The evolution of γ over time can be thus
monitored.

10Sinterface, Profile Analysis Tensiometer PAT1M.



Chapter 4

Interaction between a spherical
particle and an air-liquid
interface

In this chapter are described the measurements of the interaction potential between
a spherical particle and the air-liquid interface once the particle is sedimented to the
interface.

In figure 4.1, a typical trajectory obtained from the method and the analysis de-
scribed in chapter 2 is shown: in 4.1(a) the whole 3D trajectory is given, while in
4.1(b) and 4.1(c) are shown the projection on the xy plane parallel to the air-liquid
interface and the time dependence of the particle-interface distance d.

As illustrated in figure 4.1(c), the particle dynamics can be divided in three main
regimes. In the sedimentation regime, the particle moves towards the interface
driven by gravity. The sedimentation velocity decreases as the particle approaches
to the interface because of the increasing viscous drag (section 1.2) and of the inter-
action with the interface.

After sedimentation, the particle reaches a metastable equilibrium at a gap dis-
tance d0 of a few hundreds on nanometers from the interface. In this equilibrium
regime, the colloid freely diffuses in the xy plane, while the motion along z is con-
fined by the combination of the interaction with the interface and the gravity. The
equilibrium regime lasts few seconds to tens of hours depending on the considered
particle and on molarity and pH of the solution.

Surprisingly, two equilibrium positions are observed. One equilibrium position
(dI0) can be recovered considering double-layers, van der Waals and gravity interac-
tions, contrary to a second one (dII0 ) which is not predicted by such interactions.

The final interface crossing regime (sec.4.3) is observed only for relatively high
molarity of the aqueous solution and starts when a particle suddenly jumps from one
of the two equilibrium positions, where the particle is completely wetted, to a posi-
tion where the particle is only partially immersed in the liquid. Once the interface
is touched the partial de-wetting of a particle region begins. Its slow dynamics ends
when the receding equilibrium contact angle with the air-water interface is reached.

In this chapter results concerning the equilibrium regime (sec. 4.1 and 4.2) are
reported for both sets of used polystyrene spherical particles: sulfate spheres (SS)
and carboxylated spheres (CS). The interface crossing regime is described in section
4.3. Finally, a discussion on the particle-interface interaction potential is made and a
comparison between data and models is given (sec. 4.4).

71
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(a)

(b) (c)
Figure 4.1: Complete 3D trajectory of a spherical polystyrene particle with radius
4.5 μm approaching to the air-water interface. Data represent the position of the
particle’s closest point to the interface with respect to the interface. The dynamics
can be decomposed in three regimes: the sedimentation towards the interface, the
equilibrium at a given distance from the interface and the interface crossing. (a) 3D
trajectory. (b) Projection of the trajectory on the xy plane parallel to the interface. (c)
Time evolution of the particle-interface distance d.
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4.1 Measurements of the predicted electrostatic equi-
librium

Figure 4.2(a) reports a typical result obtained for the particle-interface distance d ver-
sus time during the equilibrium regime. The motion is confined along the z direction
with fluctuations around an equilibrium position. Such dynamics indicates that the
particle is moving by thermal energy in a potential well determined by the gravity
and the interaction with the interface.

The potential energy of a particle can be studied from the fluctuations around its
equilibrium position d0 using the Bolzmann equation [115], which relates the prob-
ability p (d) dd of finding the particle at a distance between d and d + dd from the
interface to the potential energy U (d) of the particle according to:

p (d) = A exp

(
−U (d)

kBT

)
(4.1)

In eq. 4.1, A is a normalization constant which can be conveniently eliminated
dividing by the probability of finding the particle at the equilibrium position d0:

p (d)

p (d0)
= exp

(
−∆U (d)

kBT

)
, (4.2)

where ∆U (d) = U (d) − U (d0). In the case of a large number of observations
(Ntot → ∞), the ratio p (d) /p (d0) can be approximated by the ratio N (d) /N (d0)
between the numberN (d) of observations in the interval centered in d and the num-
ber of observations in the interval of the same width centered in d0. In our case of
large but finite Ntot, discrepancies between p (d) and N (d) /Ntot are quantified by
the error per bin equal to [116, 117]:

σN =

√
N (d)

(
1− N (d)

Ntot

)
(4.3)

The incertitude on the probability σp can be derived from the one onN (d) through
error propagation formula: σp = σN/Ntot. Typical values of Ntot in our experiments
are about 104, resulting in relative errors on p (d) of the order of 1-10%.

The potential difference ∆U in eq. 4.2 then reads:

∆U (d)

kBT
= − ln

p (d)

p (d0)
≈ − ln

N (d)

N (d0)
(4.4)

with an error

σ∆U/kBT =
σp
kBT

∣∣∣∣∂ (∆U)

∂p

∣∣∣∣ =
σp
p (d)

(4.5)

In figure 4.2(b) is reported the histogram N (d) corresponding to the trajectory in
fig. 4.2(a). The bin size is chosen in order to have a significant number of counts in
each bin and enough bins to reconstruct the shape of the potential. In figure 4.2(c) the
potential energy difference ∆U (d) obtained using eq. 4.4 is reported. The obtained
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(a)

(b) (c)
Figure 4.2: (a) Plot of a typical d (t) for a sulfate sphere with radius 4.5 μm fluctuat-
ing around its equilibrium position. (b) Histogram of distances extracted from the
trajectory in (a). (c) Profile of the potential energy difference ∆U (d) obtained from
(b) using eq. 4.4.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4.3: Plot of the average dI0 as a function of molarity for the sulfate (a) and
the carboxylated (b) spherical particles. The averages are made over 5-20 particles
in solutions at same molarity. Error bars on the abscissa are due to the experimen-
tal errors in solution preparation. Top scale reports the Debye screening length λD
corresponding to the molarity of the bottom scale. For CS, different colors represent
different pH values as detailed in the legend.
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potential well is not symmetric with respect to the minimum located in dI0: the slope
of the attractive side (d > dI0) is lower than the one of the repulsive side (d < dI0).

Measurements have been made at different molarities and pH adding NaCl and
HCl respectively, as described in section 3.1.3. The dependence of dI0 on molarity1

is reported in figure 4.3 for both SS (a) and CS (b) particles. Each point is the aver-
aged value of the dI0 made over 5-20 particles in solutions at same molarity. For the
CS, whose surface charge is pH-sensitive (sec. 3.1), the figure also gives results for
different pH. The top scale of figure 4.3 reports the Debye screening length2 λD corre-
spondent to the molarity of the solution. The distance dI0 in figure 4.3 decreases with
molarity for both SS and CS particles: colloids come closer to the interface as the ions
concentration increases in the solution. The distances are always much larger than
the Debye screening length and slightly vary with molarity: they change by a factor
ca 3 when the Debye length varies of a factor 10. In fig. 4.3(a) it can also be seen that
for molarities larger than 10−4 M (λD lower than 30 nm) the particle-interface dis-
tance seems to become independent from molarity, suggesting that the electrostatic
contribution to the potential becomes negligible at these ionic concentrations. The
same conclusion is reached considering the pH dependency of dI0 for CS colloids in
fig. 4.3(b): while at c = 5 · 10−5 M the equilibrium distance decreases with pH (i.e.
when the surface charge of the particle increases), at c = 10−4 M all dI0 obtained for
different pH have the same value. This suggests that at c = 10−4 M the equilibrium
distance is not determined by the surface charge of the spheres.

In figure 4.4, the equilibrium distance dI0 of SS particles is reported versus parti-
cles radii. Each point corresponds to a single sphere. For a given molarity (a given
color in figure 4.4), dI0 has no a trend with a. Accordingly, the dispersion in dI0 cannot
be related to the radius polydispersity of the particles.

From the measurements reported in fig. 4.4, the dispersion in dI0 decreases with
molarity, thus suggesting that it is related to electrostatics. Different behaviours of
different particles in the same solution may arise from the variability in their surface
electric charge.

In order to access to the particles surface charge σq we made Zeta potential (ζ)
measurements at different NaCl concentrations for both sulfate and carboxylated
spherical particles.

The determination of the effective charge associated to a given potential ζ can
be made by different methods depending on the characteristics of the system [118].
Here we use the O’Brien-White-Ohshima method, which is applicable under condi-
tions of small ions and low Zeta potentials (ζ ≤ 100 mV) [118], which are satisfied in
our case. Accordingly to this model σq results in:

σq =
2ε0εkkBT

je
sinh

(
jeζ

2kBT

)
·

·

1 +
1

ka

2

cosh2
(
jeζ/4kBT

) +
1

(ka)
2

8 ln
[
cosh

(
jeζ/4kBT

)]
sinh2

(
jeζ/2kBT

)


1/2

(4.7)

1Here, and wherever nothing different is specified, molarity is considered in moles per litre.
2The Debye screening length, defined by relation 1.11, for monovalent species reduces to:

λD =

√
kBTεε0

2cLe2
· 103 , (4.6)

where c is the molarity and L the Avogadro Number.
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Figure 4.4: Equilibrium positions dI0 of sulfate spheres versus particle radius a for
solutions at different NaCl molar concentrations. Molarity increases from blue to
red points as listed in the legend.

In the formula k = 1/λD and j is the electrolytes valency3. The measurements
have been made at different molarities to check that σq is not k-dependent. The
surface charge densities obtained for SS and CS are respectively σq = −0.005± 0.001
C/m2 and σq = −0.0011± 0.0003 C/m2.

While molarity only affects λD without varying σq , the pH tuning allows to
change the surface charge density of the CS particles. Figure 4.5(a) reports the ζ
measured for samples at different pH and constant molarity (4 mM). In all the pre-
pared samples, molarity is kept constant while varying the pH by mixing NaCl to-
gether with HCl. In figure 4.5(b) the corresponding σq obtained from equation 4.7
is reported. Both the Zeta potential and the charge have the same trend: constant
zero value at low pH, followed by a fast step descent and then by the stabilization
at a constant negative value. The interesting pH region is the one between the val-
ues 3.5 and 4.5, where surface charge significantly changes with pH. Unfortunately,
no results for dI0 are available for solutions at pH< 4 because at such pH values the
particles get directly adsorbed at the air-liquid interface after sedimentation.

4.2 Measurements of the unexpected equilibrium

Depending on the solution molarity and on the particle surface charge, a particle
may have a second equilibrium distance dII0 closer than dI0 to the air-liquid interface
(dII0 < dI0). In figure 4.6, is reported an example of d (t) where both equilibrium
positions are present: initially d fluctuates around dI0, then at t ' 50 s it jumps to a
second equilibrium position dII0 closer to the interface. The transition is very rapid:
it happens in a time interval of 300 ms. The amplitudes of fluctuations around dII0
are weaker than the ones around dI0.

The energy profiles extracted from the two equilibrium positions of figure 4.6
are reported in figure 4.7. In the figure ∆U I and ∆U II refer to the potential wells

3The formula 4.7 is valid for j : j symmetrical electrolytes.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4.5: (a) Zeta potential measurements of carboxylated spheres at constant mo-
larity (c = 4 mM) as a function of the pH. (b) Corresponding values of σq obtained
using eq. 4.7. Both ζ and σq vary in the interval 3.5 < pH < 4.5 and are constant
elsewhere.
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Figure 4.6: Typical transition between the first (dI0, on the left) and the second (dII0 ,
on the right) equilibrium position for a sulfate polystyrene sphere of radius 4.5 μm
in a water solution of molarity c = 4.8 · 10−4 M. The two equilibrium positions are
at dI0 = 250 ± 5 nm and dII0 = 211 ± 5 nm. The transition from dI0 to dII0 happens in
about 300 ms.

Figure 4.7: Plot of ∆U/kBT for the first (black squares) and the second (grey squares)
equilibrium positions obtained from d (t) of figure 4.6 as described in section 4.1. It
must be noted that the origin of the energy scale is arbitrary. For this reason the
relative heights of the two minima cannot be compared. Dashed lines reproduce the
slope of the attractive gravity potential: it can be seen how the attractive right side
of the potential well corresponding to dII0 is steeper than the gravity potential
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Figure 4.8: Example of reversible transition between the two measured equilibrium
position. The particle is a sulfate polystyrene sphere of radius 4.5 μm in a water
solution of NaCl at 4.8 · 10−4 M.

around dI0 and dII0 respectively. The second potential well ∆U II (grey points) is more
symmetric and narrower than the first one ∆U I . Moreover, the two potential wells
overlap: surprisingly, for the same values of d in the range 200 nm < d < 250 nm
there are two possible values of U , corresponding either to a repulsive or an attrac-
tive force acting on the sphere. It must be noted that ∆U I = U (d) − U

(
dI0
)

and
∆U II = U (d) − U

(
dII0
)
, where in principle U

(
dI0
)
6= U

(
dII0
)
. Hence, it is not possi-

ble to infer from such measurements the absolute scale of energy and, in particular,
which of the two minima is the deepest one.

The moment of the transition dI0 → dII0 is very unpredictable: considering differ-
ent spheres in the same sample, the transition can be very rapid (the sedimenting
sphere directly crosses the first potential well), it can occur few seconds or minutes
after reaching the first equilibrium position or it can never occur in the experimen-
tal time scales4. Since the typical recorded videos are 10 minutes long and a typical
experiment last few hours, documenting the transition is a rare event. For this rea-
son only for less than the 10% of the measured particles both equilibrium positions
has been observed: in all other cases particles stay either in the first or in the second
equilibrium position for the whole duration of the recording.

The transition from the second equilibrium back to the first one has also been ob-
served, as shown in figure 4.8, but is a much more rare event (about 1% of observed
events). Thus, the transition is reversible and the second equilibrium position seems
more stable.

The probability to find a particle in the second equilibrium position increases
with the molarity of the solution and it is greater for carboxylated spherical particles.
For the sulfate ones the probability goes from zero to almost 100% for molarities
ranging from c < 10−5 M to c = 10−3 M. In the case of carboxylated particles some
specimens are at the second equilibrium position for any value of c, and for c ≥ 10−4

M it is difficult to find particles in the first equilibrium position after time scales of
100 min.

Figure 4.9 reports for each molarity the value of dII0 averaged over 5-20 sulfate
particles (grey points). For comparison, the average dI0 of fig. 4.3(a) are also reported
(black points). For identical molarities, second equilibrium positions appear to be
systematically 50-100 nm closer to the interface.

4In some experiments particles has been found in dI0 more than 24 hours after cell preparation.
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Figure 4.9: Plot of the average dI0 (grey points) and dII0 (black points) as a function
of molarity for the sulfate spheres. The averages are made over 5-20 particles in
solutions at same molarity. Top scale reports the Debye screening length λD corre-
spondent to the molarity of the bottom scale.

4.3 Interface crossing: data and discussion

After the sedimentation regime a particle can remain in the equilibrium regime and
then, from either the first or the second equilibrium position, get adsorbed. We
have also observed that the interface crossing can occur right after the sedimenta-
tion regime without any measurable equilibrium position. As well as for the tran-
sition from dI0 to dII0 , also the probability of the adsorption at the interface depends
on solution properties (pH and molarity) and on particle types (SS or CS). Adsorp-
tion of sulfate spheres is a very rare event and over more than 250 particles only
one time it has been observed. On the contrary, for the carboxylated spheres the ad-
sorption probability can be tuned by changing molarity and pH, as shown in figure
4.10. There, empty circles represent samples for which the particles are trapped at
the interface, while full circles represent the ones for which the particles are in one
equilibrium close to the interface (observations made at 1 hour elapsed time). Half
filled points represent samples where two significant populations (trapped and at an
equilibrium position) coexist. Note that the trapping probability increases with the
molarity and, for a fixed molarity, with the pH.

In figure 4.11 a sketch of a spherical particle in the interface crossing regime is
shown. The contact angle θ′ is defined as the angle between the air-liquid interface
and the wetted surface of the particle as represented in the figure.

As described in chapter 2, a particle trapped at the interface doesn’t exhibit inter-
ference fringes in its center, due to the absence of a liquid film between the particle
and air. However, the z-tracking is still possible because of interference fringes orig-
inating from the still submerged region of the sphere5.

Compared to previous works on the interface-breaching dynamics of colloids
[14, 101] which needed a calibration looking at the pre-wetting dynamics, our tech-
nique allows the precise determination of the contact time between the particle and
the interface without needing any assumption on the hydrodynamics close to the
interface.

5Unfortunately, the tracking program developed in chapter 2 cannot be used in this case as the inter-
ference pattern is different (no fringes in the central part). Consequently the pattern is tracked manually.
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Figure 4.10: Diagram of the trapping probability of CS as a function of pH and mo-
larity. Empty and full circles represent samples for which (after 1 hour) most of
particles are trapped and at equilibrium respectively. Half filled points represent
samples where two consistent populations (trapped and in an equilibrium position)
coexist. The hatched region of the plot cannot be explored as the addition of HCl to
lower the pH also increases the molarity. The green color highlights the region close
to the border of the hatched region where the equilibrium regime as been observed.

Figure 4.11: Sketch representing the contact angle θ′. It can be obtained from the
particle radius a and measuring d as θ′ = arccos

(
a+d
a

)
. Note that d in this case is

negative.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4.12: (a) Interface crossing dynamics of 5 different CS particles in solutions
whose parameters are reported in table 4.1. Particles represented in black, blue and
green directly cross the interface from dI0, while the ones represented in red and
magenta first pass from dII0 (for the red one it is also possible to see the transition
dI0 → dII0 ). For each particle t = 0 has been chosen as the time corresponding to in-
terface breaching. (b) Semi-Log representation of data in (a) after interface breaching
(t > 0). In dashed line is reported the average of fits made with eq. 1.61 over the five
d (t).
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particle (referred to fig. 4.12) c (M) pH defect area (nm2)
black 1.5 · 10−5 5 79
red 5 · 10−5 4.5 85
blue 1.5 · 10−5 4.8 58

green 1.5 · 10−5 4.8 46
magenta 1.5 · 10−5 4.8 159

Table 4.1: Defect areas of CS obtained fitting the data in fig. 4.12(b) with eq. 1.61.

In figure 4.12 data of interface crossing for different CS particles are reported.
Each particle starts from a different equilibrium position, either dI0 (black, blue and
green) or dII0 (red and magenta), corresponding to positive d values, and attaches to
the interface. Negative values of d means the particle has crossed the interface. In
the plot the after-breaching data are reported only for the first ten seconds, but the
dynamics observed at larger times is the same. It is noteworthy that all particles fluc-
tuates dissimilarly and have different equilibrium distances when they are totally in
the fluid, while they behave in the same fashion after interface breaching. This hap-
pens either for particles in same conditions (blue and green, suspended in solutions
with same molarity and pH, and both in dI0) and for particles at different equilibrium
positions (black, blue and green at dI0 and red and magenta at dII0 ) and/or in different
solutions (c = 5 · 10−5 for the red and c = 1.5 · 10−5 for the others). This proves the
irrelevance of the particle-interface interaction determining the equilibrium position
once the particle touches the interface.

The initial transition of the interface crossing is faster than the acquisition time
step between two frames and cannot be resolved until the dewetting process slows
down the motion. It starts to be time-resolved from contact angles of about 24◦.

In figure 4.12(b) the after interface-breaching dynamics (t > 0) of fig.4.12(a) is
represented in semi-Log scale. It appears to be a slow logarithmic dynamics, in
agreement with what Kaz et al. [14] described for spherical particles breaching an
oil-water interface (section 1.5).

Because of the analogy with their case, we analyzed our measured dynamics con-
sidering their model describing activated hopping of the contact line over nanoscale
surface heterogeneities of the particle. From the fit with equation 1.61 of the data
reported in fig. 4.12(b) we obtained the defect areas A reported in table 4.1. They are
larger of the ones found by Kaz et al., even if of the same order of magnitude. This
fact is not surprising as it is reasonable that the defect areas depend on the particles
coating. We find an average value of A equal to 90± 40 nm2, while on the other side
the surface charge of the CS corresponds to an average area per charge of 150 ± 40
nm2. The defect and the charge areas are thus comparable, supporting the idea that
the nanometric surface heterogeneities are due to the discrete charges present at the
surface.

From the data we find that the equilibrium receding contact angle θ′ is lower
than 30◦ (we do not know the precise value as the slow dewetting dynamics can last
months [14]), much lower than what literature reports for polystyrene beads at air-
water interfaces [119, 120]. The lower value of the receding contact angle means that
the carboxyle coating of the beads plays a decisive role in its determination, probably
because of the significant large measured defect area. As a matter of fact, larger is
the distance between two defects, more difficult is the contact line hopping between
them.
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4.4 Modelling and discussion of the interaction poten-
tial

The measured particle-interface potential energies have been compared to a model
which takes into account gravity, van der Waals and double-layers interactions.

Gravity potential arises from the effective mass of the spherical particle:

m∗ = 4πa3 (ρcol − ρ1) /3 , (4.8)

being ρcol and ρ1 the densities of the particle and of the solution respectively.
Gravity drives the particle towards the interface in order to minimize the energy Ug :

Ug = m∗gd (4.9)

The van der Waals interaction is instead modelled using the exact expression for
the plane-sphere case reported in section 1.1.4:

UV dW =
AH
6

[
a

d
+

a

d+ 2a
+ ln

(
d

d+ 2a

)]
(4.10)

The Hamaker constant AH is defined using the convention of positive values for
repulsive van der Waals interactions.

In order to experimentally determine AH , we consider data relative to high mo-
larity samples (4.8 ·10−4 M) for which the electrostatics is expected to give negligible
contributions6. For these samples we compare the equilibrium position of the poten-
tial given by Ug + UV dW to the measured7 dI0.

The value of the Hamaker constant found with this method is AH = 2.0 ± 0.4 ·
10−20 J, greater by 27% than tabulated value of 1.57 · 10−20 J [121] for polystyrene-
water-air systems. The agreement is quite good considering that surface groups can
change the effective Hamaker constant [16]. The determined AH can be considered
independent from molarity in the range of ions concentration used in the experiment
[122].

The sum of van der Waals interaction and gravity potential is plotted in figure
4.13 versus d for a polystyrene sphere of radius 4.5 μm. The resulting potential en-
ergy has a minimum at d = 260 nm, in the range of the measured equilibrium po-
sitions. Such potential is incompatible with the observed crossing of the interface
because of the large van der Waals repulsion. Since both the particle and the air-
liquid interface are negatively charged (sections 4.1 and 1.1.3), a third contribution
to the potential arises from the interaction of their double-layers. Its decisive role in
particle trapping is experimentally proved by the molar dependency of the trapping
probability (sec. 4.3). In order to introduce the possibility of interface crossing, an at-
tractive contribution is needed, in contrast with the expected repulsive double-layers
interaction. Looking more deeply into the problem, if the two objects have different
electric boundary conditions, namely one with fixed surface charge and the other

6We then verified the validity of this assumption once the fit of the total potential was made including
the double layer interaction (section 4.4.1).

7We only consider dI0 because is the one whose potential well can be successfully compared with
Ug + UV dW . As it will detailed in section 4.4.3, ∆UII is incompatible with a potential having gravity as
the only long-range attractive force.
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Figure 4.13: Gravity (eq. 4.9) plus van der Waals (eq. 4.10) potential acting on a
spherical polystyrene particle of radius 4.5 μm versus d. The used Hamaker constant
is AH = 2 · 10−20 J. The potential has a minimum at d = 260 nm.

with fixed surface potential, an attractive interaction may emerge when the two ob-
ject are closer together (see sec. 1.1.2). These considerations drove Del Castillo et
al. [5] to include such boundary conditions in a model describing the interaction
between an air-liquid interface and a dielectric solid wall.

We therefore consider the double-layers interaction between a sphere with fixed
charge σq and a plane with fixed potential ψAL. We use equation 1.19 describing two
spheres with dissimilar electric boundary conditions in the limit where one of the
two radii goes to infinite. It results in:

Uψ−σDL = πa

[
2ψALσq

k

(
π

2
− arctan sinh (kd)

)
−

+

(
σ2
q

k2εε0
− ψ2

ALεε0

)
ln
(

1 + e−2kd
) (4.11)

Please note that expression 4.11 has been obtained using Derjaguin and Debye-
Hückel approximations (sec. 1.1). While Derjaguin limit (ka � 1 and d � a) in our
case is verified8, the condition for PB equation linearization (eψ/kBT � 1) is poorly
satisfied as for SS and CS particles we have that eψ/kBT ∼ 39 and 8.6 respectively.
At first sight, thus, the relation 4.11 is not valid in our case. However, numerical
calculations shown that, in the limit of ka � 1 and for kd > 1, the expression 4.11
overlaps with the exact numerical solution [123]. As in our experiments ka > 20 and
kd > 5, we can thus safely use relation 4.11 to fit the data.

To complete the model, an important question that must be addressed is whether
the motion of the interface due to evaporation alters the particle-interface interaction.
Since the velocity of the interface is practically constant (sec. 3.2.2), the air-liquid
interface is an inertial system. In this reference system water velocity at an infinite
distance from the interface is

~vinf = −vev ẑ (4.12)

8In the present system ka ≥ 20 and d/a ≤ 0.1.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.14: (a) Scaled amplitude (with gravity) of the diffusive force arising from
δzξz versus d for a 4.5 μm polystyrene sphere. Continuous (dashed) line correspond
to slip (no-slip) hydrodynamic boundary conditions on the air-liquid interface. (b)
Scaled amplitude (with gravity) of the electrokinetic lift force versus d for the same
particle and for different debye lengths. Dotted lines indicates the average distances
measured from the data at same molarities.

Since the flux is due to the evaporation of a volume of water, the interface can
be considered a planar hydrodynamic sink and therefore such flow field is not af-
fected by the interface boundary conditions. Close to the particle the fluid’s velocity
field will therefore be the one in the laboratory reference system plus a net flow at
−vev ẑ pushing the particle towards the interface. Accordingly, the resulting addi-
tional force exerted on the particle results in:

Fev = −6πηavev ẑ (4.13)

Approximating the measured potential well with an harmonic potential charac-
terized by an effective elastic constant k̃, the additional force along z will cause a
deviation ∆d from d0 given by:

∆d = −6πηavev/k̃ (4.14)

Considering k̃ = 3 · 10−6 N/m (as obtained from typical measurements) and
considering the measured interface velocity vev = 0.05 μm/s, from relation 4.14 we
obtain ∆d ' 1 nm. Such nanometric value is at the detection limit of our setup.
For completeness, the correspondent potential Uev = 6πηavevd has been included in
the gravity potential Ug in order to group together all the linear terms of the total
potential.

Negligible contributions

Beside the contributions discussed, different phenomena occur close to an air-liquid
interface which can in principle alter the particle-interface interaction. The hydrody-
namic lift force due to the motion parallel to the interface can be neglected. Consid-
ering equation 1.45, indeed, in our case Rea ∼ Rez < 10−3, thus implying an hydro-
dynamic lift absolutely negligible on the typical scales of v‖ < 10−4 m/s. Moreover,
Brownian diffusion and electrokinetics also may cause additional forces, both acting
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on the particle in the direction perpendicular to the interface (see chapter 1). Brown-
ian diffusion in presence of a gradient of drag predicts a second non dissipative term
in the expression for the friction force which drives the particle in the direction of
decreasing ξ (sec. 1.3.1), which in our case is the normal to the interface. In figure
4.14(a) a plot of the amplitude of this force is reported for a particles of radius 4.5
μm. It is evaluated using eq. 1.47 and scaled by gravity force modulus Fg . The
evaluation of the normal drag (ξ⊥) and of its gradient along z (∂zξ⊥) are made using
the described theory for the drag for both slip (continuous line) and no-slip (dashed
line) hydrodynamic boundary conditions (sec. 1.2). In the interval of observed equi-
librium distances (240 − 500 nm) the modulus of the diffusive force term ranges
between 3 · 10−2Fg and 10−2Fg for slip boundary conditions and between 4 · 10−2Fg
and 2 · 10−2Fg for the no-slip ones. Its contribution is negligible.

Electrokinetic lift has been evaluated using eq. 1.52 for a 4.5 μm radius sphere with
a surface charge of −0.005 C/m2 which moves parallel to the interface. Particle’s ve-
locity is chosen as the maximum measured drift (0.5 μm/s) in order to evaluate the
limiting case with the bigger electrokinetic lift force. For the same reason we con-
sider no-slip hydrodynamic boundary conditions, in order to have the maximum
relative motion between the particle and the interface. Figure 4.14(b) represents the
obtained predictions for Debye lengths equal to: 125 nm (blue line), 80 nm (green),
45 nm (orange) and 30 nm (red). The experimental mean distances correspondent
to these Debye lengths have been highlighted with the dotted lines. At small dis-
tances electrokinetic lift force has a relevant contribution, reaching very high values
for nanometric distances from the interface. However, increasing d the contribution
strongly decrease and for all the considered Debye lengths it is negligible at the typ-
ical equilibrium distances.

4.4.1 Total potential energy model

Considering the described contributions, the particle potential Utot results in:

Utot = UV dW + Uψ−σDL + Ug (4.15)

In order to discuss the importance of the double-layers potential, in figure 4.15(a)
are compared the sum of gravity and van der Waals potentials and the total potential
given by eq. 4.15. Because of van der Waals repulsion both potentials positively di-
verge for d→ 0. Unlike UV dW + Ug , however, Utot presents two minima. A first one
at large d (hundreds of nm), close to the one determined by UV dW +Ug , and a second
one (not shown in the figure) very close to the interface (d < 1 nm). An energy bar-
rier of few kBT separates the first relative minimum from the much deeper second
absolute minimum. The energy barrier divides attractive from repulsive Uψ−σDL 1.1.2.
The absolute minimum at d < 1 nm must not be confused with the ∆U II described
in section 4.2 whose equilibrium position dII0 is measured at hundreds of nanometers
from the air-liquid interface. The presence of an equilibrium position at less than 1
nm from the liquid surface is extremely difficult to observe experimentally as any
kind of fluctuation (evaporation of few water layers, air-bridge between interface
and gas-bubbles in the liquid, capillary waves, ...) can cause contact between the
particle and the interface inducing the interface breaching. Moreover, at such short-
range distances, the Hamaker constant does not necessarily have the same value it
has at large distances as for nanometric d particle’s coating play a major role in de-
termining it [16]. Finally, short-range attractive hydrophobic interactions are known
to be also determinant as in many situations they have been supposed to be the re-
sponsible of the interface breaching of the particle [3].
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)
Figure 4.15: Plots of Utot versus d for a polystyrene sphere of radius a = 4.5 μm
varying potential parameters. (a) Comparison between the potential energy UV dW +
Ug (black) and Utot (blue) for λD = 90 nm, σq = −5 mC/m2 and ψAL = −1 mV.
(b) Utot dependency from λD fixing σq = −5 mC/m2 and ψAL = −1 mV. (c) Utot
dependency from ψAL fixing σq = −5 mC/m2 and λD = 90 nm. (d) Utot dependency
from σq fixing ψAL = −1 mV and λD = 90 nm.
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The λD dependency of Utot can be seen in 4.15(b), where the Debye length is var-
ied in the range of its experimental values. The relative minimum approaches the
interface as λD decreases, until it reaches its lower limit in correspondence of the
minimum of UV dW + Ug . Such dependence of the relative minimum position from
λD has the same trend of the experimental dI0 (fig. 4.3). At the same time, as λD
decreases the potential barrier separating attractive from repulsive Uψ−σDL increases
and its position approaches to the interface, until in the limit case of λD → 0 (black
line) the potential energy positively diverges for d → 0 and we get back purely van
der Waals repulsion. This implies that the crossing of the energy barrier should be
easier at low molarities, in contrast with experimental observations. Such discrep-
ancy may be due to the existence of the unpredicted second equilibrium position in
dII0 , as discussed in section 4.4.3.

In figure 4.15(c) the potential energy is reported varying ψAL close to the fitted
values reported in section 4.4.2. The air-liquid interface potential affects Utot mainly
by varying the height of the potential barrier: the latter decreases with ψAL until
disappears (in fig. 4.15(c) it happens for ψAL = −0.5 mV).

Finally, the influence of particle surface charge density is reported in fig. 4.15(d),
where Utot is represented for values of σq in the range between the one correspond-
ing to SS and the one of CS particles. As σq approaches zero, the relative minimum
approaches the air-liquid interface.

4.4.2 Fit of the potential energy around the first equilibrium posi-
tion

The measured ∆U I are fitted using eq. 4.15 with fitting parameters a, λD, ψAL and
an additive U0 offset. Solution’s density and viscosity are obtained from tabulated
data knowing c and T and are kept fixed in the fit.

Figure 4.16 reports examples of the result of the fits made for three different sul-
fate spheres in NaCl solutions with c = 1 · 10−5 M (squares), c = 5 · 10−5 M (circles)
and c = 5 · 10−4 M (triangles). For each data set the corresponding fit (black lines) is
superimposed to the points.

The agreement between model and data is good with a confidence higher than
95%. Fits made using instead a model for the double-layers interaction Uσ−σ with
boundaries of constant charge on both the objects give similar results but with a
lower confidence level. In figure 4.17(a) the ratio between the best fitting radii afit
found for sulfate spheres and the corresponding radii ameas measured from particle’s
bright field image are given as a function of ameas. Similarly, in fig. 4.17(b) the
ratio between the best fitting Debye lengths λD,fit found for sulfate spheres and
the corresponding expected values λD,exp known from sample’s molarity are given
as a function of λD,exp. The found values for the radii are on average greater by a
factor 1.09 than the measured ones. Small variations of the radius affect the potential
mostly on its attractive side, where gravity potential dominates: fits made fixing
a = ameas, indeed, returns same values of ψAL and λD. In this case, however, the fit
confidence level reduces due to the discrepancy with the data on the attractive side
of the potential.

The fitted values of λD are lower than the expected ones by a factor dependent
on λD: decreasing the molarity the ratio λD,fit/λD,exp goes from 0.9 to 0.6. Debye
screening length is defined for linearized PB equation [81] (see section 1.1); because
of the high value of eψ/kBT in our system, λD is therefore not well defined. This
can explain the observed discrepancy between the Debye length calculated from ex-
perimental c and the one obtained from the fit. This explanation is supported by the
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Figure 4.16: Examples of data (points) of ∆U I and relative best fits (lines) made with
eq. 4.15. Data corresponds to three sulfate spheres in solutions at different molarity:
a = 5.84 μm in a 5 · 10−4 M solution (triangles), a = 4.92 μm in a 5 · 10−5 M solution
(circles) and a = 4.25 μm in a 1 · 10−5 M solution (squares).

better agreement observed at high molarities, when the error made linearizing PB is
lower.

Figure 4.18 reports for CS the same ratios (afit/ameas (a) and λD,fit/λD,exp (b))
as in fig. 4.17. The trends are the same as the ones of SS for both the radius and the
Debye length.

The best fit values of ψAL found for SS and the CS have an average value of
−1.3 ± 0.2 mV and −1.1 ± 0.2 mV respectively. The averages are made over all
the single-particle best fit values found for molarities ≤ 10−4 M, for which the elec-
trostatics carries significant contributions to Utot. The air-liquid surface potentials
found for the two set of sphere are the same within the error bar: as expected ψAL
is independent from the particle. Moreover, no significant dependence from the mo-
larity has been observed. As reported in section 1.1.3, measurements of air-water
potential given in literature range in a very wide interval from −10−1 mV up to
−102 mV, even if most of them attest between −10 mV and −80 mV. Interestingly,
both in our case and in the previous works where data are analyzed with models in-
volving constant-potential boundary conditions [4, 5], the found ψAL has a modulus
lower than what previously reported in literature. This highlights the importance of
the choice of the electric boundary conditions for the determination of the potential
of the air-water interface.

4.4.3 Possible origins of the second equilibrium position

The second equilibrium position is not predicted by the total potential of eq. 4.15.
We saw that ∆U II cannot be fitted with eq. 4.15, even if we drastically change the
electric boundary conditions (positive interface potentials and/or particle’s surface
charge). Such results demand to consider new physical phenomena. Our hypoth-
esis is that the presence of nano-bubbles pinned on particle’s surface can alter the
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4.17: Sulfate spheres: (a) Ratio afit/ameas between the particle radius afit
obtained from the fit of ∆U I and the corresponding one ameas measured from the
particle’s bright field image versus ameas. (b) Ratio λD,fit/λD,exp between the Debye
screening length λD,fit obtained from the fit of ∆U I and the corresponding expected
one λD,exp calculated from the solution’s molarity λD,exp.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4.18: Carboxylated spheres: (a) Ratio afit/ameas between the particle radius
afit obtained from the fit of ∆U I and the corresponding one ameas measured from
the particle’s bright field image versus ameas. (b) Ratio λD,fit/λD,exp between the
Debye screening length λD,fit obtained from the fit of ∆U I and the corresponding
expected one λD,exp calculated from the solution’s molarity λD,exp.
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particle-interface interaction making it dependent from particle’s orientation. In this
section are summarised the arguments which drive us to formulate such hypothesis.

In literature, among the works dealing with similar physical systems no one re-
ports the existence of a second equilibrium position. Only in one case TIRM mea-
surements of spherical particles close to water-oil interface shown a dynamics very
similar to our data for the transition from dI0 to dII0 [8]. However, TIRM is unable to
detect the absolute particle-interface distance and the authors interpreted the data as
the trapping of the particle at the interface.

The fact that in our data both the transitions, from dI0 to dII0 and from an equi-
librium position to the interface, are more probable at high molarities - although
crossing probability should decrease because of the larger energy barrier - suggests
that the two phenomena have a common origin. It is possible that the rising of the
second equilibrium is responsible of the interface crossing events.

The reversibility of the transition dI0 � dII0 (fig. 4.8) excludes irreversible phe-
nomena like surface pollution as possible origin of the appearance of the second
equilibrium position. The conservative character of the transition is also confirmed
by the analysis of the potentials of fig. 4.8: the fit of ∆U I made over the data recorded
either before and after the time interval spent in dII0 returns the same best fit param-
eters, thus implying that the potential is not changed.

Other possible interactions

The transition from ∆U I to ∆U II could be caused by an additional attractive force
which activates at a given time adding its contribution to the total interaction. This
hypothesis is supported by the observations of the shapes of the potential wells (fig.
4.7), as the slope of the repulsive part of the potential (on the left of d0) remains
similar for both ∆U I and ∆U II while the slope of the attractive part (on the right
of d0) is much more pronounced for ∆U II than for ∆U I and cannot be explained
only with gravity. Furthermore, the additional attraction we are looking for should
increase with molarity, in order to justify the increasing of the probability of the
dI0 � dII0 transition as λD decreases (fig. 4.10).

Here is given a brief review of the effects that have not been considered in eq.
4.15 which can in principle alter the interaction.

The PB equation is obtained in the mean field hypothesis. Such hypothesis im-
pedes the prediction of ionic correlation, a phenomenon described by more general
theories which can introduce additional equilibrium positions originated from charge
inversions. Charge inversion consists of binding excess counterions to a charged par-
ticle so that its net charge changes sign [124, 125]. This mechanism has been however
predicted only in the case of multivalent ions at high concentrations. Sodium chlo-
ride’s and hydrochloric acid’s monovalent ions used in this study cannot therefore
produce such effect. On the other side other possible ions dissolved in the solution
from air and from glass cell walls have a concentration too low (see sec. 3.1.3) to
provoke charge inversion.

A second class of effects that can alter the particle-interface interaction are the
external influences. In this class are included interfacial phenomena whose effects
propagates in the bulk, as evaporation and capillary waves. The additional force as-
sociated to the net flux of water generated by evaporation which pushes the particle
towards the interface has been already evaluated in section 3.2.2 and cannot justify
the insurgence of the second equilibrium position. On the other side, as already men-
tioned by Benavides-Parra et al. (2016) for a similar setup [11], it is not necessary to
consider the contribution of capillary waves because for our experimental conditions
they have negligible amplitude (few ångstroms [126]).
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An external perturbation altering the particle-interface interaction could be the
approaching of other particles to the one we are measuring. Such perturbation could
also justify the time dependence and the reversibility of the transition from dI0 to dII0 .
We always check that only one particle is present in the field of view of the camera
(50x50 μm). Nevertheless, we can not a priori exclude the passage of a second particle
at 50 μm or more from the one we are measuring. In order to evaluate this effect
we analyzed the particle-interface potential energy of couples of CS diffusing at a
distance of few microns in the xy plane and fluctuating around either dI0 or dII0 along
z. A significant influence on the particle-interface interaction due to the presence
of a second particle has observed only in the case of a gap distance between the
two particles ≤ 1 μm. For larger distances any difference from the case of isolated
particles is detected. We can thus exclude also the contribution of particles outside
the camera’s field of view.

Temporal dependence of the transition

The overlapping of ∆U I and ∆U II reported in fig. 4.7 can be only explained with
a sudden time evolution of the potential. However, none of the possible additional
interactions we considered can justify the additional attraction found in ∆U II or
can explain the temporal evolution of the potential. Still, another possibility is to
consider an implicit time dependence of the potential energy: the existence of two
different values of the potential for the same particle-interface distance can be ex-
plained by admitting thatU is not only a function of d but at least of a second variable
which varies in time. A reasonable candidate is the sphere’s tilt angle θs, which, as d,
evolves in time due to thermal agitation. The potential U (d, θs) can therefore exhibit
different profiles in d for different values of θs, corresponding to the two observed
equilibrium positions.

Considering the low value of the ratio d/a and the exponential decay of the
double-layers interaction, only the side of the sphere turned towards the air-liquid
interface is relevant for the particle-interface electrostatic interaction. Heterogeneities
of the particle’s surface can thus induce significant changes in the particle-interface
interaction when the angle θs change in time due to thermal fluctuations (figure
4.19(a,b)). Rotational diffusion time-scale, of the order of thousands of seconds for
the considered particle [56], would explain why some particles remain in dI0 for the
whole duration of the experiment.

Surface’s heterogeneites can be due to the discretization of the charge, which can
modify the interaction potential. Simulations however show [127] that discretiza-
tion of charge is relevant only in determining the charge inversion originating from
ion-ion correlation. Besides that, considering the charge densities of the particles,
the mean distance between two discrete charges is of the order of ldc ∼ 10 nm and
therefore at the typical particle-interface distance of 200-400 nm the surface charge
distribution can be considered homogeneous.

A much more relevant possible cause of heterogeneity is the presence of air-
bubbles attached to the particle. Rotations bringing the region of particle’s surface
with the bubble close to the interface can in principle induce an additional attraction
as two air-liquid interfaces (the one the bubble and the one of the water surface) at-
tract by van der Waals interaction. The air bubble should however be characterized
by an height hb (figure 4.19(c)) of the order of 10 nm, since bigger bubbles attached
on the particles would be clearly visible on the interference pattern. In 2014 Li et al.
[128] found that the size of the bubbles on a polystyrene planar substrate depends
on the roughness of the latter. They shown that, for nanometric surface roughness,
the air-bubbles can have a contact area πl2b which overcomes the squared microm-
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4.19: (a) Sketch illustrating what happens accordingly to the hypothesis of
an heterogeneity on particle’s surface affecting the interaction between the particle
and the air-water interface: once the heterogeneity is far from the interface it does
not contribute to the interaction and the particle diffuses both in z and θs. Con-
versely, once for particle’s rotational diffusion the heterogeneity turned towards the
air-water interface the azimuthal angle θs is fixed because of the additional attrac-
tion between the heterogeneity and the interface. As a result, the equilibrium gap
distance change from dI0 to dII0 . (b) Sketch of the lower region of the particle with an
air-bubble pinned on its surface. The dashed lines represent the characteristic size of
the particle-bubble contact surface 2lb and the bubble’s height hb.

eter keeping an height hb of tens of nanometers. Such a wide bubble’s area, not
much smaller than particle’s radius, would imply a large attractive van der Waals
contribution added to the particle-interface interaction. Such explanation does not
account for the increasing probability of the dI0 → dII0 transition with molarity (fig.
4.10). However one should also take into account the complex way the bubble alters
the double layers interaction as, considering the air-bubble, a third double layer is
introduced in the system.

The puzzle of long range hydrophobic interactions

Before concluding the discussion a remark should be made on the subject of long-
range hydrophobic interactions as it can be related to our observations. Various
experiments made over years pointed out the unexpected adhesion of hydrophobic
objects to air-water interfaces in different systems, despite both double-layers and
van der Waals interactions are repulsive [3]. As such effect has been observed be-
tween hydrophobic objects, it has been named hydrophobic interaction. First evidence
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of its relevance has been provided by Israelachvili and Pashley [129, 130] who found
that hydrophobic forces have a decay length of 1 nm and can be stronger than van
der Waals repulsion. Experiments on the critical rupture thickness of liquid films
[131] impute also the rupture of water films of much larger thickness (60-220 nm)
between air and silica to long-range hydrophobic forces (LRHFs), despite a lack of ex-
planation of their exact nature. After more than 30 years of research on this subject,
a deep and quantitative understanding of hydrophobic interactions remains elusive
[132, 133]. Several mechanism have been proposed, including: entropic effects due to
molecular re-arrangement of water near hydrophobic surfaces [134, 135], correlated
charge fluctuations or correlated dipole interactions [136], bridging by nanobubbles
[137] and separation-induced cavitation due to the metastability of the water film
[138, 139]. We can relate the additional attraction we clearly measured to the still
not understood context of such LRHFs. None of the listed explanations which can
be found in literature can justify both the time evolution and the reversibility we ob-
serve. If the hypothesis of the air-bubble attached at the particle’s interface is correct
it can be read as a promising new and plausible interpretation of the LRHFs.

4.5 Conclusions

In this chapter we shown our experimental results on the particle’s potential energy
obtained from the probability distribution of the particle-interface distances. Unex-
pectedly, we found two different potentials yielding two distinct equilibrium posi-
tions dI0 and dII0 . A bead can reversibly and rapidly switch from one potential to the
other.

The first equilibrium position corresponds to a potential well which can success-
fully be fitted considering gravity, van der Waals repulsion and double-layers inter-
action. Following recent works, we shown that the best double-layers interaction
model is the one considering the boundary condition of a constant surface potential
- and not constant surface charge - at the air-water interface. From the best fit of the
potential wells we found an average air-water surface potential of −1 mV, indepen-
dently from solution’s molarity and particle surface charge.

The second equilibrium position dII0 is not reported in literature and is not pre-
dicted by the models. Its clear and unambiguous detection is permitted by the abso-
lute determination of the particle-interface distance d that our interferometric tech-
nique allows. The equilibrium in dII0 is more stable than the one in dI0 and is sys-
tematically 50-100 nm closer to the interface. Moreover, the two potential wells ∆U I

and ∆U II overlap, thus implying different values of the potential for the same value
of the distance d. The system appears to evolve in a reversible way from ∆U I to
∆U II when an additional attractive force arises modifying the potential well. The
reversibility of the transition implies that the insurgence of dII0 is not due to even-
tual pollution of the air-water interface and neither to other non conservative effects.
All the observations suggest a potential depending on the tilt angle θs of the parti-
cle as well as on the particle-interface distance d. The angular dependence can be
due to a consistent heterogeneity of the surface of the particle. When θs is such that
the spherical particle turns a region of ’regular’ surface towards the interface, the
measured potential is the one of the first equilibrium position. Conversely, once for
thermal agitation the sphere rotates turning a local anomaly towards the interface,
the additional attraction arises. This would cause the approaching of the sphere to
the interface and the onset of the second equilibrium position, more stable than the
first one. The presence of big air-bubbles pinned on particle’s surface, whose pres-
ence has been reported on the same material [128, 140], is the most probable source
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of heterogeneity, but further studies of the problem are requested.
We also measured the dynamics of particle’s partial dewetting after the inter-

face breaching, observing that it is independent from the before-breaching particle-
interface interaction. We obtained results similar to what Kaz et al. found for a
water-oil interface and evaluated the defect area of the surface of our particles from
a fit with their model. We verified that the defect area (90± 40 nm2) is comparable to
the area per charge (150 ± 40 nm2) calculated from the measured values of the Zeta
potential of our particles.

The interface crossing is experimentally more probable at high salt molarities, in
opposition to the predictions and in a way similar to the probability of the transition
dI0 → dII0 . The two phenomena could therefore be connected.

Even if in previous works there are no evidences of ∆U II , its phenomenology is
similar to the ones grouped under the name of long-range hydrophobic interactions,
observed on different systems but still not successfully described and explained.
The verification of the hypothesis of the air-bubbles attached on particle’s surface
- that we made to justify the angular-dependent additional attraction - is therefore of
paramount importance not only to enhance the comprehension of colloids trapping
at the air-water interface but also to bring a contribution in the debate on the origin
of the long-range hydrophobic interactions.



Chapter 5

Dynamics of a spherical particle
near an air-liquid interface

In this chapter the analysis of the three-dimensional dynamics of a spherical parti-
cle close to an air-liquid interface is described and the corresponding experimental
results are illustrated and discussed.

In section 5.1 the diffusion of a colloidal particle close to an interface is studied by
computing the Mean Square Displacement (MSD) of particles trajectories measured
in chapter 4. The MSD has simple analytical expressions in the case of free diffusion
and in the case of diffusion in simple potentials, like the harmonic one. In section
5.1.2 an approach we developed is presented which allows to extract the particle
drag perpendicular to the interface from MSD data in a generic potential.

Possible influences on the measured drag related to particle’s fluctuations along z
and to the vicinity of other spheres are discussed in section 5.1.3. Then, the obtained
results on the drag experienced by the particle in its motion parallel and perpen-
dicular to the interface are given in section 5.2. Curiously, the air-liquid interface
behaves as a liquid boundary once the particle moves parallel to the interface and
as a solid boundary as it moves in the normal direction. As discussed in section
5.3, this peculiar phenomenon may be related to Marangoni stress arising from a
weak concentration of surface active species present at the air-liquid interface. This
explanation is not completely satisfying as discrepancies remain with experimental
data.

For the sulfate spherical particles an anomalous double population is observed
in the parallel drag data (sec. 5.2): for the same air-water interface some particles
’feel’ the interface as a liquid boundary while others as a solid one. This intriguing
result, also discussed in section 5.3, may possibly be due to electrokinetik effects.
This hypothesis, however, requires further studies, as the absence of an established
model makes difficult a quantitative assessment of the effect.

5.1 Analysis of the dynamics

Before reporting and discussing the drag data, in this section the analysis of the par-
ticle dynamics used to recover particle drag coefficients for both the motion parallel
(ξ‖) and perpendicular (ξ⊥) to the interface is described.

For a trajectory ofNtot points, the position of the center of each measured particle
in the n-th frame, with n ranging from 0 to Ntot − 1, is

99
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~xc (tn) = xc (tn) êx + yc (tn) êy + zc (tn) êz , (5.1)

where tn = nδt and δt is the time interval between two frames, ranging between
1/50 s and 1/35 s. Here we consider the particle’s coordinates xc and yc after the re-
moval from the data of an eventual drift contribution1. For consistency with chapter
4, we consider the gap distance d and not zc as the coordinate in the direction perpen-
dicular to the interface. Considering a given lag time τi, all possible displacements
which occur along the three coordinate axes during this interval are:

∆xi (tn) =xc (tn + τi)− xc (tn) (5.2)
∆yi (tn) =yc (tn + τi)− yc (tn) (5.3)
∆di (tn) =d (tn + τi)− d (tn) , (5.4)

where 0 < tn < (Ntotδt− τi) and the index i denotes the dependence on the
chosen time lag.

Figure 5.1(a,b,c) reports histograms of the displacements along the three axes at
lag time τi = δt. They have a Gaussian distribution which suggests a Brownian
origin of the motion. The distributions of ∆xi (fig. 5.1(a)) and ∆yi (fig. 5.1(b)) are
identical at the resolution of the measurements, thus implying that the motion in the
plane parallel to the interface is isotropic. Conversely, in figure 5.1(c) it can be seen
that the correspondent distribution of ∆di is narrower than the ones of ∆xi and ∆yi.
This is the signature of a dynamics perpendicular to the interface slower than the
parallel one, in agreement with theoretical predictions (sec. 1.2).

The viscous drag can be obtained from the measurements of the MSDs along the
three axes, defined for a lag time τi as

〈
∆x2

i

〉
n

,
〈
∆y2

i

〉
n

and
〈
∆d2

i

〉
n

.

5.1.1 Measurement of the parallel drag

In figure 5.1(d) the MSDs evaluated along the three directions are reported. It can
be seen that

〈
∆x2

i

〉
n

and
〈
∆y2

i

〉
n

are linear and that superimpose. The superposition
is a consequence of the isotropy of the motion in the plane parallel to the interface,
while the linearity in the lag time is the signature of a freely diffusive regime as in
such regime hold the following relations:

〈
∆x2

i

〉
n

=2Dxτi (5.5)〈
∆y2

i

〉
n

=2Dyτi , (5.6)

where Dx and Dy are the diffusive coefficients along x and y. The linear fit of
the x and y MSDs gives therefore access to the diffusion coefficients. Because of the
xy isotropy, from now we consider instead of Dx and Dy their average 2 D‖. The
parallel drag ξ‖ is then obtained from D‖ using the relation 1.44.

1The measured drift velocities along x and y are constant in the experimental time scales (sec. 3.2.1).
They are therefore obtained dividing the total path traversed along x and y by the duration time of the
measurement. The corrections of the trajectories are then made by subtracting to xc (tn) and yc (tn)
the corresponding drift velocities multiplied for tn. The drift subtraction is not made for zc as we just
consider particles moving in the equilibrium regime, confined along z in the potential wells described in
chapter 4.

2Before making the average, however, for each measured particle we verify that Dx and Dy coincide
in the experimental error bars. This check is made to exclude the possibility that anomalous values of D‖
could arise from an anisotropy between x and y.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)
Figure 5.1: Typical histograms of the displacements along the three axes at lag time
τi = δt: (a) histogram of ∆x1, (b) histogram of ∆y1 and (c) histogram of ∆d1. (d)
Typical Mean Square Displacements along the three axes as a function of τi. Note that
the MSD in the perpendicular direction

〈
∆d2

i

〉
n

is reported in an enlarged different
scale (on the right) for a better visualization.
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.2: Examples of

〈
∆d2

i

〉
n

versus τi for three different particles at different
distances from the interface (see table 5.1). Two different zooms of the same MSD
are reported: (a) a wider one, where the plateaux can be seen, and (b) another at
short lag time, where the differences in the transient’s slopes are more evident.

symbol d0 (nm) c (mM )
√
MSD (∞) (µm) potential half-width (µm)

squares 450 0.015 0.063 0.060
triangles 248 0.1 0.032 0.028

circles 238 0.5 0.022 0.023

Table 5.1: Measured parameters of the three particles whose MSD is reported in fig-
ure 5.2. In column’s order: equilibrium distances (d0), solution molarities (c), square
root of the plateau value of the MSDs (

√
MSD (∞)) and half-width of the potential

wells at 1 kBT as they are measured in chapter 4.

5.1.2 Measurement of the perpendicular drag

The MSD along z reported in figure 5.1(d) is not linear but reaches a plateau value
after a transient. This is a clear signature of a confined motion. The fact that the
distribution of ∆di in figure 5.1(c) appears to be Gaussian implies that at lag time
τi = δt the particle’s motion is weakly affected by the confinement in the potential
well.

In figure 5.2 three more examples of
〈
∆d2

i

〉
n

are shown for three particles at dif-
ferent distances from the interface, as reported in table 5.1.

In 5.2(a) the value of the plateau decreases when the particle is closer to the in-
terface. This is a direct consequence of the narrowing of the particle’s potential wells
as the particle approaches to the interface (d0 decrease), as reported in table 5.1 (note
the correspondence between the square root of the MSD’s plateau values reported in
the fourth column and the potential half-widths at 1kBT of the fifth column). In fig.
5.2(b) is shown the zoom of the transient regime at short lag time before reaching the
plateau. The slope at the origin of

〈
∆d2

i

〉
n

is lower for particles closer to the interface,
thus indicating that the normal drag ξ⊥ is higher.

For the motion perpendicular to interface the MSD depends on the expression of
the potential [141]. Noting F (d) as the conservative force acting on the particle and√

2kBTξ⊥W (t) the stochastic force (W (t) is the white noise), the Langevin equation
along z reads:

mv̇z = F (d)− ξ⊥vz +
√

2kBTξ⊥W (t) , (5.7)
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where m is the mass of the particle and vz its velocity along z.
In the case of an harmonic potential, an analytical expression for the MSD can be

found. Noting ω0 the resonant frequency of the harmonic potential, the correspon-
dent force is

F (d) = −mω0
2 (d− d0) (5.8)

Defining ω̃0 =

√
ω0

2 −
(
ξ⊥
2m

)2

and following ref. [142, 76], the MSD results in:

〈
∆d2

i

〉
n

=
2kBT

mω0
2

{
1− exp

(
−ξ⊥τi

2m

)[
cos (ω̃0τi)−

ξ⊥
2mω̃0

sin (ω̃0τi)

]}
(5.9)

This equation is commonly employed to fit data for particles confined in har-
monic potentials, as for example in the case of particle diffusing inside an optical
trap [76].

In the overdamped regime (ξ⊥/m > 2ω0) eq. 5.9 has the same qualitative trend
of the measured MSDs reported in figure 5.2. Driven by such qualitative agreement,
we checked if the harmonic approximation was suitable in our case. In order to
do this, we simulated the diffusion of particles in the measured potentials (chapter
4) and analyzed the obtained trajectories with eq. 5.9. In order to implement the
simulations, we generalized the procedure followed by Volpe and Volpe [143], who
simulated a motion confined in the simpler case of an harmonic potential. In the
overdamped limit of our experiment we can neglect the inertial term of Langevin
equation (non-inertial approximation) as the time scale of the recall force ξ/

(
mω2

0

)
is

much greater than the ballistic relaxation timem/ξ (i.e. the time scale of the transition
from ballistic to diffusive behaviour). By replacing the harmonic term with a generic
force F (d) and by neglecting the inertial term of Langevin equation, eq. 5.7 can be
rewritten as [143]:

ḋ (t) =
F (d)

ξ⊥
+

√
2
kBT

ξ⊥
W (t) (5.10)

The corresponding finite differential equation is

di = di−1 +
F (di−1)

ξ⊥
δt+

√
2
kBT

ξ⊥
δtwi , (5.11)

where wi is a Gaussian random number with zero mean and unit variance3. The
force F (d) is given by the d-derivative of the potential (F (d) = −∂U/∂d) and can be
evaluated from the probability distribution of d. Using equation 4.4 we obtain:

F (d) = kBT

[
1

N (d0)

∂N

∂d

N (d0)

N (d)

]
(5.12)

The discretized expression for the force is therefore:

F (di−1) = − kBT

N (di−1)

∂N

∂d

∣∣∣∣
di−1

(5.13)
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(a)

(b) (c)
Figure 5.3: Typical result of the simulation of particle motion along z obtained
from the measured N (d). (a) Simulated d (t). (b) Comparison of the measured d-
histogram used for the simulation (blue) with the one obtained from the simulation
(black). (c) MSD (black points) of the trajectory reported in (a) fitted with eq. 5.9 (red
line). In the inset of (c) is reported a zoom at short lag time of the MSD to visualize
the transient of the MSD.
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An algorithm has be written combining eq. 5.11 with eq. 5.13 which generates
simulated trajectories from the measured probability distribution of d and for differ-
ent drag coefficients. In figure 5.3 an example of the obtained result is reported. In
figure 5.3(b) the histogram of the simulated d (black line) is plotted together with the
histogram of the measured d from which the simulation has been made.

The MSD recovered from the simulation, in figure 5.3(c), is fitted with the ana-
lytical expression for an harmonic potential (eq. 5.9). The obtained drag ξ⊥,fit is
then compared with the input one ξ⊥,in of the simulation. The result of this com-
parison is reported in figure 5.4 for three different series of simulations. Each se-
ries is made using a different measured potentials having equilibrium positions at
230 nm (black squares), 420 nm (red squares) and 550 nm (blue squares). For each
potential well several simulations are made for different input drags. In figure 5.4
the ratio r̃ = ξ⊥,fit/ξ⊥,in is reported versus the adimensional input drag coefficient
f⊥,in = ξ⊥,in/ξ∞ (being ξ∞ the drag in the bulk, sec. 1.2). For low drag coefficients
the fit undervalues the input drag. On the other side, as the input drag increases, r̃
also increases well over unity. Besides this, there is not a clear trend with the poten-
tial concavity (as reported in chapter 4, potential’s concavity increases with 〈d〉). The
r̃ for the halfway equilibrium position (red squares), for example, does not exhibit
an intermediate behaviour between the ones for the largest (blue squares) and the
lowest (black squares) equilibrium positions.

Figure 5.4: Results of the analysis of the simulations: ratio r̃ = ξ⊥,fit/ξ⊥,in versus
the adimensional (input) drag coefficient f⊥,in = ξ⊥,in/ξ∞. Each point correspond
to a different simulation. Each set of simulations (different colors) differs in the mea-
sured histogram N (d) used to settle the simulations. The three corresponding real
trajectories have average distances from the interface equal to: 〈d〉 = 550 nm (blue),
〈d〉 = 420 nm (red) and 〈d〉 = 230 nm (black).

The results shown in figure 5.4 suggest that the use of the harmonic approxima-
tion to extract the drag from the measured MSD brings a very imprecise result. Drag
recovered by such fit in same cases revealed discrepancies of more than 100%. In
addition, the complexity of the model potential (eq. 4.15) discourages the search of

3For the reason why W (t) can be dicretized as wi/
√
δt, see Volpe and Volpe [143] and Øksendal [144]

dissertations.
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an analytical expression for the MSD. We thus chose to work with a simulation ap-
proach as summarized in table 5.5. For each particle the measured distribution of
d is used to settle a series of simulations of corresponding z-trajectories having the
same number of points of the measured one. The input drag of the simulation, ξ⊥,in,
is changed until the d-MSD of the simulation reproduces the experimental one. In
practice, the criterion of convergence is when the fit with eq. 5.9 of both MSDs re-
turns the same parameters in the range of the error bars. Because of the randomly
generated white noise and the finite number of points per simulation, two simula-
tions made with identical parameters return slightly different MSDs. To evaluate the
incertitude a number of simulations are thus generated (with same parameters) and
fitted with eq. 5.9 until the standard deviation of the fitted drag stabilizes at a given
value σξ. If the drag obtained from the fit on the measured MSD falls within the
interval of the standard deviation, we attribute to particle’s normal drag the corre-
spondent input value of the simulation with an incertitude equal to4

√
2σξ.

Figure 5.5: Sketch summarizing the procedure to measure the perpendicular drag
starting from data and simulations, as described in the text. The output drag ξout is
the resulting value of the perpendicular drag associated to the particle.

5.1.3 Effects of vertical fluctuations and neighbourhood particles

Before reporting the experimental results, we need to discuss possible issues related
to the measurement and analysis of the drag.

Firstly, we have to take into account that drag coefficients depend on the distance
from the interface (sec. 1.2). Because of the diffusive motion of the particles along z,
the drag experienced by the particle instantaneously changes during the trajectories.
From the MSDs analysis we therefore get a mean diffusion which in principle is
different from the correspondent diffusion evaluated in the mean position 〈d〉:

〈
D (d)

〉
t
6= D

(
〈d〉t

)
(5.14)

However, looking at the distributions of displacements of figure 5.1(a,b,c) we
expect this effect to be small in our case. Indeed, a time-dependent diffusion should
in principle lead to non-Gausian distributions of the displacements ∆x, ∆y and ∆d
[145]. The Gaussian character of the measured distributions thus suggest that in our
case such contribution is negligible.

4The factor
√

2 arise from the sum of the uncertainty due to the finite number of data in simulations,
σξ , and the same uncertainty (the number of observations is the same) associated to the measured data.
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.6: Predicted adimensional drags f‖ and f⊥ for a motion at fixed distance
from the interface (grey points) and for a motion with fluctuating distances d hav-
ing a typical measured probability distribution with average 〈d〉 (black points) as
a function of the normalized average distance from the interface 〈d〉 /a. (a) f‖ for
a liquid-air (void triangles) and a liquid-solid (void circles) interface. (b) f⊥ for a
liquid-air (void triangles) and a liquid-solid (void circles) interface.

In order to rigorously quantify the effect we evaluated the average diffusion
weighted on the probability distribution of distances p (d) measured in chapter 4.
The resulting formula for the drag coefficient reads:

〈
ξ‖,⊥

〉
=

∫
p (d)dd∫ p (d)

ξ‖,⊥ (d)
dd

(5.15)

Figure 5.6 shows the comparison between the predicted drag for an instanta-
neous motion at fixed distance (grey points) and the one obtained using eq. 5.15 and
a typical measured p (d) (black points).

The considered effect principally affects the perpendicular drag close to a liquid-
solid interface, reducing it by a factor 5% when d/a < 0.05 (fig. 5.6(b)), and is negli-
gible if the liquid-air boundary conditions are considered.

Measurements of the particle drag can be affected by the presence of other spheres in
the proximities. When two particles suspended in a liquid are close enough, propa-
gation of fluid flow generated by their motion results in an hydrodynamic coupling
of the two particles. As a consequence, the resulting drag a particle experienced is al-
tered by the vicinity of the other one. It is important to know at which inter-particles
distance this effect becomes significant in order to assess that the dynamics of a parti-
cle we are measuring is not affected by the presence of a second one (or more) outside
the camera’s field of view. In 3D bulk fluids, the intensity of the hydrodynamic cou-
pling decays as the inverse of particles’ distance. When fluid flow is confined in two
dimensions with full-slip boundary conditions the coupling becomes long range as
it decays logarithmically with their distance [146].

A simple test has been made to assess the relevance of hydrodynamic coupling.
In figure 5.7, the time evolution of the drag ratios f‖ = ξ‖/ξ∞ and f⊥ = ξ⊥/ξ∞ for
a sphere moving close to the air-liquid interface is reported. The evolution of the
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.7: (a) Time evolution of f‖ for a spherical particle while a second one is
approaching. In the plot are reported the two f‖ transversal (void triangles) and the
longitudinal (void circles) to the axis between the two particles, together with the
total f‖ (plain squares). (b) Time evolution of f⊥ for the same sphere of (a).

drag has been evaluated by computing the MSD in trajectory’s subintervals of 1000
frames. At the beginning of the video the sphere is alone in the microscope field
of view, and thus at a distance from other spheres of more than 50 μm. During the
recording, a second particle approaches and at the end of the measurement the two
particles are 22 μm apart. Figure 5.7 shows that both f‖ and f⊥ remain constant
during the approaching of the second particle, meaning that at the experimental
resolution there is no contribution from the coupling to the drag.

The absence of hydrodynamic coupling is also confirmed by the identical mea-
surement of the parallel drag in the directions transverse (void triangles) and longi-
tudinal (void circles) to the axis connecting the particles.

5.2 Measured drag coefficients

Figures 5.8(a) and 5.8(b) report the measured adimensional drag coefficients parallel
and perpendicular to the interface respectively. They are obtained, as described in
sec. 5.1, from the measured 3D trajectories of particles moving around the equilib-
rium positions dI0 and dII0 . The values of f‖ and f⊥ are given as a function of 〈d〉 /a,
where 〈d〉 is the particle-interface distance averaged over the duration of the mea-
surement. Each point corresponds to a different particle.

In the plots the theoretical predictions for the drag parallel and perpendicular to
both a liquid-air (LA) - eq. 1.31 and 1.28 - and a liquid-solid (LS) - eq. 1.32 and 1.30 -
interface are also reported5.

A first observation is that the measured drag doesn’t correspond to the expected
predictions for a full-slip boundary condition. The parallel drag is always larger
than LA prediction, with values mostly scattered between LA and LS and sometimes
larger than LS. The perpendicular drag follows roughly LS prediction with a large
number of values below and above the LS curve.

In figure 5.9 the parallel drag values are reported separating data relative to SS
particles (a) from the ones relative to CS particles (b). Different colors represent
different molarities of the solution, while different symbols in fig. 5.9(b) correspond

5The LA theory considers full-slip boundary conditions at the air-liquid interface, under the limit
η2/η1 → 0. Conversely, the liquid-solid (LS) theory considers perfectly no-slip boundary conditions.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 5.8: Adimensional parallel f‖ (a) and perpendicular f⊥ (b) drag coefficients
measured for SS and CS particles in water solutions versus the average distance from
the interface scaled on the radius. Data refer to different molarities and, for carboxy-
lated particles, pH. Theoretical predictions are also reported for no-slip (dashed line)
and full-slip (continuous line) boundary conditions.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 5.9: Adimensional parallel drag coefficient f‖ measured for SS (a) and CS
(b) particles in water solutions versus the average distance from the interface scaled
on the radius. Data refer to different molarities and, for carboxylated particles, pH.
Different colors indicate different molarities and different shapes indicate different
pH, accordingly to the legends. Theoretical predictions are also reported for no-slip
(dashed line) and full-slip (continuous line) boundary conditions.
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to different values of pH. Both these parameters mainly affect data as they change
the average distance 〈d〉 from the interface.

Parallel drags of SS particles are widespread between LA and LS curves, but
with larger concentration of values close to the LA and slightly larger than it, and
a less populated group closer to LS. In same samples (i.e. same air-liquid interface)
different particles belong either to the first population or to the second one (e.g. the
dark green points corresponding to data for c = 0.05 mM). Unlike SS particles, CS
particles all show a parallel drag close and slightly above the LA prediction.

No substantial differences exist between the drag measured on particles fluctu-
ating around dI0 and dII0 : in the latter case particles are closer to the interface and
exhibits a larger drag, but follow the same described trend.

5.3 Discussion on drag values and comparison with the-
oretical models

The results shown in figure 5.8 open a number of questions that are addressed in
the following. First, how does a full-slip LA interface may behave like a no-slip LS
boundary as we observe for the perpendicular drag of both kind of particles? For
particles sharing the same interface, why is the drag close to the LS prediction for
some of them and to LA ones for others? Why is the parallel drag systematically
larger than the one expected for a LA interface?

5.3.1 Surface incompressibility

A first mechanism one need to discuss is the effect of a possible presence of surface
active species other than water molecules at the interface which may modify bound-
ary conditions. Indeed, a recent experimental study [66, 67] showed that the full-slip
boundary condition is not always realized at a liquid interface. Even if great precau-
tions is paid to keep clean the interface, it is quite impossible to avoid the existence
of a low concentration of surface impurities. Nevertheless, dramatic contamination
of the interface during experiments affecting interface viscosity (sec. 1.2.2) has to
be excluded, as surface tension measurements proved (section 3.1.3). As described
in section 1.2.2, apart from the modification of interface viscosity, an effect on the
boundary conditions can arise at very low surface concentration of active species
(ci0 ∼ 10−4 nm-2): a non-uniform concentration of them, induced by the motion of a
particle, can produce tangential stress that resists to the particle motion.

Maali et al. (2017) [12] observed that viscous drag corresponds to the one of the
LA prediction at high frequencies6 (≥ 400 Hz) and to the one of the LS when the fre-
quency is lowered down to 100 Hz (see figure 5.10). The authors explain such result
considering a 2D ideal gas of surface impurities trapped at the interface7. Accord-
ing to their model, the presence of impurities gives rise to surface incompressibility
because of the Marangoni stress opposing to concentration distortions. At high fre-
quencies, impurities have not sufficient time to respond to the particle motion and
the interface behaves as a pure LA one. When the frequency is lowered below a
threshold frequency related to ci0 (eq. 1.36), the opposite happens, i.e. the interface
behaves as a LS boundary.

Unlike the cited paper, in our measurements the particle spontaneously moves
in a potential and is not forced to oscillate at a given frequency. The analysis of the

6As detailed in section 1.2.2, Maali et al. made measurements on particles forced to oscillate at given
frequencies perpendicular to an air-water interface.

7see section 1.2.2 for more details on the model.
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Figure 5.10: Drag coefficient (here reported as Γvis) versus particle-interface gap dis-
tance (D) measured in ref. [12] for a 50 μm particle oscillating in water at different
frequencies perpendicular and close to an air-water interface. The calculated drag
coefficient corresponding to full-slip and no-slip boundary conditions on the inter-
face are represented by the gray and dark line, respectively. Note that the covered
range of adimensional distances d/a is comparable to the one of the present work.

power spectrum
∣∣F [d]

∣∣2 of the trajectories we measure (fig. 5.11) shows that at 10
Hz the frequency components are already 2-3 order of magnitude smaller than the
maximum of the power spectrum. It is therefore conceivable to consider only lower
frequency components as responsible for the value of the drag. Since 10 Hz is a
frequency much lower than Maali et al. lower limit, our perpendicular drag data can
thus in principle be interpreted using their model. Nevertheless, looking closer to fig.
5.8(b) a significant number of drag values are found larger than LS boundary curve.
This is unexpected and cannot be explained with pure hydrodynamic arguments, as
the reported LS theory is the upper hydrodynamic limit for the drag close to a plane
interface.

Concerning the effect of surface incompressibility on the parallel drag, numerical
calculations by Blawzdziewicz et al. [65] shown a drag coefficient at d = 0 of f c‖ =

0.82, slightly higher than the corresponding value for a compressible interface f i‖ =

0.73. The effect of surface active species on parallel drag is thus expected to be much
lower than the one on perpendicular drag.

To physically grasp the origin of this difference one can refer to fig. 5.12(a) and
fig. 5.12(b). In fig. 5.12(a) is reported the case of the perpendicular drag: a particle
is approaching to the interface generating a radial flux on it. It is clear that a flux
of this kind is not compatible with a zero-divergence of the 2D flow field correspon-
dent to the condition of surface incompressibility. From a microscopic point of view,
the initial homogeneous concentration ci0 of surface active species is modified as the
they are dragged by the flux. The gradient of active species concentration results
in a Marangoni stress which generates a flux opposing to the one generated by the
motion of the particle. If the typical times associated to the particle motion are large
enough compared to the impurities typical times (i.e. if we are in the quasi-static
limit) the fluid cannot flow any more at the interface. The boundary conditions thus
become the no-slip ones.

On the other side, for a particle moving parallel to the interface (fig. 5.12(b)) the
2D flow field at the interface can satisfy the zero-divergence condition requested by
the interface incompressibility. Clearly, also in this case a gradient of active species is
established (high concentration in front of the particle and low behind it) giving rise
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Figure 5.11: Power spectrum of d for a sulfate sphere versus the frequency fd.

(a) (b)
Figure 5.12: Sketch of the top view of the hydrodynamic fields produced at the in-
terface when a spherical particle (dashed line) moves normal (a) and parallel (b) to
the interface. The 2D flux on the interface (black arrows) associated to the motion
of the particle (blue arrow) induces gradients in the distribution of active species at
the interface. The correspondent Marangoni flow (red arrows) restoring the homo-
geneous concentration ci0 directly opposes to the particle’s flux in (a) while a 2D flow
at zero-divergence is still possible in (b).
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to a Marangoni flow which adds to the viscous one. The particle drag is thus larger
than the one expected for a pure LA interface but doesn’t reach the value expected
close to a solid wall.

In figure 5.13 the predicted f‖ drag ratio for an incompressible (dotted line) and
compressible (continuous line) LA interface are reported together with the measured
values for SS (a) and CS (b) particles. Data deviates from the incompressible interface
theory less than from the compressible one, even if a discrepancy between models
and experimental values still remains.

Apart from adsorbed impurities, surface active species originating surface in-
compressibility condition may also be ionic species such as OH- or carbonate and
bicarbonate ions (section 1.1.3). As described in section 1.1.3, the interface is nega-
tively charged probably due to a specific adsorption of such ions. As well as inho-
mogeneity in the concentration of the impurities would produce a tangential stress,
the same in principle can arise from a non uniform concentration of surface ions.
Their concentration can be evaluated from the measured surface potential (chapter
4) as of the order of 10−5 − 10−6 nm-2, lower than the concentration of impurities
ci0 ∼ 10−4 nm-2 estimated from eq. 1.36 for a threshold frequency of 100 Hz. How-
ever, the stress induced by the gradient of concentration of ions is enhanced by their
electrostatic repulsion, absent in the case of the ideal gas of independent molecules
supposed by Maali et al.

5.3.2 Possible electrokinetic effects on the drag

Interface incompressibility due to the presence of surface active species gives reason
for the f⊥ measured close to LS predictions, but is not sufficient to entirely reconcile
the model with the experimental data. In the parallel direction, f‖ is still always sig-
nificantly larger than the predicted value. In particular, surface incompressibility is
not able at all to rationalize the parallel drag values 2-3 times higher than ξ∞ we ob-
served only in the case of sulfate spheres. Such behaviour is not sample-dependent,
as samples have been observed where both particles exhibiting low (∼ 1) and large
(∼ 2 − 3) f‖ have been measured. It is not even time-dependent, as shown in fig.
5.14 where measured f‖ are reported versus time t′ from the sample preparation.
This excludes that the ambivalence is due to surface contamination occurring in the
experiment time interval8. The hypothesis of a patchy contamination of the surface
affecting only the motion of some spheres seems unrealistic as concentration gradi-
ents tend to zero. Moreover, the eventual presence of drops of viscous contaminants
not miscible with water can be excluded as they would be easily detected by the in-
terferometric setup. It seems therefore that the measured behaviour is determined by
characteristics of the single spheres. No dependence on particle radius is observed
in the data and all particles have been cleaned by several dilution cycles before ex-
periments in order to remove possible surfactants from their solution. A last possible
difference can be in the charge distribution on the surface of each particle.

In figure 5.15 the perpendicular drag data for sulfate spheres are reported mark-
ing with different colours particles whose parallel drag (see figure 5.9(a)) follows
LA prediction (black) and particles whose parallel drag is closer to the LS prediction
(grey). It can be seen that grey points are systematically above the black ones. In
particular, for 〈d〉 /a . 0.06 the normal drag of the particles which exhibit higher
values of parallel drag is not compatible with the theoretical LS curve: the viscous

8As reported in chapter 3, we indirectly monitored surface contamination by surface tension measure-
ments of the samples in experimental conditions and time scales analogous to our experiment. The test
showed that the surface tension remains constant, but since it has not been made for every measured
sample we cannot a priori exclude accidental contamination of the interface during single experiments.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 5.13: Adimensional parallel drag f‖ measured for SS (a) and CS (b) particles
versus the normalized average distance 〈d〉 /a. Theoretical predictions refer to slip
boundary conditions for a compressible (continuous line) and incompressible (dot-
ted line) interface.
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Figure 5.14: Measured adimensional parallel drag for different carboxylated spheres
in the same water solution at NaCl molar concentration c = 10−4 M. The values
are given as a function time interval t′ between the begin of the experiment and the
measurement of the different particles.

Figure 5.15: Adimensional perpendicular drag measured for sulfate spheres in water
solutions at different molarities dividing points belonging to the lower population of
fig. 5.9(a) (black) from points belonging to the upper population of fig. 5.9(a) (grey).
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drag these particles undergo is even higher than the one they would find approach-
ing to a solid surface. Moreover, the slope of the distribution of such points (dotted
line) is more pronounced than the one of predictions.

Such anomaly, affecting both normal and parallel drag of sulfate spheres, is quite
surprising and beyond hydrodynamic predictions, as with purely hydrodynamic ar-
guments it is not possible to justify the overcoming of the LS curve. Moreover, its
absence for carboxylated spheres, whose main difference with sulfate spheres con-
sists in the lower surface charge, suggests that electrokinetic effects may be involved.

Literature reports models for the electroviscous drag for a sphere moving in liq-
uid bulk (eq. 1.48) and parallel to a solid wall at homogeneous constant surface
charge density (eq. 1.51). Nowadays, no predictions exist for the electroviscous drag
in the case of the hydrodynamic and electrostatic boundary conditions of the present
work.

Because of the complexity of these models, in order to have a first idea of the
relevance of electroviscous drag, we made a rough evaluation. We consider a sphere
of radius 4.5 μm, with the Zeta potential ζ measured in section 4.1 and diffusing in a
water solution at the typical molarities of our experiments. The bulk electroviscous
drag (BED) evaluated using equation 1.48 is less than 0.1% of the bulk hydrodynamic
drag (BHD) and is therefore negligible. The same cannot be said once the spherical
particle gets very close to a solid wall: using relation 1.51 the electroviscous drag has
been evaluated for a sphere moving parallel to a solid interface at distances from the
air-liquid interface in the typical range of the ones of the experiments9. The predicted
parallel drag increment is in the range of 10-60% of BHD for sulfate particles and of 2-
20% of BHD for carboxylated ones. The drag experienced by a particle moving close
to a solid wall should be therefore significant enhanced because of electroviscous
drag if the particle is charged. Moreover, for the most charged sulfate spheres such
increment is expected to be more pronounced than for the less charged carboxilated
ones.

The absence of a model for our peculiar case makes difficult a quantitative com-
parison with our measurements, but the rough evaluation points out that the elec-
troviscous effect may be relevant in determining the particle dynamics. This is even
more true if we consider the increasing of electrokinetic effects passing from no-slip
to slip boundary conditions documented in recent works on streaming potential and
electro-osmotic flow [147, 148, 149, 150].

In particular, in 2018 Blanc et al. [150] studied the flow of surfactants trapped at
air-water interface during electro-osmotic experiments. Unexpectedly, they saw that
the surfactant layer remained motionless despite the 3D water flow below the inter-
face and parallel to it. They probed such phenomenon down to surfactant concentra-
tions of 10−3 cmc and deduced that an unexplained additional friction is exerted on
the liquid surface. In common with our experiment, the anomaly affects the liquid
displacement parallel to the interface through the suppression of the slip and has
an electrokinetic origin. The analogy between the two systems is not complete, but
these evidences stress the importance of the still not fully understood electrokinetic
effects close to air-liquid interfaces.

9The surface potential attributed to the interface of the model is the one obtained from the fit of chapter
4. We noticed that surface potentials of that order of magnitude slightly affects the electroviscous drag
predicted for the sphere.
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5.4 Conclusions

In this chapter we reported the results for the parallel and perpendicular drag of
spherical particles whose interaction with the air-water interface has been analyzed
in chapter 4. The present work is one of the first where the dynamics in both direc-
tions with respect to a liquid interface has been explored at high spatial resolution.
Moreover, it is the first time that together with the drag also the interaction with the
interface has been reported. The coupling of the analysis of particle’s dynamics and
potential energy allowed us to properly treat the subtle problem of the diffusion in a
generic potential. In order to do this, we developed a method to obtain the perpen-
dicular drag coefficient by comparing data and simulations based on the measured
interaction. This approach is important to avoid the insurgence of dramatic artefacts
arising when data are analyzed under the approximation of harmonic confinement.

The analysis of the drag revealed consistent deviations from hydrodynamic clas-
sical theories for the motion close to a full-slip boundary. First, most of the particles
are subject to a parallel viscous drag close to the one expected near a liquid-air inter-
face and to a perpendicular viscous drag similar to the one expected near a liquid-
solid interface. Apparently, they see the air-liquid interface either as a liquid surface
or as a solid wall depending on the direction of their motion. Following existing
models, such a peculiar behaviour has been rationalized by adding the condition of
incompressibility of the interface flow field. This latter can be due either to the pres-
ence of impurities at the interface or to the ions responsible for water surface electric
charge.

The inclusion of the condition of surface incompressibility does not completely
remove the discrepancies between data and expectations. The main question which
remains open concerns the anomalous drag measured on a significant number of
sulfate spheres. The fact that such anomaly manifests on the most charged spheres
and the fact that the correspondent perpendicular drag is slightly higher than the
hydrodynamic upper limit suggests that it may be due to electrokinetic phenomena.
However, such hypothesis needs further investigations.



Chapter 6

Conclusion and outlook

In this thesis, the behaviour of a colloidal particle close to an air-water interface has
been experimentally addressed. More specifically, the characterization has been re-
alized for both the interaction energy between the particle and the interface and the
viscous drag acting on the particle as it diffuses in the directions parallel and perpen-
dicular to the interface. Finally, the dynamics of particle breaching of the interface
has been measured.

In order to track the three-dimensional motion of the particle an adapted dual-
Wave Reflection Interference Microscopy (DW-RIM) setup has been developed, made
of a low-coherence interferometric system mounted on a custom optical microscope.
Proper algorithms have been developed to obtain particle’s trajectory from interfer-
ometric data. DW-RIM allows overcoming typical limitations of other techniques
previously used to study similar systems. In particular, it ensures an high resolution
(50 nm in the imaging plane and 10 nm along the optical axis) thus enabling to probe
very small particle-interface distances. DW-RIM also allows the determination of the
absolute particle-interface distance, making possible the analysis of the data without
any assumption on the dynamic properties of the system.

The study of the interaction between a spherical particle and the interface re-
vealed two different potential energy landscapes resulting in two different equi-
librium particle-interface distances, both of hundreds of nanometers. The furthest
one fairly corresponds to model predictions which take into account van der Waals,
double-layers and gravity interactions. The fit of the measured potential provides
a value of water surface potential of 1 mV, in the range of the values measured in
previous works even if lower in modulus than most of them [4]. This value is found
to be independent from the surface charge of the particle.

On the other side, the measured potential closest to the interface shows an ad-
ditional particle-interface attraction not predicted by the models. The documented
partial overlap of such second potential well to the first one implies a double val-
ued potential. This observation, together with the ascertained reversibility of the
transition from one equilibrium to the other, suggests that a supplementary degree
of freedom is missing in our analysis. A possibility is that the measured additional
attraction depends on the orientation of the sphere and thus that it is caused by a
particle surface heterogeneity. This heterogeneity may be due to large and thin air-
bubbles pinned on the surface of the particle affecting the energy potential of the
system.

In order to study the dynamics of a sphere close to the air-water interface without
suppressing the informations on the potential energy of the system, the problem of
the Brownian diffusion confined in a generic potential has been addressed. It has
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been seen that the analysis of the mean square displacements (MSD) through the
approximation of an harmonic potential generates huge errors in the measured drag.
In order to access the right value of the drag, a simple and refined analysis of the
MSD has been developed which takes into account the measured potential and is
based on comparison of data with simulations.

The measured drag values have been compared with models differing in the
boundary conditions on the air-water interface. Peculiarly, the main trend of the
data is partially coherent with boundary conditions which depend on the direction
of the particle’s motion: the air-water interface acts as a slip boundary for the parti-
cle’s motion parallel to it and as a no-slip boundary for the particle’s motion perpen-
dicular to it. This behaviour, recently predicted [65, 12] but never measured for the
same particle, can be explained considering surface incompressibility. Physically, in-
compressibility can be due either to an extremely weak surface contamination [12],
or to the negatively charged ions populating water’s surface. In both cases a sur-
face concentration of surface active agents causes a Maragnoni stress which opposes
to the surface hydrodynamic flow induced by the particle’s motion. Nevertheless,
discrepancies remain as large values of both parallel and perpendicular drag can-
not be explained considering surface incompressibility alone. Even more, such large
measured values cannot be accounted for with purely hydrodynamic boundary con-
ditions. The observed dependence of the drag from particle’s electrical charge indi-
cates electrokinetics phenomena, like the electroviscous effect, as possible responsi-
ble for these large particle drags.

The presented results open interesting questions and suggest new hypothesis
whose verification would be of paramount importance to improve the comprehen-
sion of the phenomena leading to interface breaching. The presented results are note-
worthy as the size and the surface charge of the studied particles are in the typical
range of the ones of commercial microparticles and of micrometric objects present in
nature like clays [151, 152], cells [153] and oil in water emulsions [154]. The dynamics
close to the air-water interface of these natural colloids and their interface breaching
trigger mechanism are relevant in a big number of applications and processes [3].
Furthermore, if the presence of air-bubbles at the particle interface is confirmed, it
could shed new light on the long-range hydrophobic interactions, whose nature is
still subject of debate in the scientific community.

The choice made in the present thesis has been to study the behaviour of a col-
loidal particle close to an air-water interface without perturbing the system, in order
to have experimental conditions close to the ones present in natural and industrial
processes. A further step in this direction would be the extension of the investiga-
tion to particles with a shape anisotropy like ellipsoids. As described in chapter 2,
the requested tracking algorithms have been already developed. Preliminary mea-
surements verified the capability of the technique to precisely measure all the spatial
degrees of freedom of ellipsoidal particles. For illustrative purpose in figure 6.1 are
reported the data relative to an ellipsoid of aspect ratio 5 and volume-equivalent ra-
dius 3.9 μm while it approaches and breaches the air-water interface. In the figure
are reported the gap distance (a) and the tilt angle with respect to the interface θe (b)
versus time.

Research effort will be also focused on enhancing the comprehension of the un-
expected results obtained both on the particle-interface energy potential and on the
particle hydrodynamics close to the interface. For the investigation of the additional
particle-interface attraction, we plan to verify the angular dependence of the poten-
tial by improving the technique enabling also the measurement of particle rotation,
using for example optically anisotropic spherical particles coupled with polarized
light sources [155]. In parallel to this analysis, the role of the air-bubbles pinned on
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(a)

(b)
Figure 6.1: a) Time evolution of the particle-interface gap distance d for an PS el-
lipsoidal particle of aspect ratio 5 and equivalent radius 3.9 μm. Negative values of
d means the particle is partially dewetted. (b) Corresponding time evolution of the
ellipsoid tilt angle with respect to the direction normal to the interface θe.
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the particle surface and of eventual other sources of heterogeneities will be inquired
by a systematic study of the particle-interface interaction as a function of the coating
and the roughness of the surface of the particle.

On the other side, the anomalies on the measured drag can be further investi-
gated by probing the role of electric charges present both on the particle and on
the interface. This objective can be pursued by comparing the described drag re-
sults with drag measurements in systems where the particle charge is neutralized
either by tuning the pH of the aqueous solution at the isoelectric point or by using
non-polar solvents. In this last case also the interface with air is expected to remain
uncharged.

Finally, in this work the particle-interface distances have been tuned by chang-
ing the particle and the solution molarity. The drawback of this procedure is that
each drag value has been obtained from a different particle. Since the used particles
differ in the charge distribution as well as in the size, a systematic characterization
of the dynamics of the same particle would help to clarify the occurring phenom-
ena. During this thesis an attempt has been made to build a cell enabling the tuning
of the double-layers and gravity interactions while measuring the same particle, by
adding a known amount of sodium chloride and deuterium oxide respectively. The
measurement proved however to be very difficult because of the long diffusive time
needed to have an homogeneous solution. A possible way to improve the statis-
tics and to enhance the comprehension could be a systematic study of the diffusive
properties of the same particle restrained into an optical trap. This would allow the
measurement of the viscous drag as a function of the particle-interface distance by
directly tuning the latter moving the optical trap focus. In a second step the opti-
cal trap should be switched off in order to study the potential energy as described
in chapter 4. The optical trap can be implemented on the existing setup but prob-
lems of calibration and of retaining force have to be solved before starting the data
collection.



Notations

Acronyms and abbreviations

AFM Atomic Force Microscopy
CS carboxylated spheres
DI deionized (water)
DL Double layer
DLS dynamic light scattering
DVM-3D Three-dimensional digital video microscopy
DW-RIM Dual Wave Reflection Interference Microscopy
FFT Fast Fourier Transform
LA Liquid-air (boundary conditions)
LED Light-emitting diode
LRHF Long-Range Hydrophobic Force
LS Liquid-solid (boundary conditions)
PB Poisson-Boltzmann (equation)
PVA Poly(vinyl alcohol)
RICM Reflection Interference Contrast Microscopy
RLM Reflected light microscopy
ROI Region of Interest
SEM Scanning Electron Microscopy
SFA Surface Force Apparatus
SS Sulfate spheres
TFPB Thin Film Pressure Balance
TIRM Total internal reflection microscopy
TLM Transmitted light microscopy

Physical quantities and constants

Optics

αcoll One-half angular aperture of the objective
αlim Maximum reliable collecting angle
λR, λB Wavelengths of the LED illumination sources
NA Numerical aperture of the microscope objective

NA = n sinαcoll
n1 Refractive index of the medium containing the particle (water)
n2 Refractive index of the second medium (air)
zR Rayleigh range
w0 Waist radius
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Geometry

θ Polar angle in the particle’s reference system
θe Tilt angle between the normal to water surface

and the minor semiaxis of the ellipsoid
θs Sphere’s tilt angle
θ′ Contact angle with the solution of a trapped spherical particle
Λ Mechanical elongation on the sphere for ellipsoid’s fabrication

Λ = Sa/a
ϕ Azimuthal angle in the particle’s reference system
ϕe Ellipsoid’s orientation in the xy plane
a Particle’s radius
A Average area of particle’s surface defects
Ar Ellipsoid’s aspect ratio Sa/Sb
d Gap distance between the particle and the air-water interface
d0 Equilibrium d
〈d〉 Average value of d
ê‖, ê⊥ unit vectors
h Ratio between zc and a
h̃ Height of the convex part of the drop in its center
R(x, y, z) Distance from particle’s center
r Projection of R on the AW interface

r = [(x− xc)2
+ (y − yc)2

]1/2

Sa Ellipsoid’s major semiaxis
Sb Ellipsoid’s minor semiaxis
(xc, yc, zc) Particle’s center coordinates
(xo, yo, d) Coordinates of the point of particle’s surface closer to water surface

(xo, yo, d) = (xc, yc, zc − a) for the sphere(
x′, y′

)
Axes of the Cartesian coordinate system solidal to the ellipsoid
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Fluidodynamics

η1 Viscosity of the medium containing the particle (water solutions)
η2 Viscosity of the second medium (air)
ηd Dilatational interface viscosity
ηsh Shear interface viscosity
ν Particle’s frequency for its motion ⊥ to the interface
ν0 Characteristic frequency in the model of Maali et al.
ξev Electroviscous drag coefficient
ξx, ξy , ξz Particle’s drag coefficients along the three axes
ξ‖ Particle’s drag coefficient in the direction ‖ to the interface
ξ⊥ Translational drag coefficient in the direction ⊥ to the interface
ξ∞ Translational drag coefficient in unbounded fluid
ξω Rotational viscous drag coefficient
Π Surface 2D pressure due to active species
ρ1 Density of medium 1 containing the particle
ρ2 Density of medium 2 (air)
ρcol Density of the particle
τB Relaxation time of the particle velocity
~ω Angular velocity
~Ω Torque
c Molar concentration of both NaCl and HCl in the solution
cis Surface concentration of active species
Di Diffusion coefficient of the ionic species i
Dx, Dy , Dz Particle’s diffusion coefficients along the three axes
Ds Interfacial diffusion coefficient of active species
f‖ Adimensional parallel drag coefficient

f‖ = ξ‖/ξ∞
f⊥ Adimensional perpendicular drag coefficient

f⊥ = ξ⊥/ξ∞
~Fv Friction force
~Fr Random force acting on the diffusing particle
g Gravity acceleration
m Particle mass
m∗ Reduced particle mass considering buoyancy

m∗ = 4/3πa3
(
ρp − ρ1

)
P Hydrodynamic pressure
Pe Peclet number
r̃ Ratio between the drag obtained from the fit of the MSD

of a simulation and the input drag of the simulation
Re Reynolds number
~vl Hydrodynamic lift velocity
~vs 2D Flow velocity at the interface
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Energy interactions

ε Relative permittivity
ε0 Vacuum permittivity (8.854187 · 10−12 C/m·V)
ζ Zeta Potential
λD Debye screening length
µi Chemical potential of the ionic species i
ρq Volume density of charge
Σ Conductivity
ΣM Molar conductivity
σq Particle’s surface charge
ψ Electric potential
ψ0 Surface electric potential
ψAL Air-water surface electric potential
AH Hamaker Constant
e Modulus of the electron charge (1.602 · 10−19 C)
ni Number density of the ionic species i
n0
i Bulk number density of the ionic species i
ji Valency of the ionic species i
k Debye-Hückel parameter (k = 1/λD)
U (d) Potential energy of the particle-interface system
Uσ−σ DL potential energy: 2 objects at constant surface charge
Uψ−ψ DL potential energy: 2 objects at constant surface potential
Uψ−σ DL potential energy: 2 objects with mixed boundary conditions

Various

γ Surface tension between the liquid and air
γlm Surface tension between two phases l and m
L Avogadro constant (6.022 · 1023)
kB Boltzmann constant (1.3806 · 10−23 N·m/K)
T Temperature



Appendix A

Basics of optics and microscopy

A.1 Beam properties

The Rayleigh range zR of a light beam is the distance from the beam waist (in the
propagation direction) where the beam radius is increased by a factor of the square
root of 2. For Gaussian beams, the Rayleigh range is determined by the waist radius
w0 and the wavelength λ:

zR =
πw2

0

λ
(A.1)

The Rayleigh range can be taken as an estimate of the depth of focus of the beam,
i.e. the distance along the optical axis over which the beam can be considered fo-
cused. In an imaging system, two objects at two different positions will be focused
in the meantime if the distance between the focal planes is equal or smaller than the
depth of focus.

The waist radius is inversely proportional to the amplitude of the cone of light
coming from the objective. Defining αcoll one-half of the angular aperture of the
objective, its relation with the w0 is:

w0 =
λ

παcoll
(A.2)

Using equations A.1 and A.2, and using the definition of numerical aperture for
a microscope objective (NA = n sinαcoll), we obtain:

zR =
λ

πα2
coll

=
λ

π arcsinα2
coll

(A.3)

Evaluating eq. A.3 for the objective and the wavelengths used in our setup, we
find a Rayleigh range of the order of 0.4-0.5 μm, close to the nominal depth of focus
of the objective (0.6 μm). This was expected because the depth of focus, given as a
technical specification of the objective, is a rough estimation of the Rayleigh range
neglecting the λ dependency.

A.2 Interference calculations

In this section the derivation of an expression for the fringe system generated by the
interference of the light reflected by a flat interface with the one reflected by a sphere
is given.
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As explained in 2.1.3, the difference in the optical path of the two reflected beams
arises in first approximation from the double of the optical path between the particle
and the interface, in the direction normal to the interface. The used coordinate sys-
tem (fig. A.1(a)) is cylindrical with r =

√
x2 + y2 lying on the plane of the air-water

interface, and with the z axis directed versus the medium containing the particle.
The origin of the system has been put on the interface in correspondence of the pro-
jection of the center of the sphere. Because of the polar symmetry, everything is
independent from the azimuthal angle ϕ.

Figure A.1: (a) Cylindrical coordinate system. (b) Geometry for the evaluation of the
optical paths.

In fig.A.1(b) the simple geometry of the problem is illustrated. Defining zs (r)
a generic point on the sphere’s surface, its value is equal to the distance d plus a
quantity dependent from r:

zs (r) = d+
(
a−

√
a2 − r2

)
(A.4)

The additional optical path travelled by the beam reflected by the sphere is there-
fore 2zs.

The interference pattern can be now calculated by the square of the total field:

I ∝ |Eawi,0 + Ecol,0 exp{−2ikzs}|2

I ∝ E2
awi,0 + E2

col,0 + 2Eawi,0Ecol,0 cos 2kzs , (A.5)

where Eawi,0 and Ecol,0 are the amplitudes of the fields coming respectively from
the air-water interface and from the colloid and with k = 2n1π

λ being the wave num-
ber. The phase equal to zero has been chosen to be the one of the field reflected from
the water interface. If the two initial field amplitudes are equal we get:

I = 2I0 (1 + cos 2kzs) (A.6)

The final expression 2.4 is finally obtained by replacing k and the equation A.4 in
equation A.6.



Appendix B

Evolution of tracking algorithms

B.1 Evolution of the algorithm for spheres’ tracking

During the present work different methods have been tested, weighing up their ef-
ficiency and velocity. Here below I will list the main attempts we tried that didn’t
reach the requested precision and versatility. Their weaknesses and the way they
failed brought us to the final solution of the 2D fit described in chapter 1.

• search for the center of mass: The ROI is binarized using as a threshold given
by the mean value of the intensity times a factor between 0 and 2, depending
on the contrast of the video. Without noise what it is expected in that the binary
image is made of a series of objects representing concentric rings correspond-
ing to the maxima of the fringe pattern. However, the presence of the noise
caused the objects to be not close but mincing knife-shaped. The program look
for the center of mass of the binary matrix. In the ideal case it corresponds to
the coordinates of the center of the sphere in the plane, but in practice what
remains of the asymmetry due to illumination together with all the noise shift
the center of mass away from the geometrical center of the fringe system. This
is the fastest method but also the one which gives the worst result, missing the
correct value by several hundreds of nm.

• search for peaks and valleys: Due to the circular symmetry of the interference
pattern its center has to be a relative maximum or minimum. This method
starts from this and looks for all the extrema in the ROI. Then it identifies the
center as the extremum closer to the center found in the previous frame (input
center). Also in that case the noise makes however the method ineffective.

• best circumference: The idea of this method comes trying to solve the minc-
ing knife problem encountered in the method of the center of mass: instead
of taking all the pixels of the binarized image, here these pixels are grouped
in objects: an amount of connected pixel higher than a defined threshold is
considered as an object, which can have a certain number of holes (a group
of connected pixels equal to zero). Among the objects with one hole (which
should be good circular maxima) the one closer to the input center and with
the lower diameter is selected and its center of mass is taken as the output
center.

• circumferences fit: After seeing that the previous technique misses the goal
since the identification of the objects with the fringes doesn’t work properly,
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this evolution of the method as been tried. The binarized image of the ROI
is taken and its azimuthal average is evaluated (the considered center for the
average is the input one) and its histogram is plotted as a function of the radial
distance (fig. B.1(a)). On this function the maxima are found and each one
of them is identified with an annulus in the binarized image. Its borders are
the half distances from the confining annuli in the histogram. After the objects
are identify in this way, each one of them is considered as a set of coordinates
x, y and is separately fitted with a circle. From the subset of circles with their
centres at a reasonable distance from the input one, a mean center is evaluated
and given as the output. In figure B.1(b) an example is given, where the green
and blue fitted circles are good, while the red one is wrong and rejected from
the average computation. Such method represents an improvement but the
precision in determining the enter is still low.

Figure B.1: Example of two passages of the circumferences fit method to find the
center of the sphere: on the histogram of the azimuthal average of the binary image
(a) the different circles are distinguished, then each one of them is fitted with a circle
(b). In (b) it can be seen that the fit of the red object doesn’t give a reasonable cen-
ter (located far below the image, outside from the field of view) and therefore it is
rejected.

What the listed methods pointed out is that passing from the binary image is not
the best option for the individuation of the center. Binarization is a valid option with
imaging data, where the object is all brighter or all darker than the background and
so it can be easily identified with a threshold. But here the object is an interferometry
pattern with a lot of maxima and minima and all the shades of gray between them.
This consideration drove us to directly consider the un-binarized frame.



Appendix C

Contributions to the
experimental error

C.1 Error on the radial coordinate arising from the az-
imuthal average

As reported in section 2.2.1 the precision on the determination of xc and yc for a
sphere is 0.05 nm. As a consequence, when the intensity profile is extracted from
the frame averaging I over the azimuthal angle, the center is shifted in xy by δxy =√
δx

2 + δy
2, with both δx and δy between 0 and σx. Let’s here consider for simplicity

δxy = δx
1. We want to evaluate the radial coordinates r, after the azimuthal average,

where we will found an extremum which is at a distance re from the true center of
the interference fringe system (figure C.1).

Centring the Cartesian reference system on the found xcyc coordinates, the equa-
tion for the circumference describing the extremum coordinates is given by:

(x− δx)
2

+ y2 = re
2 (C.1)

If we pass to polar coordinates rϕ the equation becomes

(r cosϕ− δx)
2

+ (r sinϕ)
2

= re
2 (C.2)

The radial coordinate of the extremum as a function of ϕ is therefore:

r = δx cosϕ+

√
δx cosϕ2 − δx2 + re2 (C.3)

It can be averaged over all the angles to find the average coordinate of the ex-
tremum r̃e

r̃e =
1

2π

∫ 2π

0

δx cosϕ+

√
δx cosϕ2 − δx2 + re2 dϕ (C.4)

=0 +
δx
2π

∫ 2π

0

√
−sinϕ2 +

re2

δx2
dϕ (C.5)

1This can be done because the error is independent from an arbitrary rotation of the xy reference
system.
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Figure C.1: Sketch of the reference system centered on the found xcyc couple at
a distance δx from the correct center. The circumference represent the considered
fringe for the evaluation of its position in the decentered reference system.

This is the formula 2.10 reported in section 2.2.2.

C.2 Frequency spectrum width’s contribution

Another experimental deviation from the ideal case is given by the small polychro-
matic feature of the light beam: the LED’s spectrum has a certain width, character-
ized by its FWHM. The beam is therefore made of a combination of several wave-
lengths, each one with its own interference pattern. They form a continuum spec-
trum with a shape that can be approximated with a Gaussian (figure 2.5). Since the
spectrum is very narrow the interference pattern is very similar to the monochro-
matic one. However, for safety at the beginning of the work an evaluation has been
made of the error introduced by this effect.

The passage from a single wavelength to the Gaussian spectrum implies the fol-
lowing transformations of the two electric fields reflected by the two surfaces:

Monochromatic Gaussian spectrum

Eawi = Eawi0 →
∫ +∞
−∞

1
σk
√

2π
e
− (k−k0)2

2σ2
k dk

Ecol = Ecol0 e−2ik0z(r) →
∫ +∞
−∞

1
σk
√

2π
e
− (k−k0)2

2σ2
k e−2ikzsdk

Where k0 is the peak value of the spectrum (635 nm and 505 nm for the two
wavelengths), σk here is used to indicate the width of the spectrum and zs is the
vertical coordinate of a point of the particle’s surface (it is a function of x and y).

From the fields it is possible to get the total intensity on the camera’s sensor:
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I (x, y) = I0

∣∣∣∣∣∣
∫ +∞

−∞
e
− (k−k0)2

2σ2
k

(
1 + e−2ikzs

)
dk

∣∣∣∣∣∣
2

(C.6)

The square complex modulus can be brought inside the integral symbol because
the different wavelengths don’t interfere with each other: the only interference is
the one between the couples of reflected beams with the same wavelength. The
physical reason is that different wavelengths are incoherent with each other because
of the low coherence length, much shorter than the total optical path. The absence
of temporal coherence therefore makes the double product vanish between different
wave numbers but at the same time keeps the ones between the two reflected beams
at a fixed wave number. The final intensity is therefore:

I (x, y) =I0

∫ +∞

−∞

∣∣∣∣∣∣e−
(k−k0)2

2σ2
k

(
1 + e−2ikzs

)∣∣∣∣∣∣
2

dk

=2I0

∫ +∞

−∞
e
− (k−k0)2

σ2
k

(
1− cos (2kzs)

)
dk (C.7)

The plot of I (x, y) has been made both for the red and the blue wavelength using
their correspondent σλ of 10 and 16 nm respectively. It has been found that the devi-
ation on the position of the maxima and minima with respect to the monochromatic
formula is always lower than 3 nm (see figure C.2), corresponding to an error on d
which is always subnanometric and therefore negligible.

Figure C.2: Profile along r of the expected interference pattern for a sphere (a = 4.5
μm) illuminated by a monochromatic source at 635 nm (black continuous line) su-
perimposed to the profile along r of the expected interference pattern for the same
sphere illuminated by a source with a peak intensity for λ = 635 nm and a gaus-
sian power spectrum with σλ = 10 nm (black dashed line). The grey vertical lines
highlight the maxima positions.
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